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About this guide
This is a guide only. It sets out the information needed for council officers and elected members to engage with the
Funding Agreement and Delivery Plan template, and should be read alongside these documents and the Memorandum of
Understanding. These are available on the Three Waters Reform webpage at: https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-WatersReform-Programme
Detailed process guidance on submitting a completed Funding Agreement and Delivery Plan will be released shortly.

Key Dates:
• 31 August 2020 – Memorandum of Understanding signed and submitted to: threewaters@dia.govt.nz
• 30 September 2020

Funding Agreement signed and submitted to DIA: threewaters@dia.govt.nz
Delivery Plan compiled and submitted to DIA and CIP: threewaters@dia.govt.nz and
3waters@crowninfrastructure.govt.nz

Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities
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Reform objectives
The following reform objectives have been agreed by Cabinet.

Significantly improving safety and quality of
drinking water services, and the environmental
performance of wastewater and stormwater systems.

Ensuring all New Zealanders have equitable access
to affordable three waters services.

Increasing the resilience of three waters service
provision to both short and long term risks and events,
particularly climate change and natural hazards.

Improving the coordination of resources and
unlocking strategic opportunities to consider
New Zealand’s infrastructure needs at a larger scale.

Moving the supply of three waters services to a more
financially sustainable footing, and addressing the
affordability and capability challenges faced across
the sector and particularly by some small suppliers and
councils.

Improving transparency about, and accountability
for, the delivery and costs of three waters services,
including the ability to benchmark the performance of
service suppliers.

Undertaking the reform in a manner that enables local
government to further enhance the way in which it
can deliver on its broader “wellbeing mandates” as
set out in the Local Government Act 2002.

Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities
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Memorandum of Understanding, Funding Agreement and Delivery Plan
MoU
The MoU is a non-binding agreement
between the Crown and local
authorities, which provides the basis
for collaboratively working together
to progress the broader reform
process.
Under the MoU, councils agree to:
●

●

Participate in a process to agree
the principles, structures,
process and timetable that
support the reform programme.
Working cooperatively together
to promote a relationship based
upon mutual trust, respect and
openness.

●

Sharing of information.

●

The funding arrangements.

Funding Agreement

Delivery Plan

The Funding Agreement is a pro-forma
agreement that sets out the purpose of
the funding, requirements and
conditions that local authorities will need
to meet to access the funding.

The Delivery Plan will be prepared by
local authorities and submitted to DIA
and CIP for review. Application of funds
will need to be consistent with Delivery
Plans.

Local authorities will choose the
expenditure programme they wish to
apply funding to, via the Delivery Plan.

The Delivery Plan will need to cover the
following elements:

The Funding Agreement includes detail
on the following:
●

Funding objectives.

●

Overview of what the funding
stimulus may be spent on.

●

Conditions attached to the
funding.

●

Reporting and other
requirements.

●

A summary of the work to be
undertaken.

●

Confirmation of costs (excl GST).

●

Proposed milestones and
associated disbursement profile.

●

Location of the physical works.

●

Estimate of the number of people
employed in works.

●

Reporting milestones.

●

An assessment of how it
supports the reform objectives
set out in the MoU.

).

Stimulus funding released following signing of MoU and Funding Agreement, and Delivery Plan approval
Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities
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Key principles for funding stimulus
The key principles that relate to the provision and application of the funding stimulus are provided
below.
The investment package is designed to:
●

Support investment across the economy, helping to stimulate economic activity and jobs in all regions of
New Zealand.

●

Support the objectives of the three waters services reform by encouraging as many councils as possible to
participate in the reform programme.

Release of allocations:
●

Following the confirmation of allocations, an initial disbursement of 50% of the total funding allocated to each
local authority will be released upon signing the MoU and Funding Agreement, and approval of the Delivery
Plan (refer page 9).

●

The remainder will be disbursed on a quarterly basis, subject to appropriate progress being made against
the approved Delivery Plan.

Monitoring and reporting:
●

The Funding Agreement and Delivery Plan will outline the reporting requirements for local authorities. Reporting
is quarterly and a template will be provided.

●

CIP will monitor local authorities’ progress against the Delivery Plan to provide assurance that Crown funding
is being spent as intended and that projects are progressing within a reasonable timeframe.

Funding shortfalls:
●

Funding allocations will not be ‘topped up’ to meet any shortfalls experienced by councils.

Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities
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Application of funding
Local authorities have flexibility to apply stimulus funding as they deem appropriate, provided it is
consistent with the reform objectives and Funding Agreement and confirmed via the Delivery Plan.
What funding can be applied to:
Funding stimulus may be applied to operating or capital expenditure on three waters service delivery, consistent with the
requirements below:
Support stimulus objectives
Support the reform objectives
(refer page 2)

AND

●

Supporting economic recovery through job creation.

●

Maintaining*, increasing and/or accelerating investment in core water
infrastructure delivery, renewals and maintenance.

Some examples of investment that would qualify are provided on page 7.

Additional considerations of funding stimulus:
●

Priority is drinking water and wastewater investment, followed by stormwater.

●

Expenditure will need to commence before 31 March 2021, and must be completed before 31 March 2022.

●

Councils will retain flexibility in terms of how they will apply the expenditure if it meets the high-level parameters.

* What does maintain mean?

Maintain refers to previously planned investment that may have otherwise been deferred as a result of COVID-19. It is seeking to

allow investment in water related infrastructure at pre-COVID levels and cover investment, maintenance, renewals and other three
waters spend deferred due to COVID-19.
The intention is that funding supports economic stimulus, and therefore is additional to planned investment. As a general rule,
activities funded in annual plans are not eligible. However, some expenditure that is included within already approved annual plans
may be eligible for funding. For example, where a project was included in the annual plan on the basis of receiving shovel ready
funding, but has not done so.
Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities
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Examples based on discussions at roadshow workshops
Some examples of what funding may be applied to is provided in the table below.

Recent workshops have raised questions around the ability to apply stimulus funding to various forms of expenditure. The table below
provides an indication of the applicability of these, noting this is by no means an exhaustive list.
Meets reform
objectives

Meets stimulus
objective

Expenditure is not
funded in the Annual
Plan*

Allowable
expenditure?

Delivery of a new drinking water treatment
plant (deferred or brought forward)

✔

✔

✔

✔

Upgrades of wastewater reticulation network
(deferred or brought forward)

✔

✔

✔

✔

Undertake maintenance work for a
wastewater treatment plant that was deferred
due to COVID-19

✔

✔

✔

✔

Training and development programme for
staff

✔

~

✔

✔

Resource Mātauranga Māori

✔

~

✔

✔

Fund non-council owned water assets

✔

✔

✔

✔

Development of centres of excellence

✔

~

✔

✔

Community tanks for water storage

✔

✔

✔

✔

Asset condition assessments

✔

✔

✔

✔

Application

* The intention is that funding supports economic stimulus, and therefore is additional to planned investment. As a general rule, activities funded in annual plans are not eligible.
However, some expenditure that is included within already approved annual plans may be eligible for funding. For example, where a project was included in the annual plan on the
basis of receiving shovel ready funding, but has not done so.

Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities
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Notional funding allocations - Methodology
A notional funding allocation framework has been developed, which is based on a nationally
consistent formula, subject to a few exceptions*.
General approach to determining notional funding allocations

13%

The population in the relevant council area, as a proxy for the
number of water connections serviced by a local authority.
(75% weighting)
The land area covered by a local authority, excluding national
parks, as a proxy for the higher costs per connection of providing
water services in areas with low population density.
(25% weighting)

Structure of funding allocation
A direct allocation to each local authority, comprising 50% of
that local authority’s notional allocation
A regional allocation, comprising the sum of the remaining
50% of the notional allocations for each local authority in the
relevant region
* The following exceptions were made to the allocation framework:

•
•
•

$30 million has been set aside for non-council rural drinking water suppliers to help address the challenges these suppliers are facing in
delivering safe drinking water to consumers.
$50 million for the Hawke’s Bay region was announced by the Prime Minister and the Minister of Local Government. This supplements the
formula-based allocation with a top-up in recognition of the leadership and progress that region has demonstrated in exploring reform of three
waters arrangements.
Exploring alternative solutions to progressing water services delivery reform in the Auckland region.

Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities

37%

Indicative
funding
allocation
between
councils*

50%

Metropolitan Councils
Provincial Councils
Rural Councils
*Assuming a direct application to councils

Regional allocation
The purpose of the regional allocation is to
encourage collaboration in identifying regional
investment priorities, and to establish collective
participation in the reform programme.
Each region must agree on the regional
allocation by 30 September 2020 (refer page 9).
The allocation will not be available where less
than two-thirds of local authorities in the region
sign the MoU, or if an agreement cannot be
reached. The Minister of Local Government may
make exceptions.
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Notional funding allocations
Notional allocations
Region
Northland

Waikato

Bay of Plenty

Gisborne

Hawke’s Bay

Taranaki

ManawatūWhanganui

Territorial Authority

TA allocation
($m)

Far North District Council

5.90

Whangarei District Council

5.89

Kaipara District Council

2.35

Thames-Coromandel District Council

2.40

Hauraki District Council

1.53

Waikato District Council

5.67

Matamata-Piako District Council

2.47

Hamilton City Council

8.73

Waipā District Council

3.41

Ōtorohanga District Council

1.25

South Waikato District Council

1.94

Waitomo District Council

1.75

Taupō District Council

4.16

Western Bay of Plenty Council

3.46

Tauranga City Council

7.46

Rotorua District Council

4.71

Whakatāne District Council

3.49

Kawerau District Council

0.39

Ōpōtiki District Council

1.60

Gisborne District Council

5.52

Wairoa District Council

11.04

Hastings District Council

15.36

Napier City Council

12.51

Central Hawke’s Bay District Council

11.09

New Plymouth district

5.05

Stratford district

1.19

South Taranaki district

2.70

Ruapehu district

2.80

Whanganui district

3.16

Rangitikei district

2.41

Manawatu district

2.54

Palmerston North city

4.67

Tararua district

2.51

Horowhenua district

2.17

Notional allocations

Regional
allocation ($m)
14.13

Total
($m)

Region

28.26

Wellington

33.30

66.61
TasmanNelsonMarlborough

West Coast

21.12

42.23

5.52

11.04
Canterbury
50.00

8.95

17.89

Otago
20.27

40.54
Southland
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Territorial Authority

TA allocation
($m)

Kapiti Coast district

3.13

Porirua city

3.09

Upper Hutt city

2.55

Lower Hutt city

5.70

Wellington city

10.89

Masterton district

2.20

Carterton district

0.92

South Wairarapa district

1.42

Tasman district

4.89

Nelson city

2.86

Marlborough district

6.26

Buller district

2.27

Grey district

1.92

Westland district

3.43

Kaikoura district

0.94

Hurunui district

3.75

Waimakariri district

4.01

Christchurch city

20.26

Selwyn district

5.33

Ashburton district

3.99

Timaru district

3.43

Mackenzie district

2.56

Waimate district

1.68

Waitaki district

3.73

Chatham Islands territory

0.32

Central Otago district

4.73

Queenstown-Lakes district

4.74

Dunedin city

7.92

Clutha district

3.20

Southland district

7.03

Gore district

1.10

Invercargill city

3.02

Regional
allocation ($m)

Total
($m)

29.90
(including Greater
Wellington
Regional Council)

59.80

14.01

28.02

7.62

15.25

50.00

100.00

20.60

41.20

11.15

22.31
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Process
The indicative process for the stimulus funding is presented below. Detailed process guidance will
be provided prior to 31 August 2020.
Month

Milestones

Process

Jul
2020

Aug
2020

Late July
Sector
roadshows

31 Aug
MoU’s signed

Sep
2020

30 Sep
Submit signed
Funding Agreement
& Delivery Plan

Local authorities negotiate regional
funding allocation

Delivery Plan drafting and negotiation of
regional funding allocation

• Each regional group will be required to agree
the funding allocation between the local
authorities within the region.

• A joint letter from the Mayors of participating
local authorities to the Minister of Local
Government and the steering committee
should be used to communicate an
agreement.

• Local authorities will need to incorporate the

regional funding allocations into the Funding
Agreement and Delivery Plan to be
submitted to threewaters@dia.govt.nz and
3waters@crowninfrastructure.govt.nz by 30
September 2020.

Oct
2020

Nov
2020

30 Oct
Final date for
CIP review



31 Mar 2021
Expenditure
Programme
commences

November
Stimulus
released

CIP review and advice to
local government

Mar
2021



Quarterly
reporting to CIP

Mar
2022

31 Mar 2022
Expenditure
Programme
concludes

Local authorities commence expenditure on three waters projects

CIP review Delivery Plans

Commence expenditure

• CIP will review Delivery Plans, as they
are submitted, to ensure they align
with the stimulus and funding
requirements by 30 October 2020.

• Local authorities commence

• CIP will notify the Secretary for Local
Government that the Delivery Plan is
consistent with the Funding
Agreement.

• Initial funding released to local

authorities as soon as practicably
possible once Delivery Plans are
approved by DIA.

Three Waters Reform Programme: Guide to stimulus funding for local authorities

expenditure on three waters projects,
in accordance with the Funding
Agreement and Delivery Plan (before
31 March 2021).

• Local authorities will need to report to
CIP on a quarterly basis. The
requirements are set out in the
Funding Agreement and Delivery
Plan.

• Local authorities must have

completed expenditure programmes
by 31 March 2022. The final payment
request needs to be submitted with
the quarterly report for the period
ending 31 December 2021.
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THREE WATERS STIMULUS GRANT DELIVERY PLAN
Instructions for completion: A single Delivery Plan is to be completed for the full Expenditure
Programme. Territorial Authorities may elect to provide appendices providing further detail of
specific elements of the proposed expenditure programme.
The draft Delivery Plan must be submitted by the Territorial Authority as soon as possible and in any
event by no later than 30 September 2020 to threewaters@dia.govt.nz, with a copy to
3waters@crowninfrastructure.govt.nz. The Delivery Plan will be assessed by the Department of
Internal Affairs and Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited, who may elect to provide feedback and
require further detail, additions or alterations. A revised version of the Delivery Plan, incorporating
all agreed changes, must be submitted for approval thereafter, with the final Delivery Plan to be in an
approved form by 31 October 2020.
Where the Department of Internal Affairs requires additional reporting or other assurance based on
a specific Delivery Plan, this will be included in section 17 below following the Department of Internal
Affairs/Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited review. Section 17 will form part of the Delivery Plan.
All figures in this Delivery Plan should be GST exclusive.
Capitalised terms in this Delivery Plan have the meaning given to them in the Funding Agreement,
where applicable.
Territorial Authority information
1. Programme

Title:

2. Territorial

Authority:
3. Total Maximum Amount Payable (NZ$M):

$

4. Organisation Lead Contact:

Name:
Position:
Email:
Expenditure Programme overview
5. Please provide a brief description of the expenditure programme to be undertaken:

COMMERCIAL IN-CONFIDENCE
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6. Location/address of the programme:
(if this is a series of investments, please identify each location
where relevant)

7. What is the total estimated cost of the

$

programme (NZ$M)?

8. If the total estimated cost exceeds the Total Maximum Amount Payable, please specify the

funding source(s) and amount(s):
Funding Source

Amount (NZ$M)
$
$
$

Total

9. Please provide a high-level breakdown of the expenditure programme including a cost schedule

identifying estimated costs for each major component:

10. What is the expected number of people employed, and net jobs created through the expenditure

programme? How has this been estimated?

Expenditure Programme commencement
11. Please describe the initial activity to be undertaken on expenditure programme commencement:

Expenditure Programme completion
12. Please outline below the high-level plan that will ensure the expenditure programme is

completed by 31 March 2022 (these should largely mirror the milestones below):

Expenditure Programme funding status
13. Please indicate below the expenditure programme funding status:

Included in LTP
Included in Annual Plan 2020/21
Not funded in any plan
Was funded but COVID-19 deferred
Is any Territorial Authority co-funding
being contributed?

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Amounts NZ$
Amounts NZ$
Amounts NZ$
Amounts NZ$
Amounts NZ$

COMMERCIAL IN-CONFIDENCE

Year
N/A
Year
Year
Year
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14. Please set out the key milestones of the expenditure programme to be undertaken, and for each

milestone the planned completion date and budget:1
Expenditure
Programme
Milestone (including
a description of how
the milestone is
identified)
1. Commencement Date
occurring under the
Funding Agreement

Completion
Date

Maximum
Funding
instalment
amount (NZ$)2

Budgeted costs
to complete the
expenditure
programme
(NZ$)

NZ$[INSERT
Nil
HERE] [Note:
this is to be 50%
of the Total
Maximum
Amount
Payable]

2. [Commencement of
expenditure
programme]
3. [milestone]

31 October 2020
(or such date
agreed
otherwise in
writing with DIA
under the
Funding
Agreement)
[date] [To be no
later than 31
March 2021]
[date]

4. [milestone]

[date]

5. [milestone]

[date]

6. [milestone]

[date]

7. [Completion of
expenditure
programme]
TOTAL

[date] [To be no
later than 31
March 2022]

NZ$[INSERT
HERE]

NZ$[INSERT
HERE]

NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE])3

NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]
NZ$[INSERT
HERE]

[Must be less or
equal to Total
Maximum
Amount
Payable]

[Must be equal
to the total
estimated cost
of the
expenditure
programme]

[DIA USE
ONLY]
Funding
Conditions

1

All figures should be GST exclusive.
You may choose to determine each maximum Funding instalment amount for a milestone on the basis of
seeking funds either for application towards costs incurred for that milestone, or for application towards
costs to be incurred for the following milestone.
3
The final Payment Request needs to be submitted with the quarterly report for the period ending 31
December 2021.
2
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15. Briefly outline the final expected outcomes/objectives of the expenditure programme:

16. Briefly outline an assessment of how the expenditure programme supports the reform

objectives set out in the Memorandum of Understanding relating to Three Waters Services Reform
between you and the Sovereign in Right of New Zealand acting by and through the Minister of Local
Government:

DIA USE ONLY
17. Additional requirements in respect of the Funding Agreement (such as specific reporting
requirements):

The parties acknowledge and agree that this is the agreed Delivery Plan.
SIGNATURES

SIGNED by the SOVEREIGN IN
RIGHT OF NEW ZEALAND acting by
and through the Chief Executive of
the Department of Internal Affairs
or his or her authorised delegate:

SIGNED for and on behalf of
_____________________________
by the person(s) named below, being
a person(s) duly authorised to enter
into obligations on behalf of that
territorial authority:

_____________________________
Name:

_____________________________

Position:
Date:

Name:
Position:
Date:

_____________________________
Name:
Position:
Date:

COMMERCIAL IN-CONFIDENCE
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DISCUSSION REPORT
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Rebecca Jenks
Economic Development Officer

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2833264
Appendix A: 2781325 (Waihi i-SITE)
Appendix B: 2781322 (Paeroa Information Hub)

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S Councillor Harris
Community Growth portfolio
MEETING DATE

21 October 2020

SUBJECT

Options for Information Services in the District

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

The purpose of this report is to provide the Council with options for discussion regarding the
funding of visitor information services in the Hauraki District, and seek approval of a preferred
option to be included in the Long Term Plan budgets.

2

BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA

Visitor information services (or Information Centres) provide a single location for visitor and
tourist information in an area.

2.1

Existing agreements

The Council currently has agreements for the provision of information services with Waihi Gold
Discovery Centre for the Waihi i-SITE and with PIH 2015 Ltd for the Paeroa Information Hub.
Both agreements end on 30 June 2021. A copy of these agreements can be found in appendix
A and B.
Funding (not including Council overheads)
Ward
Waihi
Paeroa

Funding
$85,000
$59,244

Plains

$0

2.2

Level of service
High (i-SITE) – visitor focus
Medium (information centre) –
visitor and community focus
Low (brochure stand)

Previous review of the service

A review of information services in the District was completed in May 2019. Points in the
review noted that:

Whaarangi 1 | 6
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The principle of the Council continuing to invest in Visitor Information Centres and
Destination Coromandel is justifiable and proportionate with HDC investment in the Hauraki
Rail Trail (HRT) and visitor spend in the Hauraki District.
Only 7 of i-SITE New Zealand’s 81 i-SITE Visitor Information Centres are profitable before
external funding. The reality is that they increasingly need external funding.
Scale, visionary management and strategic locations are key considerations if optimum
efficiency and effectiveness is to be achieved, along with the agility to be able to respond
to rapid changes in visitor flows and customer preferences.
In 2018 the average funding received by rural/small town i-SITEs in New Zealand was
$158,000 (i-SITE NZ, 2018).

Relevant recommendations from the review were as follows:
 Review current Visitor Information Centre funding levels against i-SITE NZ benchmarks to
ensure the Hauraki Visitor Information Network is funded to better serve visitor information
needs into the future noting the need to respond to the growing visitor preference for social
media, online enquiry and transacting.
 Investigate the option of both Hauraki District visitor centres functioning as a network of
two and operating under common leadership / management. (immediate term). It is
recommended that, for example, there be one destination website and content manager
with one supplier and customer database. Another option is to investigate the option of
partnering with Destination Coromandel to develop a rationalised regional i-SITE network
that reviews and confirms key entry points and traffic flows relevant to Hauraki Coromandel travellers (Medium Term).
According to the proposal received from Waihi Gold Discovery Centre and PIH 2015 Ltd for
2020/21 funding, the estimated operating expenses for the Waihi i-SITE for 2020/21 are
$137,000 and $94,000 for the Paeroa Information Hub. After Council funding and independent
revenue (e.g. from sales and commissions), there is a predicted to be a net loss for both
organisations under the current funding agreement.

3

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE

At the recent Council workshops where the development of the Manaaki Toiora Committee,
actions and LTP budgets have been discussed, different options for information services have
arisen. During the workshops, the need to have some form of information services in all wards
was discussed. The Council requested further information on different options for information
services in the district to inform Long Term Plan decisions.
Direction from the Council to date has been to reallocate budget items while retaining the
same level of funding over the activity, i.e. no budget increases.

4 ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES |
KIA UIA TE HAPORI WHĀNUI
It is recommended that Information Services is consulted with the community through the
Long Term Plan Consultation Document in early 2021. A report regarding all proposed
consultation matters will be provided to the Council at its 18th November 2020 LTP workshop.

5

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU

There are a number of options for the Council to consider regarding the funding of visitor
information services in the District. The alternative to the options provided below is to not fund
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visitor information services, however for the purposes of this report it is assumed that the
Council wishes to continue to provide some form of funding through its Manaaki Toiora activity.
Staff have identified the following options for the Council to consider:
 Retaining the status quo (retain funding at a similar level to 2020/21 provision)
 Information services in all wards (reduce 2020/21 funding, provide equal funding for Waihi
and Paeroa, and an increased level of service in Plains)
 Information kiosks in all wards (option provided for in the current draft budgets)
 Hauraki/Coromandel Visitor Information Network (collaborative approach to information
services)
These options and their advantages and disadvantages are outlined below.

5.1

OPTION 1: Status quo

ABOUT THIS OPTION
In this option Council would continue to fund an i-SITE in Waihi (high level of service) and
information centre (medium level of service) in Paeroa. Flyers would continue to be
displayed at a business on the Plains (low level of service). Council would go out to tender
for these contracts.
ADVANTAGES
 A professional ‘full-service’ visitor
information service is provided through
the Waihi i-SITE – a high visitor
experience should be expected.
 Visitor and community information
service is provided in Paeroa.
 Both are co-located with another
business which allows overhead costs to
be shared.

DISADVANTAGES
 Both Waihi and Paeroa services are noted
to be running at a loss even with existing
funding, so it is likely further funding
would be requested.
 The proposed advocacy role would not
have funding available within the budget
so would need to be removed/reduced or
budgets increased to allow for it or
another budget line will need to change.
 Anecdotally the relevance of information
centres in the current environment has
been questioned. Neighbouring councils
have indicated that they may not
continue their current model.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs

Capital costs: Set-up costs may be required if new
operators are chosen.
Ongoing annual operating: Minimum $144,000
One off operating cost: Legal fees may arise from the
tender process

Budget source

Manaaki Toiora budget

5.2

OPTION 2: Information services funding for all wards

ABOUT THIS OPTION
In this option the levels of funding would be the same in Paeroa and Waihi meaning a
reduced level of funding would be provided Waihi and a slightly higher level for Paeroa. Due
to the level of funding proposed, it likely that there would be a decrease in service in Waihi
(both Paeroa and Waihi would be at information centre level), however this option is
expected to provide a higher level of personal service than the kiosk option. To keep costs
down, co-location with another business would likely be preferred and this would need to go
out to tender. Information service levels should increase for the Plains. Options for this could
Whaarangi 3 | 6
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be an information kiosk at the Cornerstone Café on the corner of SH 2 and 25 or at the
Pūkorokoro Miranda Shorebird Centre (has not been discussed with either business).
ADVANTAGES
 Information services continue to be
provided in all wards.
 As a result of reduced funding for Waihi,
a higher level of service can be provided
for the Plains Ward (compared to current
level).
 Face-to-face advice and assistance can
be provided in Paeroa and Waihi.

DISADVANTAGES
 Level of service will likely reduce in
Waihi.
 Unknown what service could be provided
for budget but it is likely that co-location
with an existing business would be the
only way to work within budget.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs

Capital costs: Kiosk approximately $8650 and set-up costs
if new operators are chosen for the information centres.
Ongoing annual operating: $65,000 per information centre,
approximately $3600 for kiosk software and $12,000
(estimate) for accommodation of kiosk. Translations of
content may also be required.
One off operating cost: Content creation approximately
$4000 (but varies depending on content required) and setup approximately $1200. Legal fees may arise from tender
process.
Current funding in draft LTP budget is $40,000 per year
(based on kiosk option) plus $25,000 kiosk purchase and
set-up costs in year one. The costs of this option are
significantly higher (they are also higher than the status
quo).

5.3

OPTION 3: Information kiosks in all wards

ABOUT THIS OPTION
In this option, information kiosks would be installed in all wards meaning they would all have
the same level of service (a lower level of service than the current model for Paeroa and
Waihi but higher in the Plains). These kiosks would replace the current information services
and would be accommodated in a local business. These businesses would need to apply to
host the kiosk and would receive funding for this.
ADVANTAGES
 Would reduce the budget for information
services in the district.
 Consistent level of service across the
district.
 Once kiosks are purchased and set-up,
ongoing operational costs are low.
 Fund reduction compared with current
spend can be used to fund part of the
advocacy role (as in draft LTP budgets).
 Kiosks can be updated with the latest
information.

DISADVANTAGES
 No service from a person (unless the
business owner had time/knowledge
to provide advice) – some
opportunities to encourage people to
stay longer and spend more may be
missed.
 May be difficult for people with limited
IT knowledge.
 Much of what is available through the
kiosk could be accessed online
anyway.
 Job losses.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs
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Ongoing annual operating: $3600 for kiosk software x 3 =
$10,800.
Accommodation cost in business $12,000 x 3 = $36,000.
Translation of kiosk content may also be required.
One off operating cost: Content creation approximately
$4000 (but varies depending on content required) and setup approximately $1200 x 3 = $3600.
Current funding in draft LTP budget is $40,000 per year
(based on kiosk option) plus $25,000 kiosk purchase and
set-up costs in year one. Since the drafting of the budget,
the more accurate figures have been sourced which
includes software licence fees and content creation. These
figures are higher than what was budgeted for.
Accommodation costs are an estimate.

5.4

OPTION 4: Hauraki/Coromandel Visitor Information Network

ABOUT THIS OPTION
The development of a visitor information network was recommended in the review of the
information services from May 2019. In this option an information network would be
investigated for the district or whole Coromandel with the information services being under
common management (one option could be under Destination Coromandel). An example of
this could be information centres in key locations such as Waihi (entrance to Coromandel)
and Whitianga and kiosks in other locations. The development of such a network would
require further investigation and involve input from Destination Coromandel and ThamesCoromandel District Council. To make this possible, it would be recommended that the
status quo option continues for year 1 of the LTP and the recommended option from
investigations be included in the 22/23 Annual Plan.
ADVANTAGES
 Allows more time to investigate the best
option.
 Shared resources – e.g. only one
website, social media presence – high
need for our information services to
operate increasingly online. According to
PATA’s ‘Data and Digital Platforms:
Driving Tourism Growth in Asia Pacific’,
70% of travel in New Zealand is research
or booked online (2018).
 Consistent messaging across the
district/The Coromandel.
 Sharing access to expensive resources
and skills.
 Operational efficiencies.
 Potential to reduce costs by having fewer
information centres and more kiosks in
strategic locations.
 Working together with neighbouring
Council.

DISADVANTAGES
 Postpones the decision on information
services for another year – potentially
increasing total Manaaki Toiora budget.
 There is a level of uncertainty and the
investigation may result in additional
expenditure.
 It has not been discussed with the
current providers if they would be
interested in carrying on another year
with the same funding.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs
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An investigation into a combined visitor network option
would be completed within existing budgets.
Other costs: to be determined in 2021/22 through
investigation.

6

PREFERRED OPTION| TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA

The Council is asked to consider the options outlined above and approve a preferred option for
inclusion in the draft LTP budgets. This may include choosing one option, or a variation of any
of the options.
In the current draft LTP budgets, the kiosk option has been included (though this budget is
lower than the new kiosk estimates). If a different option is chosen as the preferred option,
amendments will have to be made to the budget e.g. either there is an increase in total budget
for Manaaki Toiora or another budget line is reduced.

7

NEXT STEPS | TE ARA KI MUA

Timeframe

Action

18
November
2020

A report regarding all proposed
consultation matters will be provided to
the Council at the LTP workshop

8

Comments

Approval

Prepared by

Rebecca Jenks
Economic Development

Approved by

Peter Thom
Group Manager – Planning and Environmental Services
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Street revitalisations
We think these projects contributes to our vision for our communities,
in particular our community outcomes of
vibrant and safe communities | te oranga pai o te hapori, making
public spaces fun and inviting, and connected people | tūhono, being
proud to say we live here. Town centre revitalisations contribute to our
community outcome of strong economy | oranga ōhanga and
supporting local business by providing town centres in which people
want to visit and spend their money.

Upper Seddon Street revitalisation
•
•

•
•

Connected People
Tūhono
Vibrant and Safe
Communities
Te Oranga pai o te
Hapori
Strong Economy

Oranga Ōhanga
We have plans to update the upper part of Seddon Street in Waihi,
which includes the area between Mueller St and Gilmour Street.
We’re proposing $200,000 is spent in 2021/22 to develop plans for
the street design, and to consult with the Waihi community and business community on those plans. We expect
to be in a position to consult on some draft plans in 2022.
We have allowed for $2.5 million in the second year of the plan (2022/23) to complete the physical work.
Town centre revitalisations are paid for by the ward ratepayers – both general ratepayers and business
ratepayers. The footpaths portion of the work gets a subsidy from Waka Kotahi, and Waihi residents pay for
part of it from the Waihi uniform annual charge rate.

Our options
Option

Project details

Revitalise the Waihi town centre –
design, consultation with the local
community, and construction of
upper Seddon Street between
Gilmour Street and Mueller Street
(preferred option)

$200,000 in 2021/22

Do not progress this project

No cost

2865351

$2.5 million in
2022/23

Impact on level of
service
Completing this
project would enhance
the look of the street
and create an inviting
area for visitors and
residents to shop
locally.

No impacts on levels
of service. General
renewals and cleaning
of footpaths and the
street would be
continued as planned.

Impact
on rates
Waihi
Ward rate
$23
increase
(7.1%)
Waihi
Ward
Business
rate $297
increase
(34.7%)
No rates
impact

1

Impact
on debt
$2.7
million

No debt
impact
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Mackay and Wharf Street revitalisation
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Our vision for the Paeroa town centre revitalisation is that we have pedestrian friendly side roads that can close
safely and effectively for community events to be held in the town centre.
We applied for funding of $2.5 million to the Crown Infrastructure Fund to revitalise our Paeroa town centre, but
unfortunately our application was declined. This amount included Willoughby Street, and a full connection from
the Paeroa Domain through to the Wharf Street jetty.
We have carried over $635,000 of funding to complete Wharf Street, and finish Mackay Street in Paeroa. To add
to this, we have included $500,000 in 2021/22 to complete A and B in the picture below.
Town centre revitalisations are paid for by general ward ratepayers, and by ward business ratepayers.
In the longer term, we would like to make improvements to Willoughby Street, however we have not included a
budget for this work at this time. We will continue to work towards our pedestrian friendly vision for the Paeroa
town centre, and will consider planning for this project in the future.
Issues for heavy vehicles on Marshall St and Hughenden St has been looked into. There is minor mitigation
work required at a number of intersections.
(diagram below) A – improvements to Wharf Street, and B – finish the SHWY end of Mackay Street.

Our options
Option

Project details

Complete the streetscape (preferred
option). This would mean completing
revitalisation at the state highway end
of Mackay Street in Paeroa, and
improvements to Wharf Street to be
pedestrian friendly. We would also do
as much as we can in the area to
improve pedestrian access.

$500,000 in 2021/22

2865351

Impact on level of
service
Completing this
project would enhance
the look of the street
and create an inviting
area for visitors and
residents to shop
locally.

Impact
on rates
Paeroa
Ward rate
$6.40
increase
(1.7%)
Paeroa
Ward
Business
rate
$50.80
2

Impact
on debt
$500,000
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Option

Project details

Impact on level of
service

Do not progress this project

No cost

No impacts on levels
of service. General
renewals and cleaning
of footpaths and
streets would be
continued as planned.

2865351

Impact
on rates
increase
(5.0%)
No rates
impact

3

Impact
on debt

No debt
impact
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Waihi extension of the Hauraki Rail Trail
The issue
•

•

•
•
•
•

We’re currently working on better marking and crossings for
Vibrant and Safe
the Hauraki Rail Trail route into Waihi from the Waihi Goldfields
Communities
Railway, and this is expected to be completed by mid 2021. This
Te Oranga pai o te Hapori
will mean a safer and clearer route into Waihi for cyclists.
We are considering whether we develop a second route into
Strong Economy
Waihi with a more scenic outlook, as we think it will link nicely
Oranga Ōhanga
to the rest of the Hauraki Rail Trail along the Ōhinemuri River
and provide visitors with a more picturesque ride into Waihi.
In the future, this scenic route could link to the Waihi to Waihi Beach trail, if the Western Bay of Plenty District
Council chooses to progress the trail to Waihi Beach.
The scenic route would add length to the ride, and provide another option for riding into the town centre, with a
link to upper Seddon Street (where we intend to complete some town centre revitalisation).
This project is funded by all ratepayers in the district, with a differential on commercial/industrial properties for
the benefits the Rail Trail brings to local business.
We’ve allowed for $1.47 million in our budget to do this project in 2021/22.
Option

Project details

Plan a scenic route along the
Ōhinemuri River. We would need to
further develop the route details, and
work with others to develop the
planned route. This would take users
down Victoria Street and they would
follow the Ōhinemuri River, and pass
under the State Highway at the
Bridge.
Do nothing. This would mean that
there is no scenic option available for
cyclists from the Goldfields Railway
section of the Hauraki Rail Trail. The
route into Waihi town centre would be
down Wrigley Street and Parry Palm
Avenue.

$1.47 million in
2021/22

2865351

Impact
on rates
Waihi
Ward rate
$42.15
increase
(12.7%)

Impact
on debt
$1.47
million

$14,000 additional
annual maintenance.

Impact on level of
service
A second route would
be available to users,
offering a more
picturesque riding
experience.

No budget impact –
this route will be
completed in
2020/21.

Cycleway users would
need to use the
existing option into the
Waihi town centre.

No rates
impact

No debt
impact

4
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Further information / supporting information

A – Safe route into town (being further developed within existing budgets in 2020/21)
B – A scenic route option
C – Potential extension to link to Waihi/Waihi Beach Rail Trail in the future (if project progresses)

2865351

5
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Our financial strategy
We deliver a wide range of services to our communities every day. Those services include a variety of things
that we almost take for granted in our day to day lives. Everything from roads and drinking water, to halls,
pools and library books; it’s all part of what Council delivers. But like anything, those services cost money and
we need to balance the wants and needs of our communities with their ability to pay for those services.
Sometimes that means we need to make hard calls about what we include in our budgets, and balance that
with our communities ability to pay. The provision of our services needs to be affordable.
Our financial strategy sets out how we propose to manage our finances in the foreseeable future. Over the
next ten years, the cost of providing our services is likely to increase significantly. Among many things, the
biggest driver of the increase, is ensuring that we comply with new environmental regulations, and other
regulations set by central government. Our challenge will be how to manage the financial impact of these
costs, in a way that is affordable for our communities.
In 2018/19, about 80% of our income came from rates. Our average rates increases per year started at 6.49%
in 2018/19 (excluding water rates) and were projected to finish in year 10 of the plan at 4.49%. For water,
those increases ranged from 6.0% to 2.0% at the end of the plan. Our external debt was forecast to remain
relatively constant, ranging from between $45 million and $49 million.

Where we’re at as we head into 2021
Our population is growing and so too is the number of properties within the district. Over the next ten years,
our population is expected to increase by 125 people every year to 22,750 by 2031. It is also projected that the
number of dwellings in the District will increase by an average of 77 per year, reaching 10,990 by 2031. That
growth has a flow on effect for the services and facilities we provide, and the cost of providing those functions
to communities. Growth in industrial activity could also have a big impact on the capacity of our services. For
example, a single wet industry such as an abattoir could easily have the same impact as 1000 to 2000
additional houses on our wastewater facilities. We would expect that the cost of providing this additional
capacity would be met by the new industry.
The ability of our communities to pay their rates is an area of increased focus as we plan for the next ten
years. We know that:







Our district’s average median annual household income was $52,500 in 2018, lower than the national
median of $75,700.
In the District a higher number of people derive their income from superannuation and means tested
benefits (e.g. Job Seeker support) than the New Zealand average.
In 2019 4.4% of our workforce were not in employment.
Rates exceed the affordability threshold for 38% of our home-owning households (that is where rates
are more than 5% of household income).
Our main towns of Paeroa and Waihi, and Hauraki Plains south all have a deprivation rating of 9. This
means they are in the most deprived 20 per cent of areas in New Zealand.
Our population and the number of rating units are both projected to increase over the next ten years.
That’s an increase of 1,250 people (5.6%) and 770 rating units over the life of the plan.

Due to many factors, the obvious being the challenging economic climate we are experiencing due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, interest rates are at historically low levels. This results in lower borrowing costs for the
Council. Great news, but all good things will come to end so we have had to make some assumptions about
what interest rates may do during the next ten year period.

Our vision
Our vision Our home, Our future / Tō tātou rohe kāinga, Tō tatou ao tūroa guides what we deliver and how.
It means that we’re proud to live here and we want our future generations to be proud to live here too. We
want to work with our communities to help shape our future rather than waiting for things to happen. That
means creating opportunities for the now and also for future generations.
1|P a g e
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Key issues affecting our financial picture
The affordability of our rates - pressures on household budgets
Our residents’ income levels are much lower than the national average, so their ability to pay for our services
is front of mind. Recent indicators of local deprivation of our communities suggests that it is more difficult for
a larger proportion of our ratepayers to pay for our services (via rates or user fees) compared to New
Zealanders in general.
The household income of ratepayers in our two largest towns, Paeroa and Waihi, is only slightly more than
half of the national average. That is, $41,300 and $40,100 per year respectively. More than three quarters of
all the households in these towns have income below the NZ median.

Median Household Income
$75,700

$80,000
$70,000
$60,000

$52,500

$50,000

$41,300

$40,100

$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$Hauraki

Paeroa

Waihi

New Zealand

Research suggests that households will start to struggle to afford rates bills when they exceed 5% of the
household’s income. Our research suggests that more than 60% of the households in Paeroa and Waihi meet
this threshold so we’ve looked at what we can do to help and have considered some options to relieve the
pressure on those customers. Over the life of the plan, our rates are forecast to increase by more than
incomes will. This is mostly due to changing wastewater discharge standards.

The price of higher environmental standards
Over the past 20 years, we have spent a considerable amount on upgrading all our wastewater treatment
plants. We have also upgraded all our water treatment plants so they are all capable of complying with the
latest drinking water standards. A significant portion of our current debt relates to these water and
wastewater improvements.
The Government has enacted a suite of legislative and regulation changes to improve the current
management of freshwater. The new policy aims to get 90% of lakes and rivers reaching swimmable water
quality standards by 2040. Regional councils have the task of setting standards for the wastewater and
stormwater that flows from our pipes into these waterways. The new regulations do not take into account the
actual effect that Council’s current discharges are having on the waterways. They simply require a higher
degree of treatment than previous consents.
The result of this is that in this LTP we are now forecasting future capital works of $41 million over the next
ten years to again upgrade our wastewater treatment plants. Currently, these plants have little negative
impact on the rivers they discharge to. Together with other upcoming pressures, this extra expenditure
means Council debt will exceed $67 million. If Council did not have to meet these increased regulations, debt
would be $41 million lower.
2|P a g e
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For example in Ngatea, it would cost $10 million to upgrade the wastewater treatment plant to meet these
regulations; this is a cost of over $10,000 per household in Ngatea. We don’t believe this is affordable for our
ratepayers.
Wastewater rates are forecast to increase by 118% over the next 10 years. The key issue for us is that this
investment will not provide any significant improvement in environmental outcomes, and we need to spend
our ratepayers’ money more wisely. We are not saying that we should not do anything, but that if we do, it
should be an investment that has substantial environmental outcomes.
We have assumed that central government will contribute 50% of the costs of these upgrades to make these
upgrades affordable for Hauraki communities. If they do not, then Council debt will reach $86 million.

Debt Caps
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2024/25
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2029/30

2030/31

Net Debt (without subsidy)

Three waters reform
The government has signalled a possible reform that would remove the water, wastewater and stormwater
activities and assets from councils, and transfer them to a new entity. If this was to occur, it is likely to happen
in 2023 or later. If the reform does occur, it is likely the income, expenses, assets and debt for these activities
will be transferred. This loss of income means that Council will not be able to recover some of its support costs
from these activities. Some of these costs will be reduced, however some are fixed and this will leave our
remaining activities to bear a greater burden of these costs.
At the start of the LTP, the forecast value of the assets that would be transferred is $141 million. The debt that
would be transferred is $22 million. The annual cost of providing the three waters activities is $13.5 million,
while Council receives about $12.6 million of income annually. This is 28% of council’s income.
We estimate that about 36 staff would no longer be employed by Council in our community. The annual
overheads that relate to the three waters activity equals about $2.2 million. We estimate that $700,000 of this
would not be able to be transferred to any new entity and would remain with Council. This cost would likely
result in an average overall rates increase of 3%.
In 2020, the Government offered funding towards water and wastewater projects – conditional upon councils
signing a memorandum of understanding (MoU) relating to the reform. This MoU does not commit us to
support the transfer of water services to another entity, but we are participating in the exploration of future
service delivery options. We decided the benefits of the funding being offered made it worthwhile to sign this
MoU.
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Under this MoU central and local government agree to work together to identify an approach to service
delivery reform that considers the following features:






Water service delivery entities that are:
o Of significant scale (most likely multi regional) to enable benefits from aggregation over the
medium to long term
o Asset owning entities with balance sheet separation to support access to capital and improved
balance sheet strength
o Structured as statutory entities with appropriate commercial disciplines and competency based
boards
Delivery of drinking water and wastewater services as a priority, with the ability to extend to stormwater
service provision where it is effective and efficient to do so.
Water entities would be public owned, with a preference for collective council ownership.
Mechanisms for enabling communities to provide input in relation to the new entities.

Whatever happens our community will need three waters services whether we deliver them or not. These
activities are reflected in the long term plan.
For now, we will watch this space and amend our plans if and when we know more.
As this is not a certainty, we have prepared our LTP under the assumption that we will continue to provide our
water services. For more information on this and other assumptions, see our forecasting assumptions within our
LTP.

We need to invest more to keep our infrastructure up to scratch
We own and manage a wide range of assets from footpaths and bridges to pipes and water treatment plants.
Like most assets such as a house or garden, they need to be maintained. We used to replace a lot of our
infrastructure only when the maintenance costs had started to increase or the service level had begun to
decrease. This sometimes impacted on the service that our users received and also created a lot of reactive
costs.
Better information has shown our reticulation and roading renewals in particular need to continue to increase
over the next ten years to ensure that our infrastructure keeps performing at the desired levels. This of course,
comes at a cost and such costs will need to be managed within the wider financial context to ensure we keep
our rates affordable.

Getting real about natural hazards and climate change
We’ll need to look more closely at what climate change and other natural hazards mean for our communities.
More recent climate change forecasts anticipate the effects will be felt much earlier than previously thought.
Over the next three years, we’ll be looking at how vulnerable our communities will be and how effective our
infrastructure will be. This will involve conversations with our communities about these topics.
Some of our services will be negatively affected by the forecasted sea level rise and will need to be upgraded
or will have increased operating costs. The physical works needed to upgrade these assets fall outside the ten
year life of this plan. Other natural events like earthquakes and tsunami also pose risks. We don’t know how
big a problem these hazards are yet but we think it’s responsible to ensure we are in a good financial position
to deal with any new spend required once we know more.
We have included more information on our responses to climate change in our Infrastructure Strategy.

Covid-19
Measures to contain Covid-19 in New Zealand have resulted in an economic downturn. Hauraki’s economy is
highly dependent upon agriculture and mining, and our tourism sector is mainly based on domestic tourism
(85%). To date Hauraki seems to have been less affected than most of New Zealand.
We are not currently forecasting that a large portion of our community will find it significantly harder to pay
their rates as a result of Covid-19. Some councils have lost income from significant businesses or investments
that they usually rely upon to subsidise their rates. We do not have such investments so we have not been
affected by this loss of income from other sources.
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We have assumed Council is not significantly affected by the economic effects of Covid-19. For more information
on this and other assumptions, see our forecasting assumptions within our LTP.

Our challenge in a nutshell
Our ability to fund our responses to the challenges above is affected by the incomes of our communities. We
have a higher than average number of low-income households in our district. We want to ensure that our
communities can afford to pay to use our services and pay their rates bill, but we also need to be in a good
financial position to cope with the changes and challenges ahead.
The other factor affecting our ability to respond to our challenges is our capacity to borrow and service debt.
We are concerned that the cost of meeting increased environmental standards will exhaust our borrowing
capacity. These costs will arrive at the same time as we are confronted with the need to renew ageing
infrastructure and respond to climate change, both of which will also require funding.
There is a high degree of uncertainty for some of the expenditure that will be required to meet higher
environmental standards and service level changes. There is also uncertainty around whether or not we will be
providing the services of water supply, wastewater and stormwater in the future.

What’s the cost?
Like any household or business, we prepare our budget so we can best manage our income and expenses and
run an efficient business. As a result, we estimate our total operating expenses for the next ten years to be:

Expenditure ($M)
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Our capital costs for our infrastructure assets (roading, water, wastewater, drainage and flood protection) are
shown in the following chart. We are forecasting to spend $89M renewing our current assets. On top of that
we are forecasting $74M of expenditure on new assets. The biggest part of this new asset spend, is $45M for
wastewater to meet the changing environmental standards mentioned above.
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Networks Capital
($M)
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So that being the case, we need to work out the best way to cover those expenses, in a way that is affordable
for our communities. Let’s talk about the tools we have available to us.

Our levers
There are a few ways we can work out how to cover our costs.



Lowering Costs – continual improvement / technology
We are always looking to utilise technology and find better ways of doing things to reduce costs. This is a
continual area of focus for us.



Changing Levels of Service
Trade-off between levels of service and rates – what should we stop doing or do less of, so we can do
more of something else or to reduce costs.



Using Debt
Not appropriate for funding operating costs except for short term deficits. Used for funding long life
capital works or to spread the cost of capital projects across the generations of ratepayers who use
them.



Increasing Revenue
This means increasing fees and charges or increasing rates, however this should be last lever to pull. At
the end of the day rates is where we get most of our revenue from.

Achieving affordability will be a combination of all of the above tools.
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So… what’s our plan?
We have weighed up our issues and prepared a pathway forward.


We’ve considered what we must deliver and what we’d like to deliver and prioritised the essential items.



We’ve decided that it’s important to keep investing in some ‘discretionary’ projects that help stimulate
our local economy, particularly as our communities recover from pandemic restrictions.



We’re continuing to investigate the most cost effective ways of providing our services while also meeting
regulatory compliance requirements.



We are investigating alternative means of meeting or offsetting increasing environmental discharge
standards.



We have also increased our debt caps where it is prudent to do so.



We’ve increased some of our user fees to reflect the increased cost of our services.



We’ve looked at how we can change the way we fund some activities through rates, to better reflect
ratepayer’s use of our services (for example, by charging annual charge type rates per ‘separately used or
inhabited part’ of a property rather than charging one per property).



We’re raising our forecast rates income to cover the extra ‘must do’ expenses as well as some of the
discretionary initiatives.



We’re increasing our caps on rate increases to cover those rates as well as providing enough head room to
cover any other necessary expenses in future. We don’t expect the increase in costs we are facing to
reduce in the decades ahead.

Over the next few pages we talk about what our forecast spend is, how it’s funded and what it means for
borrowing and debt.

The unknown – and how we’ll pay for it
Our long term plan allows for the planned maintenance or upgrade of our assets, as those assets reach the
end of their ‘useful life’. We have also budgeted for the day to day operation of our business, based on our
assumptions that we mentioned earlier. However, sometimes the unforeseen happens. Those are things that
we just can’t plan for, such as an emergency event… or even Covid is another example of something ‘out of
the blue’. Such events can have a significant financial impact on our business, like it would for any other
business or household.
We plan to manage those unplanned financial situations by allowing ourselves a bit of ‘wriggle room’ in our
debt cap, so that if we need to, we can make use of this. We also currently maintain a flexible borrowing
facility that allows us to borrow up to $7 million if required to meet unforeseen costs.

What our plan means for rates
We’ve relooked at what the realistic cost is to deliver what we need to over the next ten years. The costs have
gone up a lot and we don’t anticipate this to reduce in the years beyond, and have forecast that our
infrastructure operating costs are likely to more than double over the next 30 years. We have allowed for
inflation of a little over 30% over the 10 year life of the plan. Over thirty years we forecast that inflation alone
will cause our costs to double .

The result of all the changes we are proposing, is an average rates increase (excluding water rates)
of 4.9% per year over the next ten years, compared to a forecast average rate increase of 4.4% per
annum over the 2018-28 period.
In the first year, non-water rates will increase by 4.2%. This is slightly higher than the 3.6%
forecast for 2021/22 in our last LTP.
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This doesn’t include our water rates, which we present
separately.

Options for reducing rate increases
To reduce the amount that rates rise, more cuts to our services
or initiatives would be needed than we have already proposed.
Our total forecast spend usually fluctuates each year, however
in the past we’ve spread any large increases over several years.
That means you can expect your rates bill to increase about the
same amount every year as it helps provide certainty on what
you can expect your rates bill to be. It also means we run
temporary surpluses and deficits in the budgets year on year.
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Why are water rates
shown separately?
Combining the water rates cap with other
rates would have distorted the picture for
the rest of our activities. The high level of
capital upgrades required in the water
supply activity was forecast to drive water
rates increases that were higher than
those forecast for non-water rates. We
felt that the cap for water rates needed to
be isolated. We also believe that
ratepayers see water rates as separate to
other rates as they are billed separately
as well

Capping our income from rates
We have revised our rates caps to allow some leeway to increase the rates we collect for unexpected events or
new requirements.

The amount that rates can increase each year (excluding water) will be capped at the forecast
LGCI plus 4.5%.

This rates cap is on average 2.3% higher than the actual forecast rate
increases needed to fund our forecasted spend. We don’t anticipate
that rates will need to be increased to the level of the rates cap, but
the flexibility is there in case it becomes absolutely necessary.
In 2024/25 our rates increase is forecast to be 6.87%, which is close to
the 7.0% cap in that year. The lower rates increases forecast in later
years will give us some flexibility to defer some of any additional
increase caused by unforeseen costs.

What is LGCI?
We use the LGCI as it reflects
the non-household type costs
that councils have to meet
including energy, pipes,
earthmoving, petroleum type
products used in roads. These
can increase at a different rate
than the consumer price index
(CPI) that we often hear about
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Forecast average rates increases excluding water rates
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Cap for rates excluding water

2029/30
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The increases for each year are specified in Appendix A.

Our water rates
To recover the additional costs we face to continue to meet drinking water standards, and to remove
unsightly manganese from the Plains water supply, we are proposing to increase water rates by 6% for the
first year, then 7.5% and 10%, then 2.5% for the last seven years of the plan to cover inflation increases and to
continue to spend on replacing water supply infrastructure like ageing pipes.
We have tried to spread the increases but there are higher increases in the first three years of this LTP.
Deferring rate increases to the latter part of the LTP period would mean not leaving enough capacity to deal
with the unexpected (like major weather events) or on the big spend items we expect will come. Having
higher increases in the short term is important for getting our budgets in balance.
Our water rates increases have been set at 6% for year one, then 7.5% for year two and 10% for year
three, and 2.5% in the following seven years.

We will cap our rates increases for the water activity at the forecast LGCI plus 7.5% in the first three years of
the Long Term Plan, and equal to or less than the forecast LGCI plus 3% in the remaining years of the Long
Term Plan.
In 2023/24 our water rates increase is forecast to be 10.0%, which is equal to the 10.0% cap in that year. The
lower rates increases forecast in later years will give us some flexibility to defer some of any additional
increase caused by unforeseen costs.
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Forecast average water rates increases
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The increases for each year are specified in Appendix A.

What our plan means for borrowing and debt
A number of the assets and infrastructure we provide have long lives. We usually borrow money so that we
can spread the costs of these sorts of assets over time instead of imposing large one-off costs on ratepayers.
In our previous plan, we forecast that debt levels would peak at about $47 million and remain at a similar level
for the life of the plan. Because we are now having to spend more to increase our wastewater treatment to
meet new environmental standards, as well as to replace some of our infrastructure assets that are coming to
the end of their lives, we are forecasting changes to what amount we borrow and when. We are now
forecasting that our net debt will peak at $74 million and will still be at $58 million in June 2031 (the end of this
plan).
Despite this, over the next ten years all of our activities except for the water and wastewater activities, will
have reduced debt levels. Because of the treatment plant upgrades, our wastewater debt levels will increase
from $7 million to $26 million over the next ten years. These upgrades will continue beyond the life of this
plan to 2032/33 and this will put pressure on our debt levels. Over the first three years of this plan we will be
looking at options to reduce what we are forecast to spend on the upgrades and look to reduce the debt
forecast.

We believe that some of these wastewater upgrades are of little environmental benefit and that
the requirements to fund them puts significant constraints on our ability to respond to other asyet-unforecast future spend, whether they are driven by community need or regulatory change.

Our debt caps
We have determined what we believe are prudent debt levels and have set these as caps to ensure borrowing
stays within prudent levels. We use four different debt cap measures as shown below. To arrive at an overall
debt cap, the four measures are calculated and the lowest value from these four becomes our overall debt
cap. The measures we are proposing to use are the same as those used in our previous 2018-28 LTP.
We are a member of the Local Government Funding Agency (LGFA), a co-operative that allows councils to
borrow at lower interest rates and have easier access to long term borrowing, which reduces our overall
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borrowing costs. The LGFA has a number of caps that its shareholders must adhere to and the debt forecast in
our financial strategy is well within these limits.
Our forecast debt compared to our caps as follows:
Our cap measures

Our forecasts

1.

Total net external debt will not exceed 175% of total
revenue in any year.

The LGFA has the same limit. We are forecasting to
remain within this debt limit in this plan, with a peak of
130% in 2022/23.

2.

Net interest expense is ≤ 15% of rates revenue in
any year.

We have set our limits more conservatively than the
LGFA. The LGFA has a limit that net interest expense is ≤
25% of rates revenue in any year. We will remain within
this debt limit, with a peak of 4.8% in 2023/24.

3.

Net interest expense is ≤ 10% of total revenue in any
year.

We have set our limit more conservatively than the LGFA.
The LGFA has a limit that net interest expense is ≤ 20% of
total revenue in any year. We will remain within this debt
limit, with a peak of 3.3% in 2023/24.

4.

Net external debt per rating unit is ≤$8,000 in any
year.

The LGFA has no equivalent limit. We will remain within
this debt limit, with a peak of $6,143 in 2028/29.

The forecast 10 year caps for each measure are specified in Appendix B.
Overall, we believe our approach to debt to be financially prudent and appropriately conservative.
The following graph shows our projected net external debt 1 profile against the overall debt cap over the life of
this plan, as well as the projected debt profile of the 2018-28 plan for comparison. We are forecast to stay
within our caps for the ten years of this plan, but we are concerned about the years 10 to 30 as infrastructure
spend continues. In response we have proposed to keep rates levels beyond 2024/25 a good amount below
our rates cap. This will give us some room to cover the cost of servicing ongoing debt.
Wastewater rates however are forecast to rise at a higher level in the latter years of this plan as our debt for
this activity is facing high increases. We will monitor how our debt levels are tracking and continually review
our expenditure and rates levels to ensure that our debt remains at a prudent level.

1

Net external debt is external debt (the amount that the Council owes to its external lenders such as banks)
less the Council’s cash and other similar liquid assets.
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Debt Caps
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Policy on giving securities for borrowing
We’ll secure our borrowing against rates revenue as per section 115 of the Local Government Act 2002. Other
forms of security may be considered if they will reduce the overall cost of borrowing.

Objective for holding and managing financial investments and equity
securities
We don’t currently hold equity securities (shares) for the primary purpose of earning a return on our
investments. We have no plans to invest in equity securities during the term of the 2021-31 Long Term Plan.
The companies in the table below are those in which we currently hold shares. There’s no rate of return for
these investments and the objectives for investment are noted in the table below.
Company

Objective of holding equity

Target rate of return

New Zealand Local
Government Funding Agency
(LGFA) (0.4% shareholding)

To ensure that the LGFA has sufficient capital
to remain viable so that it continues as a
source of debt funding.

≥0%

Waikato Local Authority
Shared Services (LASS) (1.97%
shareholding)

To ensure that the LASS has sufficient capital
to remain viable so that it continues as a
provider of shared services to the Council.

≥0%

Civic Financial Service Ltd (0.5%
shareholding)

To ensure the Council can obtain
superannuation and financial services.

≥0%
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Appendix A: Forecast rates change
Increases in forecast rates (excluding water) and cap
Forecast

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

2030/31

Forecast

4.23%

4.68%

5.52%

6.87%

3.90%

3.86%

4.58%

5.43%

4.84%

4.96%

Rate Cap

8.2%

7.4%

7.0%

7.0%

7.1%

7.0%

7.1%

7.2%

7.2%

7.1%

Difference

(3.97%)

(2.72%)

(1.48%)

(0.13%)

(3.20%)

(3.14%)

(2.52%)

(1.77%)

(2.36%)

(2.14%)

Increases in forecast water rates and cap
Forecast

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

2030/31

Forecast

6.00%

7.50%

10.00%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

Rate Cap

11.2%

10.4%

10.0%

5.5%

5.6%

5.5%

5.6%

5.7%

5.7%

5.6%

Difference

(5.2%)

(2.9%)

(0.0%)

(3.0%)

(3.1%)

(3.0%)

(3.1)

(3.2%)

(3.2%)

(3.1%)
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Appendix B: Forecast annual debt caps

Cap
Net debt as % of
total revenue

175%

Interest cost to
total revenue

10%

Interest cost to
total rates

15%

Net debt per
rating unit

$8,000

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

116%

130%

121%

123%

122%

123%

102%

115%

84%

80%

3.1%

3.1%

3.3%

3.3%

3.2%

3.1%

2.7%

3.0%

2.6%

2.5%

4.4%

4.5%

4.8%

4.4%

4.2%

4.0%

3.9%

3.8%

3.7%

3.1%

$6,020

$5,996

$6,101

$6,076

$6,143

$5,301

$4,557

$5,155

$6,068 $6,044
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Executive Summary
Infrastructure Strategy overview
Our Infrastructure Strategy (our strategy) provides us and our communities, with our strategic direction for the
provision of core infrastructure over the next 30 years. Core infrastructure includes our water supply, wastewater,
stormwater, land drainage and flood protection, and land transport activities (roading and footpaths). These
activities support economic activity, protect private property and the environment, and ensure public health.
This strategy outlines a 30-year view of strategic issues, expenditure requirements and significant decisions that will
need to be made.
Our vision Our home, our future / Tō tātou rohe kāinga, Tō tatou ao tūroa guides what
we deliver and how. It means that we’re proud to live here and we want our future generations to be proud to live
here too. We want to work with our communities to help shape our future rather than waiting for things to happen.
That means creating opportunities for the now and also for future generations.
Ki a mātou ‘Tō tātou rohe kāinga, Tō tatou ao tūroa’ ka noho whakahī tahi tatou i tēnei wā, a tērā wā hoki o ā
tātou uri whakatupu. Ko tō mātou hiahia kia mahi ngātahi tātou ka whakaritea tō mātou ao ki mua, ka tatari kē kia
tutuki. Ka whakaritehia ngā āheinga ināianei, āpōpō hoki mō ngā uri whakatupu.

We own and manage $579 million of infrastructure assets across these activities, including:

620 kilometres of roads (506 kilometres sealed, 114 kilometres unsealed)
163 bridges and major culverts and 114 kilometres of footpaths

Four water treatment plants (five schemes have recently been
decommissioned) supplying six defined supply areas with approximately
582 kilometres of pipes servicing 7,366 urban and rural properties.

Seven wastewater treatment plants servicing approximately
5,720 properties via 167 kilometres of pipes.

95 kilometres of urban stormwater pipes and 30.5 kilometres of open
drains

650 kilometres of rural land drains and 92 kilometres of stopbanks

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51
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Key district infrastructure issues
In preparing our strategy we’ve identified eight district-wide issues that need to be at the forefront of our
infrastructure planning and decision-making. They are:





Higher environmental standards
Treaty settlement arrangements and co-governance
Preparing for climate change
Legislation and policy changes including Freshwater
Management, Carbon Zero, Road to Zero Strategy,
and 3-water reforms






Affordability for our community
Increasing focus on compliance
Aging population
People and infrastructure resilience

The following key issues have been identified for each of our infrastructure assets in addition to the key district
issues. Options to respond to the issues are identified in the relevant section for each of the activities.
Activity

Key issues




Water supply







Wastewater









Stormwater




Land drainage and
flood protection






New drinking water regulator (Taumata Arowai) and changes to legislation
Government’s stated intention to aggregation of 3-water suppliers
Capacity challenges for water supply treatment plants coupled with resilience
issues
Water network losses
Impacts of climate change on the water supply activity with prolonged
droughts may result in restrictive consent conditions for water takes from
streams
Increasing compliance and quality management requirements
Environmental protection may have priority over water allocation for public
drinking water purposes
Increased environmental compliance standards will require significant
investment
Government’s stated intention to aggregation of 3-water suppliers
Government’s proposed suite of legislation changes to improve freshwater
ecological health
Projected population growth will exceed the capacity of existing wastewater
treatment plants, particularly in Paeroa
Need to reassess the capacity of wastewater infrastructure to cope with
climate change impacts – more intense rainfall in an event may lead to
overflows
Focusing on the network catchments that are overloaded due to infiltration
and resulting in overflows
Government’s stated intention to aggregation of 3-water suppliers
Becoming more proactive in stormwater quality management, including
treatment of stormwater surface runoff from our roads, for good
environmental outcomes
Higher standards requiring stormwater treatment for discharges of
stormwater into waterways
Need to understand the impact of climate change particularly the townships
located on the Plains that may not be able to drain stormwater flows to the
river by gravity longer term
Limited knowledge of the condition and performance of our stormwater assets
Sea level rise may require stopbanks to be raised and gravity drainage may
become less effective due to floodgates becoming partially submerged and
needing to be supplemented or replaced by pumped outlets
Land subsidence due to peat consolidation
More stringent resource consent conditions for the clearing of drains

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51
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Key issues


Land transport







Developing an optimised resurfacing programme that is affordable for our
community
Providing accessible transport systems for our aging population
Parts of our transport network are vulnerable to weather related events and
rising sea levels and the need to establish Lifeline routes across the flood
susceptible Plains
Safety and resilience risks associated with the uncertainty of bridge load
bearing capacity
Focusing on road safety initiatives and investment

Activities overview
Water supply
The New Zealand Government announced its packages of three waters reforms in 2019 in response to the Havelock
North water contamination outbreak. Key features include the introduction of the Taumata Arowai – the Water
Services Regulator Act, which has created a new standalone Crown entity (Taumata Arowai) to oversee, administer,
and enforce the drinking water regulatory system. The Water Services Act will also give effect to Cabinet’s decisions
on reforming the drinking water regulatory framework, and Taumata Arowai’s wastewater and stormwater
monitoring functions. This is anticipated to be enacted during 2021. Until Taumata Arowai is fully functional with
supporting legislation, the Ministry of Health will remain the regulator for drinking water safety.
As a result of the Government’s stated intention to improve the regulation and supply arrangements of drinking
water, wastewater and stormwater (three waters), we are expecting these services to move to a semi-regional /
regional / multi-regional or national supplier within three to four years. Council has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) agreeing to work with the Government on the reforms.
The Kerepehi Water Supply Treatment Plant is approaching peak demand capacity coupled with resilience issues
with the raw watermain and tank due to its age and some sections located under the state highway, and potential
saltwater intrusion risk at the intake. To address this we have been investigating linking the Paeroa and Plains Water
Networks to increase the utilisation of the treatment plants (Paeroa, Kerepehi and Waitakaruru) as well as increasing
our overall network resilience.
The Government is proposing a suite of legislative and regulation changes to improve the current management of
freshwater. This may mean that environmental protection, Te Mana o te Wai, will have priority over water takes for
public drinking water purposes. The potential reduction in our current allocation of raw water volume may impact
our ability to meet demand. We are currently experiencing some capacity constraint at Waihi Water Treatment Plant
due to consent enforced restrictions, during periods of low river levels caused by extended dry weather events.

Wastewater
There are significant challenges with the future wastewater treatment plant upgrades as consents expire.
Consideration is needed of the Waikato Regional Council’s Plan Change 1 and possible Plan Change for the WaihouPiako catchment, National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 (in effect from 3 September 2020),
the higher standard of treatment required by resource consents (based on the initial conditions for Ngatea upgrade),
as well as growth.
All of our plants will either have or we will be in the process of securing new resource consents by 2023. We have
extrapolated the draft Ngatea Wastewater Treatment Plant discharge consent as it is consistent with the intent of
the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management, and thus reflects the likely conditions across our other
six treatment plants in the District. While each catchment has its differences, the draft conditions are reasonably
generic and generally give effect to the National Policy Statement.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51
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The likely wastewater upgrade cost estimates are significant and may not be affordable for our community. In
addition, an upgrade may not represent the best environmental outcomes because the discharge from the plants is
minimal when compared to agricultural runoff. If Council were looking to make a significant environmental impact,
we may be wiser investing in other options. Non-asset solutions such as purchasing farmland or smart farming
practices may provide better return on capital investment for the environment than costly, state-of-the-art
treatment plants.
To address the significant wastewater issues that we are facing, we will be developing a clear strategy on the
treatment and discharge of wastewater within our district for the next 50 years.
Taumata Arowai will have a national oversight / transparency role for stormwater and wastewater. It will publish an
annual report on environmental performance of wastewater and stormwater systems owned by territorial authorities
and the Crown, and their compliance with requirements like resource consents. It will also highlight poor practice and
recommend action. Regional councils will continue to regulate wastewater and stormwater systems under the
Resource Management Act and Taumata Arowai will be the watchdog.

Stormwater
Our consents for discharging stormwater into waterways for the Plains, Paeroa, Waihi / Karangahake / Waikino and
Whiritoa expire in 2023 (six in total with three for the Plains). We also need a discharge consent for the townships of
the Wharekawa Coast. We have started preparing the evidence to support our applications. We know that there will
be higher discharge standards than we currently have including treatment and comprehensive reporting. This will
require us to be more proactive in stormwater management than our current practices.
At this stage, we do not know what the minimum discharge standards will be. This will be influenced by the
Government’s suite of legislative and regulation changes to improve freshwater ecological health, including the
National Policy statement for Freshwater Management 2020 and the National Environmental Standards for
Freshwater (2020).

Land drainage and flood protection
Our stopbanks need raising periodically to maintain service levels so our communities are protected and we ensure
pastoral land remains productive. The stopbanks experience ongoing settlement due to consolidation of the soil
layers under the weight of the stopbanks. In addition to this sea level rise due to climate change will require some
primary stopbanks to be raised over and above the settlement amount to maintain the levels of service currently
provided.
We are collecting evidence so we can understand any material change on the land drainage and flood protection
activity due to climate change impacts. This includes monitoring rainfall events at sites in our district. The total
rainfall volume during an event is the main concern for this activity as this may result in longer periods of inundation
of farmland. This may result in the need to provide an increased level of service.

Land transport
We know that we need to invest more in resealing our roads. We need to keep ahead so there is not an unsustainable
deficit that is unaffordable for our future ratepayers.
An assessment of the seal life of pavements shows that 28% of our network is older than the design life compared to
an industry acceptable level of 10 to 15%. There is also a large cohort with an expected remaining life of five years.
We have been gathering evidence to develop an evidence-based pavement intervention strategy to better inform
future investments for the sealed network, including performance validation of sealed pavements built on different
soil types.
An increased investment in reseals is required to address the large amount of aged sealed assets (overdue). We plan
to bring the percentage of backlog down to 15% (from 28%) in the next five years with a higher level of investment.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51
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We have undertaken a high level analysis of different reseal profiles (five profiles in total for chipseal reseals only) in
advance of the long term modelling outputs. An optimised profile has been identified and informed this strategy and
2021 Long Term Plan. The preferred profile reduces the backlog to 15% in five years and requires 8.3% reseals per
year.
There is an increased focus on road safety nationally and there is a greater awareness of road safety in our
community. A network wide safety assessment has been completed and the top eleven crash roads have been
identified. Most crashes were generally found to occur on open (rural) roads, at intersections or busy sections of road
with no street lighting, and were often due to direct roadside hazards. We will focus our safety investment on these
top worst roads to gain the maximum benefits. Options include reducing speed or physical engineering
improvements.
High speed roads that do not provide adequate recovery areas are particularly of concern. There is a greater chance
of drivers not able to rectify errors quickly on these roads resulting in accidents. To address this, we will also be
reviewing the road safety policies and allow for physical engineering interventions at targeted sites as required.

Funding
We fund our infrastructure activities through a mixture of rates, subsidies and fees and charges such as development
contributions. The majority of funding comes from rates. We also use debt to spread the funding of large one-off
costs, especially capital expenditure, over the useful life of the asset.

Overall position
Financial position changes
Our financial position has changed from that forecast in our 2018-2048 Infrastructure Strategy.
 Better information has shown that water supply and wastewater reticulation and roading renewals need to
continue to increase over the planning period to keep our infrastructure performing.
 Forecast increased environmental standards will likely demand significant additional capital expenditure on our
wastewater treatment facilities.
 Prior to 2018 our district projections were for no or minimal population and rating unit growth in our
communities. This changed in the 2018-48 Infrastructure Strategy where growth in our population and rating
units was forecast. Current and forecast growth means we’ll need to increase the capacity of some of our
infrastructure.
 We also face risks from future climate change and natural hazards.
Our ability to fund our responses to the challenges above is affected by the incomes of our communities. We have a
higher than average number of low-income households in our district. We want to ensure that our communities can
afford to pay to use our services and pay their rates bill, but we also need to be in a good financial position to cope
with the likely changes ahead. The amount that we spend and borrow in the short to medium term will shape how
much flexibility we have to respond to these new challenges ahead.
There is a high degree of uncertainty for some of the expenditure that will be required to meet higher environmental
standards and service level changes. We have responded by prioritising our ‘must-dos’ and cutting back on some of
the ‘nice-to-haves’. We have also increased our rate and debt caps. The rate increases now forecast mean that we
maintain a solid financial position, but further infrastructure cost increases may put this at risk.
Our financial strategy provides more detail.

30 Year expenditure forecast
Table 1 shows the total expected capital and operational expenditure for each infrastructure activity over the 30 year
period 2021 to 2051.
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Operational expenditure
Infrastructure activity
($)
Water supply
379,878,395
Wastewater
217,214,507
Stormwater
44,978,051
Land drainage and flood protection
64,059,179
Land transport
510,439,653
Total
1,216,569,786
Table 1: Expected 30 year total operating and capital expenditure (inflated adjusted)
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Capital expenditure
($)
168,082,993
106,640,269
10,532,285
13,539,087
220,698,723
519,493,355

Figure 1 shows the most likely scenario for the total operating and capital expenditure (inflation adjusted) for
combined assets over the 30 year period 2021 to 2051.
Part Two provides an overview of the expenditure drivers for each of our infrastructure activities.

Over the next 30 years it is expected that:
 Operational expenditure will account for 70% of the total expenditure
 Planned expenditure on renewals across all infrastructure activities is generally constant at about $12.8
million per annum but increases in the last five years
 Capital expenditure on levels of service improvements is focused on higher environment standards and
obtaining resource consents for water supply, wastewater and stormwater.
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Years

30 Year Uninflated Capital Expenditure
Safety

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

Land Transport

Safety
Walking and Cycling

$6.9M
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

$19.5M
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Preserving our Roading Assets
Water Supply

District Wide Pipe Renewals

$89.7M
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

District Wide Pipe Renewals
Water Supply

Strengthening Water Resilience

$27.1M
## ## ## ## ## ## #

#

#

#

Strengthening Water Resilience
Treatment Plant Upgrade

## ## ## #

#

Total =
$15.9M

District Wide Pipe Renewals

Wastewater

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

## ## ## #

Total =
$1.1M

#

#

#

Stormwater

Stormwater Quality Improvement

Land Drainage

Stop Bank Reconstruction

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Solid Waste

#

$3M
## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

## #

## ## ## ## ## #

#

#

#

Total = $2.6M
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

$2.7M
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

$2.8M
## ## ## #

#

#

#

## #

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

## ## #

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

## ## #

## #

## ## #

#

## ## #

#

#

#

Total
=

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

## #

## #

## ## ## ## #

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

## #

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Consents
Solid Waste

#

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

#

#

#

## #

#

#

## ## #

#

#

#

## ## #

#

#

#

Total
=

## #

## ## #

## #

#

#

Total
=
#

#

Floodgate Replacement
Consents

#

$5.3M

Stop Bank Reconstruction
Floodgate Replacement

#

$49.2M

Pump Station Renewals
Land Drainage

#

Consents
Pump Station Renewals

Solid
Waste

#

#

## ## ## ## ## ## #

Upgrades to Cope with Climate Change
Consents

#

#

Stormwater Quality Improvement
Upgrades to Cope with Climate Change

#

$15.6M

Consents
Stormwater

#

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Pumpstation Renewals
Consents

#

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## #

Bulk Infrastructure to Service Future Development
Pumpstation Renewals

#

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Treatment Plant Upgrade
Bulk Infrastructure to Service Future Development

#

$6.7M
#

District Wide Pipe Renewals
Treatment Plant Upgrade

#

$43.7M

Consents
Wastewater

#

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Water Meter Replacements and Upgrades
Consents

#

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Treatment Plant Upgrade
Water Meter Replacements and Upgrades

26 to 30

$20.9M

Improvements
Preserving our Roading Assets

21 to 25

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Walking and Cycling
Improvements

16 to 20

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

#

## ## #

Total
=

#

#

#

##

$0.
3M
#

$0.
2M

Figure 1: Major infrastructure projects timeline. Dollars shown is estimated capital expenditure (uninflated).

Figure 1 shows the timeline for the major projects for the most likely scenario.
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Summary of strategic actions
We’ve identified a number of infrastructure challenges over the next 30 years and our strategy identifies the strategic
approach to addressing these. The initial period of our strategy is focussed on gathering evidence on our three water
assets, strengthening resilience of our water and wastewater infrastructure, meeting higher environmental
standards, and increasing investment in road resealing to preserve the road assets, and road safety. The latter part of
the strategy has an increased emphasis on stormwater quality improvements.
We consider our decision on three waters the most significant decision we will have to make. In particular, there are
significant cost implications with the future wastewater treatment plant upgrades to improve the discharge quality.
We consider this to be significant because the financial consequences are high, and will affect both our capacity to
deliver our range of existing services without significantly impacting on our debt levels and our rates funding
requirements. This would affect ratepayers across the district financially through higher increases in wastewater
rates.
Other key decisions that will need to be made by elected members over the next 30 years include:
 We will continue to build people capability and capacity so that we have a resilient workforce and prepared
for black swan (unpredictable) events such as the global pandemic.
 We will gather evidence particularly the condition of our critical three water assets in the next three to ten
years to help us develop robust and risk based renewal programmes.
 We will continue to strengthen our infrastructural resilience as some of our district is located on the Hauraki
Plains and susceptible to weather related events and rising sea levels.
 We will develop joint strategy with our internal Transport Team to reduce road runoff pollution and achieve
good environmental outcomes.
 We will invest at a higher level in reseals to address the large amount of aged sealed assets (overdue) to
bring the percentage of backlog down to 15% (from 28%) in the next five years.
 We will implement the Road to Zero Strategy to prioritise safety risks across the network holistically.
 We will continue with our maintenance and renewal programmes that targets interventions at appropriate
levels consistent with good industry practice and meeting agreed levels of service.
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Part One – Strategic Context
Purpose of this strategy
Our infrastructure strategy (strategy) has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of section 101B of the
Local Government Act 2002 (LGA). The purpose of our strategy, as stated in the LGA is to:
 Identify our significant infrastructure issues over the period covered by the strategy, and
 Identify the principal options for managing those issues and the implications of those options.
This strategy also outlines the most likely scenario for the management of a council’s infrastructure assets during its
30-year period, the estimated costs of managing those assets, the nature and timing of expected significant capital
expenditure decisions and the assumptions on which the scenarios are based.
In accordance with section 101B (6) of the LGA, our strategy includes infrastructure assets used to provide our
services or services on our behalf, in relation to the following groups of activities:
 Water supply
 Wastewater (sewerage and the treatment and disposal of sewage)
 Stormwater
 Land drainage and flood protection (flood protection and control works)
 Land transport (the provision of roads, bridges and footpaths).
As well as the infrastructure we provide, flood protection and control works are also provided by the Waikato
Regional Council. This infrastructure strategy only relates to those assets that we provide. Also our strategy does not
include state highways. Planning for, providing and managing state highways is the responsibility of Waka Kotahi NZ
Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi).

Strategic principles
In essence this strategy is looking to ensure the right asset is in the right place at the right time in our district. There
will be competing needs, priorities, demands, resource availability and financial considerations that will need to be
balanced as part of the infrastructure planning and decision-making process. We have developed a set of strategic
principles that will guide infrastructure planning for our district over the next 30 years. Financial sustainability is an
overarching principle that crosses all of the other principles identified below:
 Proactive provision and management of critical assets
 Robust asset management practices
 Integrated provision of infrastructure
 Make the best use of our existing investment
 Affordable infrastructure solutions for our community that are environmentally beneficial
 Partnerships with Iwi and Māori.

Strategic linkages
Our vision Our home, our future guides what we deliver and how.
It means that we’re proud to live here and we want our future generations to be proud to live here too. We want to
work with our communities to help shape our future rather than waiting for things to happen. That means creating
opportunities for the now and also for future generations. We are ready to push boundaries to make things happen.
It is our mission to:
 actively provide leadership to and advocate for the community
 provide good quality infrastructure, services and regulatory functions
 foster open-minded and two-way communication with the community
 ensure the sustainable use and management of resources
...for the benefit of all who live in, work in and visit the Hauraki District.
Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51
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Our strategy delivers on our mission statement through the planning and provision of good quality infrastructure and
the sustainable use and management of resources of our district for the next 30 years.
Our Community Outcomes are clear aspirations or goals that we believe help to provide leadership and
guidance in meeting our purpose and role. In 2020 we developed new Community Outcomes in partnership with our
communities. In developing these aspirations and goals we were mindful of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and the Waikato Wellbeing Project.

Figure 2: Hauraki District Council Community Outcomes

Our infrastructure is a key mechanism to achieve these Community Outcomes. Our water supply and wastewater
infrastructure provide safe and reliable drinking water and disposal of wastewater in a sustainable manner, while land
drainage protects land from inundation and water ponding. Land transport provides safe roads, bridges and
footpaths for the community, businesses and visitors to the area. The provision of the five activities covered by the
strategy all contribute to economic development of our district, enabling goods to get to market, supports public
health and, protects land and the environment.
Our strategy is a key strategic Council document that links to other core plans and strategies as shown in Figure 3
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Figure 3: Infrastructure Strategy linkages with other documents

About the Hauraki District
The Hauraki District covers an area of approximately 1,269 square kilometres. Our district spans from the
Wharekawa Coast (also known as the Seabird Coast) across the Hauraki Plains, through the Karangahake Gorge and
over the Kaimai / Coromandel ranges before reaching the Golden Valley farmlands in the northeast, and the Pacific
Ocean at Whiritoa.
Historically, the Hauraki Plains was a large swamp, but after extensive drainage work, it is now highly productive
dairy land. Areas within the Hauraki Plains have an overlying peat layer and / or soft estuarine soil both of which are
susceptible to increasing and decreasing water levels which has a direct impact on our infrastructure assets,
particularly our roads and pipes. Natural hazards continue to pose a risk to our district, particularly the Hauraki Plains
area, with Ngatea at or slightly above the mean high water spring sea level.
The three largest urban centres in the district are Waihi, Paeroa and Ngatea. However the district also includes a
number of smaller townships including Kaiaua, Turua, Kerepehi, Karangahake, Mackaytown, Waikino, Whiritoa and
Waitakaruru. The district map in Figure 4 shows the 2018 Census boundaries.

Industry
Our district is most well-known for its farming, mining and tourism. We have a strong farming history which is
predominantly pastoral farming, with a significant number of businesses supporting and servicing the farming
industry. A number of new industries have established in our district including an ice cream manufacturing plant at
Kerepehi.
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The mine in Waihi, which includes an open pit and several underground mines, is one of only a handful of mines in the
developed world that operate within an established residential community. As such, a paramount link to the mine’s
success and on-going development is its relationship with the surrounding community and Council. Tourism has been
growing with the Hauraki Rail Trail, Karangahake Gorge and the Wharekawa Coast attracting people to visit the
district. Pre-COVID 19 the increase in tourism numbers placed an increasing demand on our infrastructure and
facilities, as well as Waka Kotahi and the Department of Conservation facilities. The effects of COVID-19 are still to
be understood fully, however are likely to have a negative effect on tourism growth in the short to medium term.
We also need to consider how the national, regional and local economies are changing with the impact of the global
pandemic. As a nation we learnt from the global financial crisis that is it not wise to cut spending in core
infrastructure. The 2021 Infrastructure Strategy outlines the investment programmes to ensure we are meeting our
legislative obligations as well as maintaining service levels to our communities. This investment will stimulate
Hauraki’s local economy. We have learnt through the various national lockdowns how important essential services
are for the community and core infrastructure must be reliable.

Figure 4: Hauraki District map showing 2018 Census geographic boundaries

Demographic context
Our district population was mainly static between 1996 and 2013, sitting at just over 18,000. Population growth
picked up in 2014, driven primarily by people moving to our district from Auckland, and to a lesser extent, an increase
in people from overseas. Over the 5-year period between the 2013 and 2018 Censuses the district population grew by
12.4% to reach 20,022.
A significant assumption underlying this strategy is the district will continue to experience population growth for the
next 10 years, albeit at a slower rate than between 2013 to 2018. The population is projected to be approximately
21,500 in 2021 and reach 22,750 by 2031, that’s an increase of 5.6% over the ten years. Growth will be spread across
the district, with only the population in the areas of Miranda-Pūkorokoro and Hauraki Plains North projected to
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decline before 2031. After 2021 the population is projected to decline slightly, mainly due to the age profile of the
district’s residents. By 2051 the population is projected to be 21,400, with minimal population growth still occurring
in Waihi and Paeroa. We estimate that 26% of the population is currently aged 65+, with this increasing to 35% in
2031 and 40% by 2051.
While the recent growth and that forecast is not high when compared to some other areas of New Zealand, it will
impact our infrastructure as the network capacity has already been, or will soon be reached. In addition, we need to
plan for our communities to be future proofed and accessible for an increasing aged population.
We adopted the medium growth projections scenario provided by our population specialists, as opposed to the high
scenario, because of the expected impacts of COVID-19, such as minimal national net migration and limited
economic growth. However, if we experience higher net migration than forecast over the next 10 years the district
population may not decline in the future. The high growth scenario, based on higher net migration figures, projects
the district population to be approximately 24,200 in 2051. That is why, in years 10-30 of our strategy we are also
planning with the high growth projections in mind because we do not want to underinvest in our infrastructure. We
believe there is no risk of overinvesting if we base our planning on the medium and high projections, given the two
scenarios are not significantly different.

Dwelling and rating units
Growth in dwelling numbers can be driven by an increase in population, a demand for holiday homes, or if more
homes are needed to house less people per dwelling, for example due to an ageing population. It is projected in 2021
there will be 10,220 dwellings in the district and 10% of those will be unoccupied, such as holiday homes. Over the
ten-year period to 2031 it is projected the number of dwellings in the district will increase by an average of 77 per
year, reaching 10,990 by 2031. Due to the projected decline in population after 2031 dwelling numbers are also
projected to decline slightly to 10,700 in 2051. The high growth scenario projects the number of dwellings to be
11,800 in 2051. The distribution of dwellings within the district largely follows the distribution of population, but with
some differences, as areas with ageing populations require more dwellings as their average household size decreases
faster than the district overall.
Rating unit growth is driven by the economy, population and other changes in demographics, lifestyle patterns, and
growth in neighbouring districts, including Auckland. In 2021 our district is projected to have 10,995 rating units.
Between 2021 and 2031 it is projected that the number of rateable units will increase by an average of 90 per annum,
reaching 11,890 by 2031. In 2021 residential and residential lifestyle properties are projected to account for 77% of
the District rating units. By 2051 it is projected the number of rating units in our district will reach 12,310. This is an
average annual increase of 21 rating units between 2031 and 2051. The continued growth is mainly attributed to
growth in commercial and industrial rating units.

Social deprivation and annual household income
Our district continues to experience higher levels of deprivation compared to other parts of the country when using
the New Zealand Deprivation Index. On a scale of one to ten (least to most deprived scores) Waihi, Paeroa and
Hauraki Plains South are assessed individually as having a score of 9.This means they are in the top 20 per cent of
areas that have the most deprived scores in New Zealand. This is an improvement for Waihi and Paeroa, as they had
scores of 10 in 2013.
The average median household income (half earn more and half earn less) in the District was $63,100 in 2018 – lower
than the national median of $89,100. Given that our district has a high proportion of the population over 65 years of
age, a higher number will have income from superannuation and means tested benefits which will impact on the
average household income for our district. Houses prices have increased considerably in our district while median
incomes have not kept pace with this movement. In the year to June 2019 the average (mean) residential house price
in the District was $421,355. That is an increase of 63% when compared to average residential house prices in June
2015, when the average price was $259,033. This means parts of our district are less affordable than in the past.
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Our District in the future - planning assumptions
In preparing this strategy and the Long Term Plan, we have to identify significant forecasting assumptions, including
demographic and climate change projections and financial assumptions. These can be viewed in the supporting
information to the Long Term Plan, and in the Long Term Plan 2021-31 once published.
In summary, some of the assumptions we’ve made about what the district and the community might look like in 30
years and what that might mean for our infrastructure are noted below.
 Our district will continue to moderately grow over the next 10 years then growth will likely slow as projected
in the medium growth scenario that we have adopted.
 Paeroa, Waihi and Ngatea will continue to be the main urban towns.
 There will be an increase in the aged population and more developments catering for aged persons.
 There will be more industry with the continued growth of the Kerepehi industrial hub and industrial
development in the Waihi Rural area.
 Three water services are expecting to move to another body within three to four years.
 Farming practices may change particularly on the Plains with the impact of climate change and in response
to increasing environmental requirements.
 Climate change will affect our district over the medium to long term in line with projections provided by the
Ministry for the Environment for the Waikato Region.
 There will be greater reliance on pumping of floodwaters to remove ponding on paddocks for farming
activities on the Plains, due to climate change impacts.
 The townships located on the Plains may need supplementary pumping to be drained of storm flows.
 Sea level rise, coastal erosion and weather events as a result of climate change will increase requiring
adapting the way we manage our assets.
 Council’s partnership with Māori will be stronger including in decision making and co-management of
waterways.
 After the initial decrease in tourism due to COVID-19, tourist numbers will continue to increase, partially
because of the popular Hauraki Rail Trail.
A summary of our financial assumptions can be viewed in Part 3 of our strategy.

Overview of our infrastructure
We own and manages $579 million of infrastructure assets which can be summarised as follows:

Land transport – value $307 million
We’re responsible for the planning, provision, development, operations and maintenance of
our district’s land transportation network and facilities to ensure the safe and efficient
movement of people and goods around the district. We have 620 kilometres of roads (506
kilometres sealed, 114 kilometres unsealed), 163 bridges and major culverts, and 114kms of
footpaths. In addition to this, we own the assets of the Hauraki Rail Trail across the ThamesCoromandel and Hauraki Districts and the section of the Trail from Paeroa to Te Aroha and
then to Matamata, which lie in the Matamata-Piako District). The land transport activity
represents more than half of the infrastructure value with a 2017 replacement cost of over
$307 million1.

Water supply – value $118 million
We provide safe drinking water to dwellings, commercial and industrial premises and many
rural properties. We are quite unique in that nearly 65% of the water we treat is consumed
by rural communities for agriculture. It is not used for irrigation, but predominantly for
drinking water for stock. The provision of safe drinking water is a public health priority. Four
major water treatment plants (with Kaimanawa due to be commissioned in 2021) supply
five schemes with approximately 582km of pipes supplying 7,366 properties.
1 Hauraki District

Council Land Transport Asset Revaluation 2017, Beca
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Wastewater – value $78 million
We collect, treat and dispose of treated wastewater from properties in the district via
167km of pipes. The safe disposal of wastewater is required for public and environmental
health. Seven wastewater treatment plants service 5,720 properties.

Stormwater – value $46 million
Our stormwater network consists of 95km of urban stormwater pipes and 30.5km of open
drains to manage the disposal of water from prolonged periods of rain to reduce risks to
people and property.

Land drainage and flood protection – value $29 million We provide 650
kilometres of rural land drains and canals, and a range of flood protection and land drainage
assets including 92 kilometres of stopbanks, 123 floodgates and 5 pump stations to collect
runoff from rural catchments and to discharge it to river or sea outlets. The drainage service
is provided in five drainage districts (including the new Pūkorokoro Drainage District north
of Miranda which is still under discussion).

Achievements since 2018
We have made some progress on implementing the key actions identified in the 2018 Infrastructure Strategy, as
outlined below.

Reliability of information
We have made some progress with understanding the condition of our water and wastewater networks. Priority was
given to the water supply activity in response to the Havelock North water contamination outbreak.
We have put a lot of effort in the last two years to better understand the state of our transport assets. This includes
increasing our in-house knowledge of the transport network performance, having reasonably complete asset
condition data for sealed road pavements, inspecting the district’s bridges to assess asset condition, and regularly
collecting footpath condition data.
We have started to gather evidence to understand the effects of climate change for our stormwater, land drainage
and flood protection and land transport networks. Analysis work is being undertaken by the transport team to better
understand pavement performance on different soil types, against associated maintenance costs and traffic demand
data.

Water supply
We have continued with our ongoing leakage management programme and are working towards our water supply
network performing within acceptable industry limits. We recognise that our leakage management programme will
take time to achieve results, however initial results in the Paeroa and Plains network areas are good.
We have renewed pipes in very poor condition across the district with our proactive risk based replacement
programme. We are replacing the domestic water meters for the district. The replacement of our large water
meters is on hold while we wait technology changes to be more accessible. We have made progress on
understanding the condition of our assets, however the focus has been on compliance.

Wastewater
About half of our pump stations have alarms to alert us in advance of an incident to mitigate the effects of
wastewater overflows and improve reporting to the Regional Council. We will include the programme to install
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alarms for the remaining pump stations to protect public health and the environment in the 2021 LTP budget. We
have made some progress on understanding the condition of our wastewater assets.

Stormwater
We have made limited progress on understanding the condition of our stormwater assets. With the appointment of
new engineering resources, condition assessments will be a focus area in the next three years including resetting the
programme.

Land drainage and flood protection
We have completed modelling of the stopbank settling and impacts of sea level rise. Our next step is to refine our
cost data (for moving soil and compaction) used for modelling purposes. We are also undertaking work with the
Regional Council to better understand the effects of climate change on this activity.

Land transport
Overall there has been effort to gather and improve the underlying asset data for preparing evidence based renewal
programmes, particularly for the resurfacing of the sealed network. This means we now have a much better
understanding on the state of our transport assets as noted above.
All of the district’s bridges have now been surveyed to assess the asset condition and record the construction dates
from the plate ID. This asset data is recorded in our asset management system. The condition survey has informed
the development of the forward works programme.

Uncertainty and implications
In developing this strategy there are a number of things that we do not or cannot know. This has flow on effects on
the identification of issues and options for dealing with issues and how we can best respond.
Areas of uncertainty we have identified are:
 Legislative changes, National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 and National Environmental
standards that may require significant changes to the way we plan, manage and fund infrastructure
 Effect of climate change on Council’s infrastructure and on the Plains long term
 The impact of the Government’s proposed Action for Healthy Waterways legislation may require additional
fencing and riparian planting of local drains.

Reliability of information
We have made significant improvement in data collection and quality for the land transport activity since the 2018
Infrastructure Strategy. We have also assessed the current state of the wastewater pump stations including electrical
switchboard safety, condition, pump performance, capacity, and resilience. However, there is still varying levels of
reliability of information across the five activities covered in this strategy.
Gaps have been identified in the following areas:
 Condition of our above ground water supply assets.
 Condition of wastewater (excluding pump stations) and stormwater assets.
 Completeness of surface water channel inventory and limited understanding of the streetlight pole condition.
 High speed data to detect cracking in road surfaces.
The data records for the three water assets are recorded in Council’s asset management system for most asset
classes. Water supply condition is based on pipe breaks. Wastewater asset condition is based on CCTV surveys.
There is limited data recorded about condition at water supply and wastewater treatment plants.
The data confidence of the three waters asset data has been classified in accordance with the International
Infrastructure Management Manual as follows; water supply, wastewater and stormwater - reliable for inventory
completeness and age, less certain for condition (except for raw watermains, treated water pipelines and reservoirs,
and open drains).
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The data confidence of the land transport assets was independently assessed for the 2019/20 year (by the Road
Efficiency Group) as follows:
 Data completeness at 93% and data quality to expected standard
 Data accuracy to expected standard for 84% of the data set, minor data quality issues for 11% of the data set
and major data quality issues for 5% of the data set (related to invalid attribute data for pavement layer
records).
The records for the land drainage and flood protection assets are mostly complete for inventory, age and condition
data. Asset condition is known but not recorded in the asset management system (AssetFinda).

Identified strategic issues
We have identified nine strategic issues that will impact on the provision of infrastructure over the next 30 years.
They are:
Strategic Issue
Legislation and policy change

Description
The Government’s Three Waters Reform and changes to legislation are significant as it has
signalled major structural changes to the service delivery model. While this will have
significant and long reaching implications for the Council, it is outside of the scope of this
Strategy. It is expected that these services will move to another body within three

to four years.

Treaty Settlement
arrangements and cogovernance

Preparing for climate change

Affordability for our community

Higher environmental
standards

Increasing focus on compliance

People and infrastructure
resilience
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The National Policy Statement on Freshwater 2020 and associated legislation will have
significant impacts on a number of our activities.
The new Zero Carbon Act means Council will need to consider opportunities for reducing
the carbon emissions it generates.
The Hauraki Treaty Settlement will result in iwi having co-governance arrangements with
the Waikato Regional Council and local councils and will have a greater role in governance
and freshwater. The Treaty Settlement is not complete yet and the implications are not
fully known.
We are preparing for the impacts of climate change on our infrastructure assets as we are
already experiencing impacts such as prolonged droughts. The Plains is particularly
susceptible to weather related events and rising sea levels. We need to account for
uncertainty and change over long timeframes. Strengthening our infrastructure resilience
is a key focus.
Hauraki District continues to experience higher deprivation scores than other parts of the
country. There is also a risk of increasing existing inequities and creating new and
additional inequities because of climate change impacts, such as lack of access to
insurance and the displacement of people from their homes.
The potential impacts of the higher environmental standards for our wastewater
treatment plants due to legislative and policy changes may not be affordable for our
community.
Taumata Arowai will provide oversight of, and advice on, the regulation, management,
and environmental performance of wastewater and stormwater networks and administer
the drinking water regulatory system for drinking water safety. Together with the
Government’s suite of legislation and regulation changes to improve the freshwater
ecological health, as well as Waikato Regional Council’s future Plan Changes, these
significant national and regional changes will impact the cost of upgrading our wastewater
treatment plants and may not be affordable for our community or provide the desired
environmental outcomes.
There is an increased focus on compliance and reporting for meeting consent conditions
and drinking water standards. This will impact our internal resourcing under the current
legislation, even before the impacts of the proposed Water Services Bill is fully
understood.
A fundamental shift has been expanding our approach to resilience by adapting and
strengthening our people as well as our hard infrastructure, particularly in global events
such as the pandemic crisis. A key focus is strengthening our infrastructure resilience as
part of our district is located on the Plains and susceptible to weather related events and
rising sea levels.
17
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The district’s aged population is increasing, and we need to ensure that our transport
network is accessible for them as well as disabled people. We need to increase
accessibility in our urban areas by providing connectivity through installing, upgrading and
maintaining footpaths, and shared paths and cycleways in accordance with the
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport (2021).

Aging population and
increasing accessibility and
network connectivity

Risk management
Our risk management approach
The planning approach for managing infrastructure balances risk and performance while providing cost effective
services. Infrastructure risks can be considered in terms of global threats (such as climate change), national
(legislative changes), corporate and asset risks. At an activity level, these infrastructure risks need to be considered
holistically as part of the asset management planning approach and not taken in isolation.
Part Two outlines how this is addressed for each activity with the detail provided in the Activity / Asset Management
Plans.

Climate change impacts and actions
Climate change is a major management issue facing all infrastructure providers and the built environment. Hauraki
District is tested further as it has physical constraints / natural hazards including the Firth of Thames and the low lying
Plains that need to be considered in the context of climate change impacts.
Climate change will affect our district over the medium to long term in line with projections provided by the Ministry
for the Environment for the Waikato Region. The major trends expected for the Waikato Region are (with the full
projections list detailed in both the supporting information to the Long Term Plan and will be available in the 2021
Long Term Plan once published):
 Higher temperatures
 Rainfall - Will vary within the region, and largest changes will be for particular seasons rather than annually
 Wind – The frequency of extremely windy days is likely to decrease by 2 to 3 per cent.
 Storms – Future changes in frequency of storms are likely to be small compared to inter-annual variability.
 Sea level rise – Projections range from 0.55m to 1.36m sea level rise by 2120 (based on the 2017 Ministry for
the Environment guidance on Coastal Hazards and Climate Change for New Zealand).
We design our infrastructure to take into account climate change projections and the risk of climate change weather
related events. At this stage the financial implications of adapting to the effects of climate change are uncertain for
our infrastructure assets and they will be refined in subsequent strategies and plans as investigations are progressed.
Our specific proposed climate change actions are outlined in the following table at activity level with further detail in
Part Two and in the Activity / Asset Management Plans.
Activity
Water supply

Most likely effects due to climate change

Prolonged droughts may result in restrictive
consent conditions for water takes from
streams and waterways

Potential long term saltwater intrusion risk
at the intake for Kerepehi Water Treatment
Plant

Wastewater



Inflow and infiltration increase and reduces
pipeline capacity during storm events
resulting in more frequent wet weather
overflows

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51

Proposed action

Upgrade treatment plants / reconfigure
supply areas to address reduction in demand
due to restrictive consent conditions for
water takes from rivers and streams

Undertake modelling will be required to
determine whether saltwater intrusion is a
risk requiring mitigation

Investigate an alternative raw water source
for Kerepehi at a different location if
modelling identifies a definite risk of saline
intrusion.

Continue to implement the targeted
infiltration and inflow programme to
continue to prioritise the catchments for
remedial works

18
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Activity

Most likely effects due to climate change

Pump station vulnerability due to flooding
inundation
Stormwater

Minimum floor levels for some low lying
areas in Paeroa may have limited freeboard
against more frequent higher intensity
storms

In the longer term stormwater flows in the
townships located on the Plains may not be
able to be drained to the river by gravity
through floodgates due to sea level rise
Land drainage and
Flood gates may not open long enough to

flood protection
drain the land adequately due to sea level
rise
The total rainfall volume is not predicted to

increase significantly long term but may fall
in more intense events
More frequent storm surges may require

stopbanks to be raised accordingly
Land transport
Identified four road sections susceptible to

sea level rise
Road slips / under slips

Erosion undermining road sections and

bridges
Table 2: Proposed climate change actions
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Proposed action










Continue to monitor flooding risk to
residential properties with the more intense
and frequent storms
Design new stormwater infrastructure in line
with our engineering design manual
(includes an allowance for a 20% increase in
rainfall intensity or in accordance with
RPC8.5 Scenario)
Continue to monitor stopbank height to
maintain existing service levels
Collecting evidence so we can understand
any material change on the activity,
including monitoring rainfall events at sites
in the district

Undertake scenario planning to establish the
key Engineering Lifeline routes across the
district
Identify critical bridges and culverts, impact
of stopbank failure and identify safe routes

Levels of service
The high level customer levels of service for the infrastructure are set out in Table 3 with the detail provided in the
Activity / Asset Management Plans. The levels of service framework provides alignment and strategic linkages
between our vision and the Community Outcomes, Infrastructure Strategy, Activity / Asset Management Plans, and
activities. Levels of service for infrastructure include customer outcomes (i.e. responding to unplanned water
interruptions) as well as meeting legislative requirements (i.e. compliance with resource consents).
Any major service level changes and implications long term are identified in Part Two of the Infrastructure Strategy
at activity level.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51
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Customer
Outcomes

Water supply

That the water is safe to drink
Vibrant and safe
communities | Te Oranga
pai o te Hapori

Safety

Good quality water is supplied
to customers
Water pressure and flow is
appropriate for its intended
use

Customer levels of service – activity outcomes
Land drainage and flood
Stormwater
Wastewater
protection

Wastewater services
meet regulatory
requirements
Mitigate the risk of
environmental impacts
and public health
To provide safe reliable
wastewater service to
customers

Stormwater systems
protect houses from
flooding in urban areas

Connected people |
Tūhono
Strong economy |
Oranga Ōhanga

Quality /
Amenity /
Reliability

To provide reliable water
networks

To provide reliable
wastewater networks

To provide reliable
stormwater networks

Vibrant and safe
communities | Te Oranga
pai o te Hapori

Resilience

Water supply disruption
during natural disaster events
is minimised

Wastewater disruption
during natural disaster
events is minimised
That customer service
requests are dealt with
promptly and
appropriately
Council collaborates
with customers, Iwi,
other local authority,
and central government
to manage the
wastewater activity and
their specific areas of
interest

Stormwater disruption
during natural disaster
events is minimised
That customer service
requests are dealt with
promptly and
appropriately
Council collaborates with
customers, Iwi, other
local authority, and
central government to
manage the stormwater
activity and their specific
areas of interest

Protection is provided to
the community and the
environment

Protection is provided to
the community and the
environment

Responsiveness
Connected people |
Tūhono
Strong economy |
Oranga Ōhanga

Healthy environment | Te
Mauri o te Taiao

That customer service
requests are dealt with
promptly and appropriately

Collaborate

Council collaborates with
customers, Iwi, other local
authority, and central
government to manage the
water supply activity and their
specific areas of interest

Environmental
sustainability

Council will seek to minimise
the losses from its water
supply network
That the water supply service
is operated in compliance with
regulatory requirements

Quality land drainage and
flood protection services are
provided to all Drainage
Districts

Land transport

Provide a safe transport
network for users and the
community
Council delivers a roading
network that addresses safety
and amenity issues

To provide reliable land
drainage and flood
protection networks

Provide an effective and good
quality transport network
Footpaths assets are fit for
purpose
The pavement life of sealed
roads is preserved

Disruption during natural
disaster events is minimised

Access is provided to the
network of local roads

Efficient response to
drainage problems and
emergencies

That customer service requests
are dealt with promptly and
appropriately

Council collaborates with
customers, Iwi, other local
authority, and central
government to manage the
land drainage and flood
protection activity and their
specific areas of interest

Council collaborates with
customers, Iwi, other local
authority, and central
government to manage the land
transport activity and their
specific areas of interest

Operating in compliance
with regulatory
requirements

Effects on the natural
environment are minimised

Table 3: Customer levels of service
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Part Two – Our Infrastructure
Services
Water Supply
Background
We are responsible for the provision of safe, clean drinking water to domestic, commercial, industrial and agricultural
communities as a matter of public health. Nearly 65% of the water we treat is consumed by rural communities for
agriculture. It is not used for irrigation.
Our water supply network draws water from surface water bodies (e.g. rivers and streams). There are four major
water treatment plants supplying four schemes with approximately 582km of pipes supplying 7,366 properties.

Strategic water challenges
Renewing infrastructure
We have been successful with implementing our new proactive and risk based renewal water strategy since 2018. We
replaced more water pipes in the 2018/19 year than the previous seven years. With our proactive asset management
approach, we are finding other water assets that require renewing, such as the old raw water tank located at the
Kerepehi Water Treatment Plant and the Kerepehi and Paeroa raw watermains.
As part of our risk based approach, critical assets are replaced proactively to ensure service continuity and non-critical
assets are replaced reactively (generally end of life). There is budget allowance for the reactive renewals and this is
monitored to ensure the right balance between critical and non-critical asset investment levels.

Providing for growth and changes to levels of service
We need to resolve the raw water supply issues in Waihi to cater for future additional growth. Once this is resolved,
we will need to consider an upgrade the existing infrastructure to process the additional water. The Waihi Water
Treatment Plant currently has no redundancy if the single membrane treatment stream fails. There is also a capacity
constraint at the treatment plant due to reductions on how much water we can take, during periods of low river levels
caused by extended dry weather events, by the Regional Council (set in the resource consent at 15% restriction). We
are actively working to reduce water loss due to leaks, which will help alleviate the low flow supply restrictions.

Managing risk and increasing resilience
A fundamental shift has been expanding our approach to resilience by adapting and strengthening our people as well
as our hard infrastructure (this applies to all three waters).
People resilience - We know it is important to build people capability and capacity within our district. It is being
tested with the global pandemic crisis in 2020 that people have never experienced before.
Our new treatment and engineering resources have recognised tertiary qualifications. Many of our new treatment
technicians are relatively young (less than 40 years old) and we are taking on more cadets and apprentices across the
Group. We are also working towards sharing our operational resources with neighbouring Matamata-Piako District
Council to improve the management of operational risks, such as wastewater overflows. We will also investigate the
establishment of a sub-regional control centre so as to enable effective 24/7 coverage.
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Infrastructural resilience - A key focus is strengthening our infrastructural resilience as part of our district is located
on the Hauraki Plains and susceptible to weather related events and rising sea levels.
Our Kerepehi Water Supply Treatment Plant is approaching capacity coupled with resilience issues with the raw
watermain and tank due to its age and some sections located under the state highway, and potential long term
saltwater intrusion risk at the intake. We have been investigating linking the Paeroa and Plains Water Networks to
increase the utilisation of the treatment plants (Paeroa, Kerepehi and Waitakaruru) as well as increasing our overall
network resilience. We have also constructed two new treated water tanks at the Kerepehi Treatment Plant to
increase storage, so we have a backup supply of treated water should an issue occur with the treatment process
Like many public water networks, asbestos concrete is the main pipe material (at about 40%) comprising our
network. This means our piped water network is vulnerable as asbestos concrete is a brittle material and known to
break frequently causing outages. We are addressing this asset risk over the next ten years as we continue to
implement our risk based water renewal strategy.
The Kerepehi and Paeroa raw watermains are both critical assets that are reaching the end of their operational and
economic life. There are significant consequences if they fail as both water pipelines have sections located under
state highways which makes repair difficult. We intend to proactively replace these assets before they are predicted
to fail, but this requires major renewal investment which was not budgeted in the 2018 Long Term Plan. We are
investigating the replacement of these assets to ensure our networks are resilient so there is service continuity for our
communities. As part of our building people resilience, our field staff are undergoing training to plan for these critical
pipes breaking so they can restore service faster.
Planning for climate change - We already appear to be experiencing the impacts of climate change on the water
supply activity with prolonged droughts. This may result in restrictive consent conditions imposed on us for water
takes from rivers and streams. We need to investigate the impacts on water takes in the medium term recognising
that some schemes may need reconfiguration (such as Waihou River, Paeroa and the Plains).
We have identified that saltwater intrusion may be a risk for the Kerepehi Intake (located on the Waihou River near
the Firth of Thames). It is tidal and may be affected by saltwater, however a report2 prepared by NIWA has indicated
that this would be a long term outcome. We currently test for salinity at this location and will be modelling the
impact of climate change in the medium term.
A suite of legislative and regulation changes to improve the current management of freshwater, including the
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 came into effect in September 2020. This may mean
that environmental protection, Te Mana o te Wai, will have priority over water takes for public drinking water
purposes. The potential reduction in supply of raw water may affect our ability to meet demand. We are currently
experiencing some capacity constraint at the Waihi Water Treatment Plant due to take restrictions, during periods of
low river levels caused by extended dry weather events.

Improving public health and environmental outcomes
There are two water quality issues that we are currently managing:
 There is a long-standing water quality issue with the water produced from the Kerepehi Water Treatment Plant.
It serves the Ngatea township and the manganese rich water can stain washing. We are investigating the costs
and benefits of an additional module for the treatment plant. Our proposed projects includes the installation of
online monitoring instruments to determine scope of the problem. Phase two includes design, construct and
commission a manganese removal system.
 Nitrate contamination of potable water sources is becoming a concern internationally. Small rural communities
such as the Hauraki Plains are particularly impacted by nitrate due to high farming activity and use of fertilisers
on land. We are testing for nitrates on an annual basis and the results show that the levels are substantially lower
that the Drinking Water Standards thresholds. We will continue to keep a watching brief on international studies
and best practices.

2

Synthesis Report: RA2 Coastal Case Study: The Firth of Thames and Lower Waihou River; G McBride, G Reeve, M Pritchard, C Lundquist, A
Daigneault, R Bell, P Blackett,A Swales, S Wadhwa, A Tait, C Zammit; https://ccii.org.nz/app/uploads/2017/02/RA2-Coastal-Case-Study-Synthesisreport.pdf
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Asset condition and performance
Most of the water supply network is between 30 and 50 years old, as presented in Figure 5 , so over the midway point
of the asset life. Our oldest pipes are concrete, asbestos concrete, alkathene and cast iron. This group is indicative of
the problematic pipe materials that are known to fail. These assets will need replacement in the short to medium
term. We have complete records of the pipe material types and age, and less complete for asset condition.

Figure 5: Pipe material and age distribution

Pipe performance using watermain breaks is used as the proxy of condition consistent with industry best practice.
The watermain breaks are analysed on a regular basis and inform the pipe renewal programme taking into account
criticality to ensure service to continuity.
We have defined our critical water supply assets based on the potential mitigated consequence of failure. These are
classified from very high to low criticality. We have undertaken a basic categorisation in the asset management
system based on size and high risk assets such as pipe bridges. We will refine this in the next three years using a geo
database to pull together different datasets for the criteria. The same approach has been adopted for wastewater
and stormwater assets.
Asset performance of Council’s water supply network is assessed in terms of water leakage and water quality as
follows:
 Water leakage – Water leakage is a known problem due to the aged network with a formal programme
being developed to address it. Our analysis has shown that the Hauraki Plains accounts for over 50% of
faults in the district. Drought conditions (causing breaks) and the age of pipes is the leading cause of faults
contributing to 39% of all faults, where 33% of these occur on the Plains. Council is addressing the high level
of leakage through the proactive leakage management programme, including responding to leaks and the
renewal programme.
We intend to use the Infrastructure Leakage Index for measuring leakage and to prioritise zones based on
international best practice. As a first step, the current meter reading routes need to be rationalised into
zones / townships.
 Water quality - The four water treatment plants comply with the Drinking Water Standards. The current
state of water supplies is shown on Council’s website using a simple traffic light system.
 Council has a suite of plans and processes, including Water Safety Plans and Emergency Response Plans, to
provide assurance that it is providing safe drinking water. Council’s water quality is measured monthly
against the mandatory performance measures and reported in our Annual Report. We are currently
reviewing our process for collecting and reporting our performance data including the end to end job
management process.
Significant infrastructure issues for the water supply activity and the principal options for managing these issues are
detailed in the following table. The highlighted option is the preferred as the most likely scenario. Some issues may
have more than one preferred option recommended.
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Significant issues and options
Table 4 below identifies the significant district wide issues and the options facing water supply in our district.

Significant issue
Implications of the
Government’s Three Waters
regulation (Taumata Arawa)
and changes to legislation
are likely to result in higher
standards for water
treatment and compliance
costs.

Implications of the
Government’s Three Waters
Service Delivery Reform

Principal options for managing
the issue

Implications of the option

1.

Continued regional approach
by collaborating with
neighbouring councils to
determine and implement
good practice for compliance.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short term)
2. Increased focus on
compliance and reporting for
meeting consent conditions
and drinking water standards.
This involves getting
appropriate systems set up.
Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short term)



1.



2.
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Aggregation of water
supplies into semi-regional,
regional, multi-regional or
national suppliers will be on
an “Opt-Out” voluntary
basis, however aggregation
appears inevitable and thus
proactive collaboration with
the DIA and other Councils is
regarded appropriate.
The Council may choose to
“opt out” of the aggregated
water supply, however the
government may act to
prevent this in future.











Years

Years

Years

Risk

1–10

11–20

21–30

(H/M/L)

Unknown

Unknown

Implications from water regulation
reforms are happening at a rapid
pace.
There are likely to be increased
costs to address health/safety
concerns / issues.


Budget are
unknown but
expected to be
significant.

This will impact our internal
resourcing under the current
legislation, even before the impacts
of the proposed Water Services Bill
are fully understood.
A dedicated compliance resource
(shared for three waters) has been
identified to address the increasing
quality management.
This will result in the Council
transferring the assets and service
delivery of the 3-waters.
The Council will lose approximately
35% of its income resulting in a
significant reduction of staff and
stranded overheads.
There is likely to be a medium term
increase in the cost of delivery for
this service.


Medium cost for
an additional
resource (shared
for 3 waters)

High
There may be some
short term
economic and
resilience benefits
should
neighbouring
Councils collaborate
with compliance
reporting and
management.
High


Full effect
unknown but
expected to be
significant.
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Principal options for managing
the issue

Implications of the option

Years

Years

Years

Risk

1–10

11–20

21–30

(H/M/L)

Option 1 is the most likely
scenario (only option)

Implications of the
Government’s suite of
legislative and regulation
changes to improve the
current management of
freshwater. The potential
reduction in water take
allocation may impact our
existing treatment plant
capacity.

1.

Allocate funding and
resourcing to secure new
resource consents and
monitoring of conditions.
Start early discussions with
the Regional Council to
understand significant
changes so we can plan and
budget for this.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (only option)



The Hauraki Treaty
Settlement will result in iwi
having co-governance
arrangements with the
Waikato Regional Council
and territorial councils, and
will have a greater role in
governance and freshwater.

1.

Promote water conservation
initiatives so there is less
demand for water take from
streams and therefore safe
guarding the waterways
which is important for iwi.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (ongoing)
2. Set up governance structure
for co-governance
arrangement in freshwater.



Continue with proactive leakage
management programme. Increase
community education on water
conservation and linkage to water
take from streams.



1.



Can take time to set up and agree
long term vison
Better alignment with Maori values
and community aspirations.
Linking the two networks would
increase the overall network
resilience.
Engage suitably qualified experts to
undertake option analysis for
linking the networks and risk

Strengthening our
infrastructural resilience as
some of our district is located
on the Hauraki Plains and
susceptible to weather
related events and rising sea
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Investigate linking the Paeroa
and Kerepehi networks to
strengthen resilience as well
as addressing future capacity
constraints (mainly the
Kerepehi Water Supply









The requirements to prepare a
resource consent may increase (for
example completing environmental
impact assessments).
The resource consenting process
will likely require changes to the
amount of water we can take for
supply.
Additional operational and capital
expenditure may be required to
meet consent conditions.


$50,000 per
annum for
consent
monitoring.
$100,000 for
Waihou intake
consent.
$100,000
Waitakaruru
abstraction
consent

Low cost from
existing
resources


$100,000
Walmsley
Stream and
Golden
Valley water
abstraction
consents
(Waihi)

Budget impacts
are unknown

Unknown


$50,000
Kerepehi
Discharge
consent

High

Medium

Unknown

Medium


High cost for
external
engineering
support
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Significant issue
levels. For example, the pipes
on the Plains are more
susceptible to breakage due
to ground movement during
droughts and extreme
rainfall events.

Effect of climate change on
water supply resulting in
restrictive consent conditions
and some supply areas may
need reconfiguration.
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Principal options for managing
the issue
Treatment Plant as
approaching capacity).
Option 1 is preferred as the
most likely scenario
(medium term)
2. Continue to implement our
risk based renewal water
strategy to address asbestos
concrete pipe failures and
replace the Kerepehi and
Paeroa raw watermains.
Option 2 is preferred as the
most likely scenario
(ongoing)
1. Investigate an alternative raw
water source for Kerepehi at
a different location due to
potential saltwater intrusion
as sea levels rise.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)

2.

Upgrade treatment plants /
reconfigure supply areas to
address reduction in demand
due to restrictive consent
conditions for water takes
from rivers and streams by
the Regional Council.

Implications of the option


Years

Years

Years

Risk

1–10

11–20

21–30

(H/M/L)

reductions achieved.
It may require significant
expenditure but would mitigate
risk.



Both are critical assets and reaching
the end of their economic life. The
replacement costs will be significant
but there are major consequences if
they fail as both have sections
located under state highways.


Significant costs
for raw
watermain
replacement



Modelling will be required to
determine whether saltwater
intrusion to the Kerepehi water
source is a risk requiring mitigation
and what those mitigation
measures will be. This will be done
during the resource consent
renewal process prior to 2034.
Water supply continuity.
Cost of relocation.
Significant expenditure may be
required to upgrade treatment
plants but this may also be required
for water reforms as well regardless
of demand.
Developers may be required to
contribute to the cost of upgrading
the treatment plants.


Low cost from
existing
resources







High


Will be known
after
investigation
is completed.
If required it
will be beyond
the term of
this strategy.

Significant
expenditure

Medium
We have time to
identify and
respond to changes.

High
We have time to
identify and
respond to changes

Table 4: Significant issues and options for water supply
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Water supply expenditure forecasts
Figure 6 presents the expenditure forecast for water supply which is based on the following assumptions:
 Legislative and regulatory changes will require water treatment process changes.
 Capacity constraints exist at some treatment plants.
 Existing service levels will be maintained.
 Legislation changes with the three waters reform will have a significant impact on this activity and at a rapid
pace.
 We will provide services at the levels forecast in our Water Supply Asset Management Plan and 2021 Long Term
Plan.
Over the next 30 years it is expected that Council’s major capital expenditure items include (uninflated):
 Replacement of ductile iron pipes in the first 10 years ($1.5 million)
 District wide pipe renewal programme ($16.5 million over 30 years)
 Improvements to strengthen resilience ($8.5 million first ten years)
 Domestic water meter replacement ($6.66 million over next 30 years).

Water Supply Expenditure
20
18
16

Millions

14
12
10
8
6
4

2
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2036/37 2041/42 2047/48
2035/36 2040/41 2046/47 2050/51
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Opex

Figure 6: Water supply expenditure forecast (inflated)
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Water Supply - Cumulative Renewals v Depreciation
180
160

140

Millions

120
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-
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Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Depreciation

Figure 7: Water supply cumulative renewals and depreciation (inflated)

Our forecast renewals are lower than annual depreciation as we have recently upgraded our major water treatment
plants, as shown above.

Funding this activity
We fund our water services through a targeted rate comprised of annual charges and volume charges (all supplies are
fully metered). As with many of our activities, our policy on funding capital expenditure is to utilise sources of funds in
the following order:
1. Grants and subsidies
2. Development/Financial Contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Reserves
5. Borrowing – internal
6. Borrowing – external
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Wastewater
Background
We collect, treat and dispose of treated wastewater from domestic property and commercial / industrial premises on
our reticulated wastewater network for seven urban townships in our district. Seven wastewater treatment plants
service 5,720 properties via 167 kilometres of pipes.
Resource consents are required for discharging into six water bodies and one onto planted forestry and are issued by
the Waikato Regional Council. The main purpose of a consent is environmental protection and is driven by the
Resource Management Act. These consents are subject to requirements that restrict the volume of water that can be
discharged, and stipulate the water quality parameters the discharged water must meet.

Strategic wastewater challenges
Renewing infrastructure
We are focussed in the short to medium term on understanding the current state of our network and wastewater
pump stations. A renewal programme will then be developed, and a significant capital investment programme is
expected.
As part of our infrastructural resilience approach, we intend to implement our risk based wastewater renewal
programme over the next 10 to 20 years. Priority will be given to the critical wastewater assets (above and below
assets). There has been less progress with preparing our risk based wastewater renewal programme since 2018 than
expected due to internal resourcing constraints. There has been good data cleansing of the assets recorded in our
asset management system, which will input into the renewal programme.

Providing for growth and changes to levels of service
Regional wastewater treatment approach
There are significant challenges with the future wastewater treatment plant upgrades, which will be required as
resource consents expire. This is because a higher degree of treatment will be required before water can be
discharged (based on the initial conditions for the Ngatea upgrade) and we also need to allow for population growth.
Higher environmental standards will need to be met as a result of the National Policy Statement on Freshwater
Management 2020 and Waikato Regional Council’s Plan future Plan Changes. We have consents for our plants
expiring throughout the 2021 Long Term Plan period. We have assessed the draft Ngatea Wastewater Treatment
Plant discharge consent and believe if similar conditions are applied to our other six treatment plants in the district,
the costs will be significant and may not be affordable for our community.
We are working with our neighbouring councils in the Waikato Region due to the significant cost implications. We
have a view that we should take a coordinated approach within the region and work collaboratively with the Regional
Council and / or Government to allow for a pragmatic way of dealing with the impact of the changes facing
wastewater treatment. We continue to seek a collaborative all of catchment solution with our neighbouring councils
that is both affordable for the communities and environmentally beneficial.
Wastewater Strategy development
To address the significant wastewater issues that we are facing, we are developing a clear strategy on the treatment
and discharge of wastewater within our district over the next 50 years. The increasing requirements for
environmental protection, coupled with growth will require significant investment. Our proposed Wastewater
Strategy is critical for ensuring that we make cost effective decisions to meet the various compliance requirements as
well as being affordable for our community.
At a local level we are considering the catchment offset approach as the most environmentally effective and
affordable way for our community to address the interrelated issues. It will be considered as part of the Wastewater
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Strategy. Overseas studies show that smart farming practices provide better return on the capital investment for the
environment than costly plant upgrades.

Managing risk and asset performance
We are starting to better understand the performance of our wastewater networks. Our initial focus has been
targeting the catchments that have the most infiltration and inflow of ground and stormwater, including the
wastewater manholes located in Waihi East area and historical known hotspots such as Taylor Avenue, Paeroa.
Field work was completed for Waihi East and identified leaky wastewater manholes. Flow monitoring and inflow and
infiltration desktop analysis for these networks has been completed to allow us to better understand the implications
on network capacity.
More intense and frequent rainfall are expected due to climate change. This will likely result in greater inflow and
infiltration into our wastewater network with more frequent wet weather overflows. This will impact the
performance of our wastewater networks.

Asset condition and performance
The district’s predominate wastewater pipe material is poly vinyl chloride at 44% followed by asbestos cement at
30%.
There is growing concern for ageing glazed earthenware pipes in the Paeroa and Kerepehi networks (15%). The
earthenware pipelines have concrete joints and cannot move with ground movement as a result of the changes in
seasons, water table levels and extreme rainfall events. This results in service failures before the expected end of the
asset life. Failure trends indicate that these pipe materials are at the end of their useful life. Council is in the process
of developing a business case for the assessment and renewal of these pipes.
We have had recent failures of our wastewater trunkmains serving Paeroa. A project is underway to upgrade these
lines.
An assessment has been undertaken to better understand the current state of the wastewater pump stations
including existing pumps, condition and electrical switchboards. A renewal programme is underway and a significant
investment programme is expected.
Asset performance of Council’s wastewater network is assessed in terms of overflows and infiltration and inflow as
follows:
 Dry weather overflows – A dry weather overflow is an uncontrolled wastewater discharge that is not
associated with a rain event. We are currently working to connect all of our pump stations to the supervisory
control and data acquisition system (SCADA) over two years. This will allow remote operation and
functionality, and enable Council to more accurately monitor and report failures. This will help us to
effectively reduce dry weather overflows from entering the environment and improve reporting to the
Regional Council.
 Wet weather overflows - The Regional Council is also taking more punitive measures regarding wet weather
overflows. Without significant capital investment, these incidents will not be reduced and even after such
expenditure may still overflow when there is flooding as gully traps are inundated. A wet weather overflow
has limited environmental effect as it is diluted and the need to address this is being tested. We will continue
to work with the Regional Council to resolve this.
 Infiltration and inflow - infiltration and inflow is the term used to describe groundwater and stormwater
entering a dedicated wastewater system resulting in it becoming overloaded and overflows occur. We will
firstly address our public wastewater network performance issues such as cracked pipe materials and leaky
manholes. We know that the private wastewater system such as laterals are leaky as well, but we will
address this at a later stage.
Significant infrastructure issues for the wastewater activity and the principal options for managing these issues are
detailed in the following table. The highlighted option preferred as the most likely scenario has been identified..
Some issues may have more than one option recommended as the preferred.
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Significant issues and options
Significant issue
Implications of the
Government’s Three Waters
regulation (Taumata Arawa)
and changes to legislation are
likely to result in higher
standards for water treatment
and compliance costs.

Principal options for managing the
issue
3. Continued regional approach
by collaborating with
neighbouring councils to
determine and implement
good practice for compliance.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short term)

Implications of the
Government’s Three Waters
Service Delivery Reform





Increased focus on compliance
and reporting for meeting
consent conditions and
drinking water standards. This
involves getting appropriate
systems set up.
Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short term)



3.



4.

4.
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Aggregation of water supplies
into semi-regional, regional,
multi-regional or national
suppliers will be on an “OptOut” voluntary basis, however
aggregation appears inevitable
and thus proactive
collaboration with the DIA and
other Councils is regarded
appropriate.
The Council may choose to “opt
out” of the aggregated water
supply, however the

Years
1–10

Years
11–20

Years
21–30

Risk
(H/M/L)

Implications from water regulation
reforms are happening at a rapid pace.
There are likely to be increased costs to
address health/safety concerns / issues.


Budget are
unknown but
expected to be
significant.

Unknown

Unknown

High
There will
likely be
major
imposed
structural
changes
unless
neighbouring
councils
cluster
together.

This will impact our internal resourcing
under the current legislation, even
before the impacts of the proposed
Water Services Bill are fully understood.
A dedicated compliance resource
(shared for three waters) has been
identified to address the increasing
quality management.
This will result in the Council
transferring the assets and service
delivery of the 3-waters.
The Council will lose approximately 35%
of its income resulting in a significant
reduction of staff and stranded
overheads.
There is likely to be a medium term
increase in the cost of delivery for this
service.


Medium cost for
an additional
resource (shared
for 3 waters)

Implications of the option







High


Full effect
unknown but
expected to be
significant.
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Significant issue

Significant challenges with the
future wastewater treatment
plant upgrades as consents
expire. Interrelated issues to
consider include growth,
Waikato Regional Council’s
future Plan changes, the
National Policy Statement for
Freshwater Management 2020,
and a higher degree of
treatment required for resource
consents (based on the initial
conditions for Ngatea upgrade).
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Principal options for managing the
issue
government may act to prevent
this in future.
1. Option 1 is the most likely
scenario (only option)
1. Establishing the catchment
offset approach as the most
environmental effective and
affordable way for our
community to address the
interrelated issues. Developing
a clear strategy on the
treatment and discharge of
wastewater within our district.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)
2. Meet new resource consent
conditions on a plant by plant
basis.









Greater infiltration of the
wastewater network is
expected with more rainfall in a
single event as a result of
climate change.

1.

Develop a targeted inflow and
infiltration programme to
prioritise the catchments, this
will inform the Wastewater
Strategy.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)





2.

Respond ad hoc to network
overflow hotspots.

Years
1–10

Years
11–20

Years
21–30

Risk
(H/M/L)

Addresses issues holistically.
Requires greater stakeholder
management to gain acceptance on new
and innovative approach.
Sustainable investment that addresses
the four well beings.
Maybe greater impact on the
environment until investment is made.


Within either
years 1-20, 1120, and 21 to 30
and costs as per
the plant
upgrades above.





High

The upgrades may not have substantial
positive environmental improvements
and be unaffordable for the district
given the limited funds available.
Meets minimum resource consent
requirements.
We will firstly address public wastewater
network performance issues such as
cracked pipe materials and manholes.
We know that the private wastewater
system such as laterals (pipe that
connects the property to the public
sewer main) are a large source of
infiltration and inflow as well, but we will
address this at a later stage.
Cost effective programme to focus on
most overloaded parts of our networks.
The Regional Council is also taking a
harder line regarding wet weather
overflows. We may be prosecuted.
Pipeline capacity reduced with
additional loading during storm events.


Budgets are
known and
significant.


Significant


Significant

High






Budgets are
known


Known

Implications of the option




High


Known

High
(Regional
Council may
prosecute)

Table 5: Significant issues and options for wastewater
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Wastewater expenditure forecasts
Figure 8 presents the expenditure forecast for wastewater which are based on the following assumptions:
 That the application of the National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management 2020 and the Government’s
suite of legislative changes to improve ecological heath will require us to upgrade our wastewater treatment
plants as the consents expire to meet a higher environmental standard.
 Legislation with the three waters reform will have a significant impact on this activity and at a rapid pace.
 We will provide services at the levels forecast in our Wastewater Asset Management Plan and 2021 Long Term
Plan.
Over the next 30 years it is expected that Council’s major capital expenditure items include:
 Renewal of pump stations based on site assessments ($1.9 million in first ten years)
 Upgrades of wastewater plants to meet higher environmental standards in the first 13 years of this strategy
($44.7 million)
 District wide pipe renewal programme to address poor pipe materials (6.8 million in first ten years)

Wastewater Expenditure
14
12

Millions

10
8
6

4
2
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2036/37 2041/42 2047/48
2035/36 2040/41 2046/47 2050/51
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Opex

Figure 8: Wastewater expenditure (inflated)

Wastewater - Cumulative Renewals v Depreciation
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Figure 9: Wastewater renewals and depreciation (inflated)

Our forecast renewals are lower due to the replacement of the treatment plants in the first 15 years of the plan, as
shown above. These replacements do not show in this renewal profile as the primary driver of the replacement is
increased environmental requirements which is a level of service increase, rather than a renewal.

Funding this activity
We fund our wastewater services through a combination of a targeted pan charge rate (85-100%) of our operational
costs) and trade waste fees and charges (0-15%). As with all our activities, our policy on funding capital expenditure is
to utilise sources of funds in the following order:
1. Grants and Subsidies
2. Development/Financial Contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Reserves - Past Surpluses
5. Borrowing – Internal
6. Borrowing – External.
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Stormwater
Background
Stormwater is the runoff of rainwater from a rain event, which requires management and disposal using various
drainage systems. We have 95 kilometres of urban stormwater pipes and 30.5 kilometres of open watercourses
(drains). The stormwater systems service ten urban areas (including Kaiaua).
The stormwater systems eventually discharge into the Waihou or Piako Rivers, with the exception of the Kaiaua and
Whiritoa systems which discharge directly to the sea. Stormwater from Waihi, Mackaytown, Karangahake and
Waikino flows by gravity directly to the Ohinemuri River then to the Waihou River. Paeroa and Ngatea stormwater
discharges to the Ohinemuri, Waihou and Piako Rivers respectively (via Waikato Regional Council’s flood protection
assets). The communities of the Wharekawa Coast either discharge to a number of streams or directly to the Firth of
Thames

Strategic stormwater challenges
Asset information and knowledge
Traditionally the stormwater activity is mainly a reactive service which is typical for district councils nationally. We
have limited asset information and knowledge of our stormwater network. Condition surveys have generally only
been undertaken in response to an issue. We intend to move to a programme of planned condition surveys to help us
better understand the state of our stormwater assets.

Increased levels of service
There are strong interrelationships between the transport and stormwater activities for stormwater management.
Road catchpits can be retrofitted with devices to capture sediment and other large pollutants from stormwater
runoff. Nationally good environmental outcomes have been achieved with this stormwater quality solution.
We know that we need to become more proactive in our stormwater management, including stormwater from our
transport network for good environmental outcomes, and not just for meeting compliance requirements such as
discharge consent conditions and the National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management 2020. This may mean
the activity will require a higher level of funding than in the past.
We will be developing a strategy jointly with our internal Transport Team to reduce the pollution running off our local
roads. We may require land to locate the new stormwater quality assets (for example soft plantings to filter
stormwater and hard devices to capture sediment). There will also likely be consequential operational expenditure
required for this higher level of service for stormwater quality management than in the past. We will seek external
funding with Waka Kotahi to support our proactive stormwater quality management.

Preparing for climate change
We are developing our understanding of the impacts of climate change for the district for the next 20-30 years.
Climate change will affect our district over the medium to long term in line with projections provided by the Ministry
for the Environment for the Waikato Region as noted in Part One. For the stormwater activity, this means for our
district and the Waikato Region:
 Flooding – more heavy rainfall will increase the risk of inland flooding in the west of the region and in the
river catchments in the Coromandel.
 Rising sea levels and storm surge – will increase the risk of saltwater intrusion in low lying coastal areas.
The higher intensity rain events are more likely to cause inundation as the network was not designed to cope with
these higher intensities. There are also uncertainties such as the minimum floor levels for some low lying areas in
Paeroa that may have limited freeboard against more frequent higher intensity storms. In the longer term
stormwater flows in the townships located on the Plains (including Ngatea, Turua and Waitakaruru) may not be able
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to be drained to the river by gravity through floodgates due to sea level rise and may require additional pumping
from existing pump stations.
We will continue to monitor trends in the performance of our stormwater network, particularly flooding risk to
residential properties, with the more intense and frequent storms. New stormwater infrastructure is designed with
an allowance for a 20% increase in rainfall intensity (based on a Council resolution) which equates approximately to
the RCP8.5 Scenario subsequently developed. We design our infrastructure to take into account climate change
projections and the risk of climate change weather related events. At this stage, the financial implications of
adapting to the effects of climate change are uncertain for the stormwater activity and they will be refined in
subsequent strategies and plans as investigations are progressed.

Future challenge -discharge standards
Our consents for discharging stormwater into waterways expire in 2023. We have started preparing the evidence to
support our applications. We know that there will be higher requirements than we currently have including
treatment and more comprehensive monitoring. This will require us to be more proactive in stormwater quality
management than our current practices. The Regional Council will expect us to incorporate green infrastructure in
our new subdivisions and also retrospectively in our existing urban areas.
At this stage we do not know what the minimum discharge standards will be. This will be influenced by the
Government’s suite of proposed legislative and regulation changes to improve the freshwater ecological health
including the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 and the proposed National Environmental
Standards for Freshwater (2019).

Asset condition and performance
The district’s primary stormwater pipe material is concrete at 84% of the network followed by poly vinyl chloride at
10.8%. Condition surveys have only been undertaken in response to an issue to date. We intend to move to a
programme of planned condition surveys to help us better understand the state of our stormwater assets.
Asset performance of Council’s stormwater network is assessed in terms of capacity constraints (flood protection)
and stormwater quality. We currently have no recently recorded flood incidences in our district where there is risk to
life or safety, or frequent and repeated damage to property. We know that this may change with the impact of
climate change but there are many uncertainties as noted above.
There were no flood events reported or habitable floors flooded recorded in 2018/19 or 2019/20 as a mandatory
performance measure.
Significant infrastructure issues for the stormwater activity and the principal options for managing these issues are
detailed in the following table. The highlighted option preferred as the most likely scenario has been identified.
Some issues may have more than one option recommended as the preferred.
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Significant issues and options
Significant issue
Implications of the
Government’s Three Waters
Reform and changes to
legislation to improve the
freshwater ecological health
including strengthening the
stewardship of wastewater
and stormwater with regional
councils remaining primary
regulators.
The initial focus for the three
waters reforms for stormwater
will be collecting performance
information as relatively
limited data currently exists,
and promoting best practice.
The Government may also set
minimum standards for
stormwater discharges after
the initial phase of collecting
performance information.

Effect of climate change on
stormwater infrastructure to
cope with capacity.

Principal options for managing the
issue
1. Continued regional approach by
collaborating with neighbouring
councils to determine best service
delivery model.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)

2.

Increased focus on compliance,
monitoring and reporting for
meeting consent conditions. This
involves getting appropriate
systems set up.
Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short term)

1.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-51

Continue to allow for a 20%
increase in rainfall intensity when
we design new stormwater
infrastructure (based on Council
resolution), typically larger
capacity. However, investigate
climate change projections,
particularly what this means for
rainfall intensity.

Implications of the options
Implications from the water

reforms on service delivery
happening at a rapid pace.
 Implications of freshwater
legislation/standard changes
are unknown, but may result
in more changes to discharge
standards when resource
consents expire.
 Council needs to opt into the
reform programme to be
eligible for Government’s
funding package.
This will impact our internal

resourcing under the current
legislation, even before the
impacts of the proposed
Water Services Bill are fully
understood.
 A dedicated compliance
resource (shared for three
waters) has been identified to
address the increasing quality
management requirements.


Pipes will be increased in
capacity to cope with
projected climatic variations
as they are replaced or new
infrastructure is installed.

Years
1–10

Budget is unknown
but expected to be
significant.

Years
11–20

Unknown

Years
21–30

Unknown


Low cost


Replacement
of end of life
infrastructure
to comply
with new
design
requirements

Risk
(H/M/L)
High
There will
likely be
major
structural
changes
unless
neighbouring
councils
cluster
together.


Medium costs for
an additional
resource (shared
for 3 waters)


Low cost and
included within
project costs

High
Low
We have time
to identify
and respond
to changes
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Expectations from
stakeholders to be more
proactive in stormwater
quality management than our
current practices.
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Principal options for managing the
issue
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (ongoing)
2. Develop Catchment Management
Plans to help better understand
predicted habitable floor flooding.

1.

Develop a joint strategy with our
internal Transport Team to reduce
road runoff pollution and achieve
good environmental outcomes.
Undertake a stocktake of what
stormwater quality assets we have
to establish our baseline.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)

Implications of the options



Identify predicted habitable
floors that may flood in future
and how Council will mitigate
this (may not necessarily be
large pipe solution).



Road catchpits can be
retrofitted with devices to
capture sediment and other
gross pollutants from
stormwater runoff. However,
there are not just capital but
also ongoing operational
costs that need to be
considered before adopting
this approach.
We will seek external funding
with Waka Kotahi to support
our proactive stormwater
quality management.
Install stormwater treatment
devices both proactively and
retrospectively



2.

Identify opportunities to
implement stormwater treatment
solutions and develop a proactive
programme for stormwater
treatment
Table 6: Significant issues and options for stormwater
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Years
1–10

Years
11–20

Years
21–30

Risk
(H/M/L)


Medium cost
within existing
budget for plan
development in
next 5 year

Medium costs
requiring
additional budget
and potentially
external funding


Unknown costs if
multiple habitable
floors identified




Medium costs


Medium
costs

Medium


Medium costs
requiring
additional budget


Medium costs


Medium
costs

Medium
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Stormwater expenditure forecasts
Figure 10 presents the expenditure forecast for stormwater which are based on the following assumptions:
 The Government’s Three Waters Reform and changes to legislation to improve the freshwater ecological health,
higher expectations from the Regional Council, and co-governance of the rivers will drive the need to improve
water quality.
 We will be required to retrospectively install measures to treat stormwater particularly from road run off to
acceptable levels prior to discharging to the receiving water body.
 Legislation with the three waters reform will have a significant impact on this activity and at a rapid pace.
 We will continue to replace end of life infrastructure with infrastructure sized to accommodate climate change.
 We will provide services at the levels forecast in our Stormwater Asset Management Plan and 2021 Long Term
Plan.
Over the next 30 years it is expected that Council’s major capital expenditure items include:
 Stormwater quality improvements to meet higher standards and improve ecological health ($1.5 million from
2031/32 to 2050/51)
 Obtaining new resource consents ($270,000 in next 3 years).

Stormwater Expenditure
2.5

Millions

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 -2036/37 -2041/42 -2047/48 2035/36 2040/41 2046/47 2050/51
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Opex

Figure 10: Stormwater expenditure forecast (inflated)
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Stormwater - Cumulative Renewals v Depreciation
30
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Millions
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5
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Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Depreciation

Figure 11: Stormwater renewals and depreciation (inflated)

We expect that our stormwater pipe network will see an increasing need to undertake replacements as the existing
infrastructure reaches end of life or in response to an adaptive approach to climate change. The main impact of this
replacement is likely to occur in the latter years of the 30-year timeframe of this strategy, as shown above.

Funding this activity
We fund our stormwater services through rates. The rates include a capital value-based district rate (15% of our
operational spend) and a capital value-based targeted rate (85%). As with all our activities, our policy on funding
capital expenditure is to utilise sources of funds in the following order:
1. Grants and subsidies
2. Development/Financial Contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Reserves
5. Borrowing – internal
6. Borrowing – external
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Land Drainage and Flood Protection
Background
Land drainage and flood protection involves collecting runoff from the rural catchment areas of our district and
discharging it directly to river or sea outlets. Drainage schemes are designed to ensure that water does not lie on the
ground for more than three days for an event of approximately a 10% annual exceedance probability (AEP – the
equivalent of a 1 in 10 year event). The activity aims primarily to ensure the productive capability of pastoral land
(over 47,000 ha).
The majority of the flood protection service in the Hauraki District is provided by the Regional Council except in the
northwest part of the district (Waitakaruru to Miranda) where it is provided by Hauraki District Council. Flood
protection assets provide direct protection from river and tidal flooding and include stopbanks, floodgates and pump
stations.
The drainage service is provided by Council in five drainage districts. We have 650 kilometres of rural land drains and
50 kilometres of primary stopbanks, 5 pump stations (1 for flood protection and 4 for drainage). Settlements, or parts
of settlements that sit alongside these land drains include Ngatea, Kopuarahi, Kerepehi, Patetonga, Netherton,
Turua, Oronga, Waitakaruru and parts of Paeroa. These settlements, or those parts of these settlements that sit
alongside the land drains have a higher level of risk if the land drains are not able to meet capacity during storm
events.

Strategic land drainage and flood protection challenges
Network extension
Work is underway to establish a drainage district called the Pūkorokoro Drainage District. It will both provide
protection to the farmers and allow for the establishment of wetlands. Process is still underway to reach an
agreement.

Maintaining level of service
The current level of service for pasture protection is no ponding after 3 days from an approximately 1 in 10 year event
(10% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)) or less. This means farmers have no ponding on their paddocks after
storm events for normal farming use after 3 days. This is a historical service level and was based on a pragmatic
approach to remove the excess runoff from the paddocks (using 1 and ½ inch runoff in one day as the basis).
Our stopbanks experience ongoing settlement due to consolidation of the soil layers under the weight of the
stopbanks. The central Plains area has experienced the most ground settlement from farm cropping and peat
oxidation and this rate is expected to continue. There is greater change in ground settlement than expected from sea
level rise due to climate change impact for this activity.
We will continue to maintain the stopbank heights to ensure the pastures are protected from flooding and available
for normal farming most of the time. We do this by inspections, drone surveys, and periodic top ups of the
stopbanks.

Preparing for climate change
Climate change impacts, such as sea levels rise, will impact the land drainage and flood protection function. The
flood gates may not open long enough to drain the land adequately due to sea level rise and with the land subsiding.
This will mean a greater reliance on pumping of the floodwaters to keep the paddocks dry.
Rainfall events are likely to become more intense and frequent due to climate change impacts. However, it is the
total rainfall volume that is the main concern for the land drainage and flood protection activity. Under the different
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scenarios from a number of sources (NIWA, Waikato Regional Council and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change), the total rainfall volume is not predicted to increase significantly long term, however the intensities of
rainfall events will and the incident of drought events.
We are collecting evidence so we can understand any material change on the land drainage and flood protection
activity due to climate change impacts. This includes monitoring rainfall events at sites in our district.
Due to the potential effects of climate change costs may need to increase in the medium-term for increasing the
pumping as the existing flood gates cannot drain adequately, and consequent additional electricity costs. Longer
term, the service levels for flood protection assets (owned by the Regional Council) may reduce if pumping systems
are required as gravity drainage becomes ineffective (likely 50 years plus horizon).

Future challenges –improving freshwater quality
The National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management 2020 requires higher standards of stewardship for our
water bodies. In future, existing farmland may need to be purchased by Council and wetlands established upstream
of floodgates / pump stations to improve freshwater quality before it is discharged.
There are now stringent resource consent conditions for the clearing of drains, including undertaking fish studies.
These are costly and may not be workable for these modified streams. We will work towards long term consent
conditions for the complete land drainage network.
The Resource Management (Stock Exclusion) Regulations 2020 are part of the Government’s Action for Healthy
Waterways package to set higher standards for the nation’s waterways. The regulations require exclusion of stock
from lakes and wide rivers, natural wetlands identified in regional or district plans, and on low slope land. The
Government’s freshwater reforms to clean up the nation’s waterways are still being progressed but have been
changed with economic impact due to COVID-19. The focus is on stopping and reversing decline to waterways which
are heavily impacted by drainage practices.

Asset condition and performance
We have improved the knowledge of the state of our land drainage and flood protection assets through:


Undertaking drone and ground surveys of the stopbanks



Ongoing identification of any defects as part of monthly inspections of the pump stations.

Asset performance of our drainage and flood protection assets relates to the flood protection provided to protect the
district’s arable land. There was no ponding for more than 3 days reported in 2018/19 and 2019/20 for this
performance measure for protecting pasture.
We have defined our critical assets that are important to our community for this activity as stopbanks, flood gates,
and pump stations.
Significant infrastructure issues for the land drainage and flood protection activity and the principal options for
managing these issues are detailed in the following table. The highlighted option preferred as the most likely
scenario has been identified. Some issues may have more than one option recommended as the preferred.
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Significant issues and options
Significant issue
Impacts of sea level rise
associated with drainage
efficacy. When pastoral land is
inundated it is unusable. If
ponding occurs for an
extended period or if the water
is saline, pasture can die off.

Principal options for managing the
issue
1. Increased pumping and re-grading.
2.

Continue to monitor stopbank
height to maintain existing service
levels. Periodically top up
stopbanks. Option 2 is preferred
as the most likely scenario

The Government’s Action for
1. Work with industry to influence
Healthy Waterways package
Government on a practical and
sets higher standards for the
financially viable framework to
nation’s waterways. Potential
improve the waterways. Option 1
impacts include conversion of
is preferred as the most likely
farmland into wetland to
scenario
improve freshwater quality.
Table 7: Significant issues and options for land drainage and flood protection
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Implications of the option








In the medium term, more pumps and
pumping would be required as the
water table rises. This will mean
increased energy and operating costs.
Flood gates will become submerged
and ineffective.
Long term impacts include loss of
viable productive pastoral land. This
would have wide reaching impacts on
the economy of the district.
In future farmland may need to be
retired and converted to wetlands to
improve freshwater. This would likely
be a significant cost, which is unknown
at this stage.

Years
1–10

Low cost within
existing budget
(currently being
raised)

Years
11–20

$0.75m
Stopbank
raising
every 10
to 15
years

Years
21–30

$0.75m
Stopbank
raising
every 10 to
15 years

Risk
(H/M/L)
High
We have time
to identify
and respond
to changes


Unknown


Unknown


Unknown

High
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Land drainage and flood protection expenditure forecasts
Figure 12 presents the expenditure forecast for land drainage and flood protection which are based on the following
assumptions:
 Climate change will result in a sea level rise and may require greater reliance on pumping of the floodwaters to
keep the paddocks dry.
 Stopbank raising is required every 10 to 15 years to maintain the existing service levels. This is reflected in our
capital expenditure forecasts below.
 We will provide services at the levels forecast in our Land Drainage and Flood Protection Asset Management
Plan and 2021 Long Term Plan.
Over the next 30 years it is expected that Council’s major capital expenditure items include:
 Stopbank reconstruction at $6m (from 2031/32 to 2050/51)
 Development of fish passages in pumps and flood gates, and gaining consent as part of the freshwater
improvements at $500,000 (over 30 years).

Land Drainage Expenditure
3.5
3.0

Millions

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 - 2036/37 - 2041/42 - 2047/48 2035/36 2040/41 2046/47 2050/51
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Opex

Figure 12: Land drainage and flood protection expenditure (inflated)
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Land Drainage - Cumulative Renewals v Depreciation
16
14

Millions

12
10
8
6
4

2
-

Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Depreciation

Figure 13: Land drainage and flood protection renewals and depreciation (inflated)

We expect that our stop banks will need topping up every 10 to 15 years. The top-ups shown in Figure 12 are
described as renewals.

Funding this activity
We fund our land drainage services through rates. The rates include a land-value based targeted rate (85% of our
operating spend) and a capital value-based district rate (15%). Flood protection is funded the same way. As with all
our activities, our policy on funding capital expenditure is to utilise sources of funds in the following order:
1. Grants and subsidies
2. Development/Financial Contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Reserves
5. Borrowing – internal
6. Borrowing – external
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Land Transport - roads and
footpaths
Background
We provide 620 kilometres of roads (506 kilometres sealed and 114 kilometres unsealed), approximately 163 bridges
and 114 kilometres of footpaths in our district. The land transport activity provides essential infrastructure to connect
our communities.

Strategic land transport challenges
Renewing infrastructure
Sustainable resurfacing programme
We know that we need to invest more in resealing our roads. We need to keep ahead so there is not an unsustainable
deficit that is unaffordable for our future ratepayers. An assessment of the seal life of road pavements shows that
28% of our network is older than the design life compared to an industry acceptable level of 10 to 15% (refer to Figure
14). There is also a large cohort with an expected remaining life of five years.

Figure 14: Remaining surface life distribution
Source: Hauraki District Council, RAMM Database (as at January 2020)

We have been gathering data to develop an evidence-based pavement intervention strategy to better inform future
investments for the sealed network. Current initiatives include:





Validating the performance of sealed pavements built on different soil types, particularly on peat subgrades
(known soft subgrade soils are organic soils, gley soils and ultic soils as shown in Figure 15).
Starting a high speed data gathering programme to detect cracking in the surfacing of our roads across the
district over the next two years. This will be a major gain in network knowledge and be used for the long term
modelling for predicting surfacing deterioration.
Site verification to areas of concern to compare trends in sealed pavement deterioration.
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Figure 15: Soft subgrade soils within the district

Source: RATA (as at March 2020)
An increased investment in reseals is required to address the large amount of aged sealed assets (overdue). We plan
to bring the percentage of backlog down to 15% (from 28%) in the next five years with a higher level of investment.
We have undertaken high level analysis of different reseal profiles (five profiles in total) in advance of the long term
modelling outputs. An optimised profile has been identified and has informed this strategy and 2021 Long Term
Plan. The preferred profile is developed base on the actual seal lives achieved, which reduces the backlog to 15% in
five years and requires 8.3% reseals per year. This requires an increase in investment levels higher than the adopted
2018 Long Term Plan budget. We have adopted a different reseal strategy for managing the pavements on the soft
subgrade soils.
Aging bridge profile
We now have better understanding of the state of our bridge network. Bridges are critical assets of our transport
network, so we need to ensure that they are in good condition. We have inspected the district’s bridges to assess the
asset condition and record the construction dates. The condition survey has informed the development of the
forward works programme. There is a greater level of bridge components that need replacing than the 2018 Long
Term Plan budget allowance.
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Providing for growth and changes to levels of service
Road safety
There is an increased focus on road safety nationally and the New Zealand Government has released its proposal for
the new road safety strategy, Road to Zero. The focus areas include infrastructure improvements and speed
management, vehicle safety, work related road safety, road user choices and system management.
A network wide safety assessment has been completed and the top eleven crash roads have been identified. Most
crashes were generally found to have occurred on open (rural) roads, at intersections, at busy sections of road with no
street lighting, or due to direct roadside hazards. We will focus our safety investment on these top worst roads to
gain the maximum benefits. Options include reducing speed or physical engineering improvements. We are
currently working through the process of implementing a widespread speed limit reduction throughout the district.
High speed roads that do not provide adequate recovery areas are particularly of concern. There is a greater chance
of drivers not able to rectify errors quickly on these roads resulting in accidents. To address this, we will also be
reviewing the road safety policies and allowing for physical engineering interventions at targeted sites as required.
Increasing accessibility and network connectivity
There is inadequacy in the provision of purposeful infrastructure to support our communities to be better connected,
especially within our rural network. The district’s aged population is increasing, and we need to ensure that our
transport network is accessible for them as well as disabled people. An aging population will drive more urban
development and associated need for infrastructure. The One Network Framework is being developed nationally to
provide a common language to reflect the role transport corridors play in the movement of people and freight across
all transport modes, the social spaces they provide, and their role in providing access to adjacent land. We have
created a budget and allowed for local public transport options to be explored.
Asset improvement and creation will be a focus area in the medium to long term in our urban areas with high
footpath usage and aligns with our focus on the social and economic wellbeing of our communities and healthy
environment. Our approach to shared space and footpath widths will likely change once the One Network
Framework is completed and implemented nationally.

Managing risk and increasing resilience
People resilience - We have focused on building our people resilience first to enable us to strengthen our
infrastructure resilience. This approach has allowed us to build asset knowledge and develop consistent decisionmaking processes. We have done this by the following initiatives:






Increased our in-house knowledge of the transport network performance with bringing technical asset
management in house
Set up an in-house Project Management Office to coordinate work programmes
Ongoing support from Waikato Regional Asset Technical Accord for data management
Formed relationships with selected consultants for periodic specialist support
Enhanced collaboration with the Road Maintenance Contractor to have robust communication protocols and
procedures, and appropriate signage for keeping the network resilient.

Infrastructure resilience - There are parts of our transport network that are vulnerable and susceptible to weather
related events and rising sea levels. Areas of concern include the boundary with Auckland region, the Wharekawa
Coast and maintaining Lifeline routes (key transport routes) across our district. Our initiatives to strengthen our
transport infrastructure resilience are listed below.




The priority is ensuring that the key routes for the district remain available and safe for road users after weather
related events. The current focus is on pro-active maintenance before storm events and being ready to respond.
We have increased our awareness of our transport network risks in relation to sea level rise and have identified
four susceptible road sections.
The Wharekawa Coast 2120 project has been set up through a joint working party (Council, Regional Council and
iwi) to holistically plan for the future of the communities of the Coast. Natural hazard assessments have
substantially been completed. The next step is to undertake a risk assessment process.
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We will undertake scenario planning to establish the Lifeline routes across our district including local roads and
State Highways particularly across the flood susceptible Plains. We will identify critical bridges and culverts, the
potential impacts of stopbank failure, and safe routes.

Future challenges – stormwater quality
It is recognised that stormwater runoff from the transport network pollutes the waterways. There is increased
emphasis on the quality of stormwater runoff from roads. We will need to consider green infrastructure that provides
treatment and slows down the stormwater flows.
We will work with our internal Water Services Team on developing solutions and educate our community about
stormwater management. This infrastructural issue needs to be addressed and we are in discussions with Waka
Kotahi regarding funding. The Productivity Commission has identified this as a national issue. We intend to lobby
Waka Kotahi with other Road Controlling Authorities to contribute to the cleaning up of the stormwater runoff for
improved environmental outcomes.

Asset condition and performance
Performance and condition across the various land transport asset classes is as follows:
 Pavements:
o Sealed road performance – The overall state of the sealed network is assessed in many ways but
ride quality is commonly used as can be compared nationally. The ride quality for the urban
network had been trending downwards. The network will continue to deteriorate with current
investment levels. Sensitivity analysis is planned to determine required investment levels.
It is known that the pavements deteriorate more rapidly on the Hauraki Plains due to the known
soft subgrade soils (refer to Figure 15 ). Analysis of maintenance costs against pavements on
different soil types is helping inform the intervention strategy.



o

Sealed road condition –Figure 14 shows the remaining life of pavement surfaces. Surfaces with zero
or negative seal life imply that the surfaces have expired and require renewals. This shows that 28%
of our sealed network is older than the design life. Unsealed road condition – The overall condition
of the unsealed road network is measured by monthly visual inspections. The condition is generally
considered good but varies throughout the year due to heavy rain, periods of dry weather and
heavy vehicle loads.

o

Critical road condition – Waka Kotahi’s One Network Classification is used to categorise the
criticality of roads with a consistent framework nationally. Peak roughness refers to bumps in roads
and how smooth the drive is. While the peak roughness for some categories exceeds the Waikato
Region maximum (for 2019/20), Council has generally performed well when benchmarked at
national level.

o

Road safety – The number of serious injuries and fatalities has remained relatively static from
2017/18 to 2019/20 (three year average of 1 fatalities and 4.33 serious injuries) and remains a major
focus. The top eleven crash roads have been identified in the Land Transport Activity Management
Plan.

Bridges:
o Bridge condition – Most of the bridges (approximately 80%) are between 30 and 65 years old so
about midway towards the end of the asset life. Asset condition is regularly assessed with
inspections and surveyed every second year. The data from these two site inspection processes are
currently not recorded in the asset management system due to system limitations. There are plans
to assess the bridge structure at asset component level as part of a national pilot to address this.
o

Bridge performance – It is important that Council’s bridge network is accessible to heavy vehicles
that support the district’s economy. The number of heavy vehicles is increasing particularly milk
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tankers. We plan to undertake a detailed capacity assessment of all our bridge structures, starting
with timber deck bridges. We will then develop a prioritised programme based on traffic volume. .


Footpaths – Most footpath assets are relatively new or close to midway through their asset life (depending
on the material type) at between 12 to 18 years old. There is a proportion that have exceeded their asset
lives, mostly for footpaths of asphaltic concrete material. Over 90% of the footpaths are rated as in
excellent or good condition. However there has been a decrease in excellent condition and increase in good
condition since 2008.



Road drainage – Most drainage asset classes are quarter to halfway through their asset life.

Significant infrastructure issues for the land transport activity and the principal options for managing these issues are
detailed in the following table. The highlighted option preferred as the most likely scenario has been identified.
Some issues may have more than one option recommended as the preferred.
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Significant issues and options
Significant issue
Sustainable resurfacing
programme may be
unaffordable for our
community.

Inadequate provision of
purposeful infrastructure to
support our communities to be
better connected, especially
within in our rural network.

Principal options for managing
the issue

Implications of the options

1.



Continue with the existing
resurfacing programme based on
the default seal lives in the RAMM
database (baseline scenario for
chipseal resealing only).
2. Identify the optimised profile for
different reseal profiles based on
current information available.
Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short to medium
term)
3. Gathering data to develop
evidence based pavement
intervention strategy. Run long
term model to determine the
optimised profile.
Option 3 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (long term)
1. Allocate funding for improving
non-vehicular transport routes
including walking, cycling and
mobility impaired forms of travel
and prepare an annual
programme of works to prioritise
initiatives.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (short term)
2. Review strategies and
maintenance programmes for
footpaths and shared spaces once
the One Network Framework is
completed and implemented
nationally.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-2051

Years
1–10

Years
11–20

Years
21–30

Risk
(H/M/L)

Resurfacing may be undertaken too
early or too late as based on
theoretical seal lives.
Backlog may be created that cannot
not be addressed.
An optimised programme may still not
be affordable particularly with the
economic recession.


$1.6 million per
annum


$1.6 million
per annum


$1.6 million
per annum

High


$1.9 million per
annum


$1.9 million
per annum


$1.9 million
per annum

High


To be
determined


To be
determined


To be
determined

High



Takes time for data gathering and long
term modelling for predicting surface
deterioration.
Long term view based on multiple
treatment options with sensitivity
analysis for different investment levels.





Works will be prioritised.
Provides greater transport options.
Meets our customer expectations.


$700k per
annum (O & M
and capital)
(subsidised)


$x per
annum


$x per
annum

Medium




Improves network connectivity.
Aligned with national strategic
direction as set out in the Government
Policy Statement.


Budget impacts
unknown


Budget
impacts
unknown


Budget
impacts
unknown

Medium
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Principal options for managing
the issue

Implications of the options

Years
1–10

Years
11–20

Years
21–30

Risk
(H/M/L)

Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)

Impacts on roading
infrastructure from climate
change. Parts of the transport
network are vulnerable and
susceptible to weather related
events and rising sea levels.

Increase in heavy vehicles in
district and sub region
impacting bridge structures.
Uncertainty of bridge load
bearing capacity.

More slips are likely if recent rainfall
events are indicative of the increased
rainfall.
The Plains area is predominantly peat
soils which are susceptible to increases
and decreases in water which impacts
on our renewals and maintenance
plans as road surfaces need to be
replaced more often.


Low cost within
existing budgets

High



Critical bridges and culverts identified
and associated strategies developed to
mitigate risk. Safe routes identified for
emergency event planning.


Low cost within
existing budgets

High



Bridge failure and / or permanent
damage if restrictions are not complied
with by heavy vehicle operators.
Damaged bridge closed reducing
network accessibility.
Ongoing weight restrictions.

$6 million (O &
M)

High

Reduces uncertainties about bridge
capacities and knowledge.


$2.2 over 10
years (renewals)

High

Continue with proactive
maintenance before storm events
and being ready to respond.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (ongoing)



2.

1.

Undertake scenario planning to
establish the Lifeline routes across
our district including local roads
and State Highways particularly
across the flood susceptible
Plains.
Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)
1. Continue with weight restrictions
and speed limits for four identified
bridges with load bearing capacity
issues.
Option 1 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (ongoing)
2.
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Undertake detailed capacity
assessment of bridges where
traffic volume is high. Prioritise
the approach for remaining
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Principal options for managing
the issue

Implications of the options

Years
1–10

Years
11–20

Years
21–30

Risk
(H/M/L)

bridges and complete analysis
district wide.
Option 2 is preferred as the most
likely scenario (medium term)
Table 8: Significant issues and options for land transport
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Transportation expenditure forecasts
Figure 16 presents the expenditure forecast for roads and footpaths which are based on the following assumptions:
 Waka Kotahi will continue to provide us with subsidised funding for the road network over the next 30 years
under the current rates and criteria.
 We will continue to fund at the levels in the Long Term Plan and 10 year forecasts stated in our Long Term Plan.
 We will provide services at the levels forecast in our Land Transport Activity Management Plan and 2021 Long
Term Plan.
Over the next 30 years it is expected that Council’s major capital expenditure items include:
 $1.5 million to reseal our roads each year over the next 10 years.
 $2 million to undertake pavement rehabilitation each year for the next five years, and $1 million each year from
then onwards.
 Low cost, low risk roading improvements at $6.8 million over the next 10 years.
 Bridge structural component replacements at $0.2 million each year for the next three years, and $0.1 million
each year from then onwards.
 Accessibility improvements including walking, cycling and mobility impaired forms of travel ($0.2 million each
year over the 30 years of this strategy).

Land Transport Expenditure
30
25

Millions

20
15
10
5
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2036/37 2041/42 2047/48
2035/36 2040/41 2046/47 2050/51
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Opex

Figure 16: Roads and footpaths expenditure forecast (inflated)
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Land Transport - Cumulative Renewals v Depreciation
250

Millions
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-
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Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)
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Figure 17: Roads and footpaths renewals and depreciation (inflated)

The forecast road and footpath renewals are maintained to generally match the annual depreciation of the network
as shown above.

Funding this activity
We fund our land transport services from a range of sources:
Activity
Carriageways and
bridges
Footpaths
Lighting

Operating funding
60-85% Subsidies
15-40% Rate – Capital Value Roading
60-85% Subsidies
15-40% Rate – Uniform Annual Charge - Ward
60-85% Subsidies
15-40% Rate – Capital Value Roading

Network
management
Amenity

60-85% Subsidies
15-40% Rate – Capital Value Roading
95-100% Rate – Capital Value Roading
0-5% Fees and Charges

Public transport
Local public transport

100% Rate - Capital Value Roading
50-100% Rate - Capital Value Roading
0-50% Fees and charges
100% Uniform Annual General Charge

Safety

Capital funding
1. Waka Kotahi Subsidy
2. Development/Financial
Contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Reserves
5. Borrowing – internal
6. Borrowing – external
None
1.
2.

Waka Kotahi Subsidy
Development/Financial
Contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Reserves
5. Borrowing – internal
6. Borrowing – external
None
None
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Reserves
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100% Rate - Capital Value Roading

None

90-100% Ward – Annual Charge
0-10% Fees and Charges

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Contributions/Financial
Contributions
Depreciation
Reserves
Borrowing – internal
Borrowing – external
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Part Three - Financial Summary
Our strategy for our infrastructure is dominated by the impacts of the three waters reforms, increasing
environmental standards, managing risks and increasing infrastructure resilience, preparing for climate change, and a
sustainable resurfacing programme.
We expect over the next 30 years that the most significant investment in infrastructure will be resealing our roads and
upgrading our wastewater treatment plants to meet higher environmental standards. We need to keep ahead with
investing in resealing our roads so there is not an unsustainable deficit that is unaffordable for our future ratepayers.
There will be a higher degree of treatment required for wastewater discharges due to resource consenting
requirements, Regional Council’s Plan Changes, the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020,
the need to reduce carbon emissions, as well as to cater for growth. The cost estimates are significant and may not
be affordable for our community.

Financial assumptions
We’ve already noted some of our general planning assumptions in Part One of our strategy and they can be viewed in
more detail in the supporting information to the Long Term Plan and in the Long Term Plan 2021-31 once published.
In summary, our key financial assumptions are:
 The need for significant expenditure in the long term to meet requirements for the management of three waters
and implement water reform requirements.
 We will maximise the useful and economic lives of our assets.
 We will use risk management practices to maximise assets and the management of risk of a critical asset failing.
 Waka Kotahi will continue to provide subsidised funding to the Council for the road network over the next 30
years under the current rates and criteria.
 The Council will continue to have a Development Contribution Policy in place.
 Future water supply, wastewater and stormwater consent conditions will be more restrictive and will cost more
to comply with, implement and monitor.
 There will need to be significant expenditure in the long term to meet higher environmental standards for
wastewater and stormwater discharges.
 There will need to be significant expenditure in the long term to meet requirements for the management of
three waters and implement water reform requirements.
 We will provide services at the levels forecast in our Activity / Asset Management Plans and 2021 LTP, except for
the upgrade to wastewater treatment plants and other infrastructure upgrades driven by higher environmental
standards (as noted above).

Funding depreciation
Figure 18 shows renewals versus annual depreciation for the combined assets. This shows that the forecast renewal
expenditure for all activities broadly matches depreciation over the 30 year period (or slightly less), except in the last
5 years where there is a large amount of reticulation infrastructure coming to the end of its life. The gap is mainly due
to wastewater renewals less than annual depreciation as the primary driver of the replacement is increased
environmental requirements (levels of service) rather than a renewal.
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Total- Renewals v Depreciation
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Depreciation

Figure 18: Combined renewals and depreciation (inflated) 2021-2051
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Financial forecasts
In delivering the infrastructure services and addressing the identified issues outlined throughout this strategy, we
expect to spend the operating and capital expenditure as set out in Table 9 over the 30 year period.

Infrastructure activity
Water supply
Wastewater
Stormwater
Land drainage and flood protection
Land transport
Total

Operational expenditure
($)
379,878,395
217,214,507
44,978,051
64,059,179
510,439,653
1,216,569,786

Capital expenditure
($)
168,082,993
106,640,269
10,532,285
13,539,087
220,698,723
519,493,355

Table 9: Expected total operating and capital expenditure (inflated values)

The financial information presented in our strategy includes inflation, except for the graphs which present the
renewal and depreciation expenses.

Figure 19 shows the most likely scenario for the total operating and capital expenditure for combined assets over the
30 year period 2021 to 2051.

Total Expenditure
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30
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-

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2036/37 2041/42 2047/48
2035/36 2040/41 2046/47 2050/51
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Renewals (Capex)

Levels of Service (Capex)

Demand (Capex)

Opex

Figure 19: Total combined infrastructure operational and capital expenditure forecasts (inflation adjusted) 2021-2051

Over the next 30 years it is expected that:
 Operational expenditure accounts for 70% of the total expenditure
 Planned expenditure on renewals across all infrastructure activities is generally constant at about $12.8
million per annum but increases in the last five years
 Capital expenditure on levels of service improvements is focused on higher environment standards and
obtaining resource consents for water supply, wastewater and stormwater.
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Total - Cumulative Renewals v Depreciation
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Figure 20: Total cumulative renewals and depreciation forecasts 2021-2051 (inflated)

Decisions we expect to make
We will have to make a number of large decisions over the duration of our strategy. Some of these decisions will be
significant to our district and some will not. We consider that a decision will be significant if making that decision will
affect our ability to continue providing our activities without major implications for debt, rates and other funding
requirements. Decisions that are lower in cost but have a major impact on a large portion of our district community
may also be significant (these and other criteria are set out in our Significance and Engagement Policy).
We consider our decision on three waters the most significant decision we will have to make. In particular, there are
significant cost implications with the future wastewater treatment plant upgrades to improve the discharge quality.
We consider this to be significant because the financial consequences are high, and will affect both our capacity to
deliver our range of existing services without significantly impacting on our debt levels and our rates funding
requirements. This would affect ratepayers across the district financially through higher increases in wastewater
rates.
Other key decisions that will need to be made by elected members over the next 30 years include:
 We will continue to build people capability and capacity so that we have a resilient workforce and prepared
for black swan (unpredictable) events such as the global pandemic.
 We will gather evidence particularly the condition of our critical three water assets in the next three to ten
years to help us develop robust and risk based renewal programmes.
 We will continue to strengthen our infrastructural resilience as some of our district is located on the Hauraki
Plains and susceptible to weather related events and rising sea levels.
 We will develop joint strategy with our internal Transport Team to reduce road runoff pollution and achieve
good environmental outcomes.
 We will invest at a higher level in reseals to address the large amount of aged sealed assets (overdue) to
bring the percentage of backlog down to 15% (from 28%) in the next five years.
 We will implement the Road to Zero Strategy to prioritise safety risks across the network holistically.
 We will continue with our maintenance and renewal programmes that targets interventions at appropriate
levels consistent with good industry practice and meeting agreed levels of service.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-2051
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Funding implications
There are significant funding implications from significant capital expenditure in this first ten years to meet higher
environmental standards and to ensure our road network preserved. We are proposing significant rates increases
over the next ten years, particularly a 8.3% increase in roading rates and an 5.2% increase in wastewater rates. This
will have a significant impact on the affordability of rates for a number of our ratepayers. This is discussed in more
detail in our Financial Strategy.

Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2021-2051
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Section 2
Other consultation items





Draft revenue and funding policy
Draft rates remissions and postponement policies
Resource management and cemetery fees and charges
Development contributions policy

section
2A
2B
2C
2D
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2A - Revenue and Financing Policy
2B - Rates Remissions Policies
2C - Fees and Charges
Statement of proposals are contained within
separate reports on the 27/01/2021 Council agenda
and are not repeated here.
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Our district and direction
 District profile
 Our financial and other general assumptions
 Our mission, vision, and community outcomes
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District Profile
The Hauraki District contains a diversity of land, communities and economies. Our location puts us in the ‘golden
triangle’ between Auckland, Tauranga and Hamilton, and provides for a number of potential business opportunities to
settle within our district. Due to the flow on effects of the growth pressures facing Auckland, Hamilton and Tauranga,
in the past five years we have seen more people moving into our district than previous years, and added demand for
new houses. With our active support of economic development initiatives, we are expecting our local economy to
continue to perform well and our local population to keep growing.

Our Home
Our land
Our district sits at the south of Te Tara o te Ika o Maui – the barb of the fish of Maui.
It is geographically diverse and stretches from the shelly beaches of the
Wharekawa Coast (Kaiaua and Pūkorokoro / Miranda) along the Firth of Thames in
Tῑkapa Moana (the Hauraki Gulf) to the white sandy beaches of the Pacific Ocean
at Whiritoa. Between lies the rich reclaimed dairy lands of the Hauraki Plains, the
rugged beauty of the Karangahake Gorge and Kaimai/Coromandel ranges, and the
rolling farmlands of the Golden Valley. We sit within the rohe of the iwi of Hauraki
which stretches from Matakana in the north to Matakana Island in the south.
The Hauraki District Council was formed in 1989 when the Hauraki Plains County,
Ohinemuri County, Paeroa Borough and Waihi Borough Councils were combined
as part of a major restructuring of local government within New Zealand. The
Wharekawa Coast became part of the Hauraki District in 2010 when the Auckland
Council was formed.
We are part of the Waikato region and are located within New Zealand’s economic
‘golden triangle’ being only an hour drive from the cities of Auckland, Hamilton and
Tauranga. Our total area is 1,269 square kilometres, and our estimated population
at June 2020 was 21,4001. We may have less than 1% of New Zealand’s population,
but we have a lot of natural, cultural and historic taonga to look after. The Kopuatai
Peat Dome and the Pūkorokoro/Miranda area on the Firth of Thames are
recognised by the Ramsar Convention as wetlands of international importance.
Another area of natural beauty, the Karangahake Gorge, is visited by over 130,000
people a year who wish to experience the significant natural, cultural and historic
features of the area and ride the historic Goldfields Railway. The iconic Hauraki Rail
Trail traverses our district from Kaiaua through the Karangahake Gorge to Waihi,
and connects us to our neighbours and the towns of Thames and Te Aroha.
The clear waters of the rugged Ohinemuri River flow through the Karangahake
Gorge until Paeroa where it joins with the Waihou River. The Waihou River
originates from the Mamaku Ranges (close to Rotorua) and flows past the towns of
Putaruru, Te Aroha and Paeroa before draining into the Firth of Thames. The Piako
River originates in the ranges west of Matamata and flows through the Hauraki
Plains, also draining into the Firth of Thames.

Our total area is

1,269
square kilometres

Estimated population

21,400
At June 2020

The Karangahake Gorge,
is visited by over

130,000
people a year

1 Statistics New Zealand, Hauraki District Council estimated usually resident population as at 30 June 2020.
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Wards
Our district is divided into three wards; Waihi, Paeroa, and the Plains. Each ward has a main town and surrounding rural
land and smaller rural settlements2. These ward areas are shown on the map below. Our three most populated towns
are Paeroa, Ngatea and Waihi.

Waihi the ‘town with a heart of gold’ features a large open cast gold mine and adjacent
walking track right in the middle of town. The historic Cornish Pump House overlooks the
main street where the annual Beach Hop warm-up party is held. The beach village of Whiritoa
sits on the eastern coast of the Coromandel Peninsula.

Paeroa is ‘world famous in New Zealand’ as the home of the L&P soft drink and is also
renowned as a great place to seek out antiques with many antique and op-shops lining the
main street. Annual events such as the Highland Tattoo attract thousands of visitors each
year. The Ohinemuri river flows through the Paeroa ward and joins to the Waihou river north
of the town.
The Hauraki Plains also have a unique recent history as the area was drained and cleared
of swamp lands through a huge land drainage programme which started in the early 1900’s.
Ngatea is the centre of hockey in the Thames Valley and is packed with people once a year
for the Ngatea garage sale. The Wharekawa Coast is on the western side of Tikapa Moana
and is home to ‘famous’ tiny arctic tern, which makes the longest migration of any animal in
the world.

A map of the Hauraki District

2

Statistics New Zealand use when grouping data.
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Our people
At the 2018 Census people were able to note all
ethnicities they identified with. 18 out of 20 people
in our population identified as European and around
23% of people said they identified as Māori,
compared with 17% for New Zealand. Te Reo Māori was spoken by nearly 5%
of our population which is slightly higher than the national average of 4%. Our
district has a higher than national average percentage of European and Māori
population with less Pacific, Asian and ‘other’ ethnicities, however we are
becoming more diverse as our population grows.
The traditional Hauraki region is from Matakana in the North to Ngā Kuri ā
Whārei (located near Bowentown), the Iwi of Hauraki within this area are:
Ngāti Hako, Ngāi Tai ki Tāmaki, Ngāti Hei, Ngāti Maru, Ngāti Paoa, Ngāti
Porou ki Hauraki, Ngāti Pūkenga, Ngāti Rāhiri Tumutumu, Ngāti Tamaterā,
Ngāti Tara Tokanui, Ngāti Whanaunga and Te Patukirikiri. They are collectively
and individually in the process of negotiating treaty settlements with the
Crown. When the settlement has been agreed and proposed as law, we will
know more about the greater role our iwi will have in governance and
conservation in their rohe (area). We’ll continue to work with Hauraki Iwi into
the future for the benefit of our district.
In 2018 our residents’ median annual household income was $63,100, which is
lower than the national average of $89,100. 69% of households in our district
own their home or hold it in a family trust. This is higher than the national
average of 65%. In 2018, 7% of our population lived in overcrowded homes,
compared with 11% of the New Zealand population. While our average
residential house price is still lower than our neighbouring districts and cities,
our house values have increased on average 13% each year since 2015 to reach
an average value of $457,000 in 2019. Weekly rent has increased on average
7.7% each year since 2015 to reach an average of $347 per week in 2019. 3 The
cost of housing is a large component of household spending. When we take
into consideration our household earnings and house prices, we are no longer
considered such an affordable place to live as we were five years ago.
We have a focus on improving the economic and social wellbeing of the
community where we’re able to so our residents have jobs, liveable income
levels, and the resources needed to achieve a better standard of living. This is
important to us because parts of our district are more deprived4 compared to
other parts of New Zealand. The towns of Waihi, Paeroa and the area of
Hauraki Plains South (including Kerepehi) have a deprivation value of 9 on a
scale of 1-10, which means they are in the most 20 per cent of socioeconomically deprived areas in New Zealand. This is an improvement since
2013 when both Paeroa and Waihi had a rating of 10, meaning they were in the
top 10 per cent of areas with the most deprived scores. 25% of our school
population attend low decile schools (1 and 2).5

18 out of 20
people in our population
identified as European

23% of people
in Hauraki said they
identified as Māori and

5%

nearly
of our population
speak Te Reo Maori

65+
Almost a quarter of our
population is over 65 years

$63,100
the median annual household
income (2018)

 8%
Average annual increase
since 2015

$457,000
the average house value (2019)

13 %
Average annual increase
since 2015

3

http://webrear.mbie.govt.nz/summary/new-zealand?accessedvia=waikato&areatype=ta
NZDep2006 NZDep2013 and NZDep2018 Index of socio-economic deprivation, University of Otago.
5
www.educationcounts.govt.nz
4
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Our industry
Gross domestic product6 (GDP) in our district measured $1,055 million in 2019, a 2.2% growth on 2018
figures. New Zealand’s GDP was $297,894 million, a 3.0% growth on 2018 figures. We have advantages
against the national economy in gold ore mining, dairy cattle farming, beef cattle farming, meat and
meat product manufacturing and agricultural support services. Primary industries account for the largest proportion
of gross domestic product in our district (40%), which is higher than in the national economy (7%). Among broad
industries7 mining was the largest in our district in 2019, accounting for 22% of total GDP, with agriculture, forestry and
fishing coming in second (19%), followed by
manufacturing (6%), health care and social
Industry proportion of GDP in 2019
assistance (6%) and rental, hiring and real
(by broad industry type)
estate services (6%). Since the opening of the
Hauraki Rail Trail cycleway in 2013 our
Mining
All others
22%
district has seen an increase in tourism
19%
Retail trade
spend. In 2009 and 2010 tourism spend was
4%
$52 million. In 2019 it reached $91 million and
contributed to 4% of our district’s GDP.
Construction
5%

Although a ‘broad industry’ may be growing
rapidly, if it is small relative to a region's total
economy its contribution to overall GDP
growth may also be small. Taking into
account their relative sizes, the broad
industries that contributed the largest to the
overall growth of our district’s economy to
March 2019 were mining, followed by health
care and social assistance, and agriculture,
forestry and fishing, then retail trade and
public administration.

Owner-Occupied
Property Operation
5%

Agriculture,
Forestry and
Fishing
19%

Rental, Hiring
and Real Estate
Services 6%
Health Care
and Social
Assistance 6%

Unallocated
8%
Manufacturing
6%

We have more people employed in our district that are self-employed (24%) than the New Zealand average (16%).
Since 2000 there has been a steady decrease in the self-employed rate in the district, when it was 38% in Hauraki and
20% in New Zealand. Growth in the number of business units gives us an indication of entrepreneurial activity. In 2019
there were 2,832 business units recorded in our district, up 0.4% from a year earlier. Over the last ten years the biggest
growth in business units occurred in
construction and rental, hiring and real
Proportion of filled jobs in 2019
estate services (66 units each) followed by
(by broad industry type)
Agriculture,
financial and insurance services (39 units).
Mining
4%

Forestry and
Fishing
18%

All Others
20%

Professional,
Scientific and
Technical
Services
4%

Health Care
and Social
Assistance
12%

Accommodation and
Food Services 7%

Construction
10%

Manufacturing
8%
Education and
Training 8%

Retail Trade
9%

The average annual unemployment rate in
the district for 2019 was 4.4%, compared
with New Zealand’s rate of 4.3%. We had
15% of our young people aged 15-24 years
not in education, employment or training
(NEET rate) compared to 12% in New
Zealand. In 2019 we had 7,699 filled jobs in
our district, up 1.9% from 2018. 18% of those
jobs (1,385 people) were in primary
industries, compared with 4% in mining.
Since 2009 the most jobs creation has
occurred in accommodation and food
services, health care and social assistance,
and public administration.

6 GDP is the total value of goods produced and services provided

by all people and companies in the country during one year. In this
profile, Gross Domestic Product is estimated in 2019 prices.
7 There are 54 specific industry groups, which are grouped into 21 broad industry groups.
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Our economy
There is still uncertainty about the longer term effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic, however the economic rebound in New
Zealand in the September 2020 quarter has set us on a more
optimistic course than initially forecast. Sustained export activity, combined
with New Zealanders opening their wallets to domestic tourism, new cars,
and home improvements, has buoyed confidence that the New Zealand
economy will emerge from Covid-19 less impacted than other parts of the
world.
Hauraki District’s economy has also shown a strong rebound in activity in the
September 2020 quarter. Provisional estimates show a 3.0% per annum rise
in economic activity (GDP) over the quarter, limiting the year-end decline to
-0.4% per annum. Growth was higher than the New Zealand average yearend decline of -3.3%.
Households remain willing to spend on the whole, with a 6.3% per annum rise
in consumer spending in the September quarter and local monthly spend
rebounding to pre-Covid levels. However, this spending hasn’t been enough
to make up for the lack of spending earlier in 2020, with spending since
January still 5% below 2019 levels. Car and commercial vehicle registrations
are up, reinforcing the underlying economic momentum and the number of
property listings and sales has returned to pre-Covid levels.
With New Zealand’s borders remaining closed to all but essential travellers,
returning citizens and residents, tourism expenditure continued to decline
across New Zealand. The annual visitor spend in Hauraki was $82 million in
the year to September 2020. Total tourism expenditure in the district
decreased by -9.9% ($9 million) on 2019 spending, compared with a decrease
of -16.5% in New Zealand.
105 new dwelling consents were issued in the district in 2019/20, down
slightly on 2018/19 when 119 were issued. There is an expectation at the
national level that there will be a slowing in the construction activity as a
result of Covid-19, however we are yet to experience that in the district.
Mining activity in the district has continued to shift ahead and the primary
sector is proving resilient as New Zealand’s trade activity continues.
Fonterra’s recent upwards revision to the farmgate milk price will help, with
the 2020/21 pay-out expected to bring $251 million into the local economy.
We have seen an increase of 292 people receiving Jobseeker Support since
January 2020, with 1,019 recipients at September 2020 and 13 people on the
Covid-19 Income Relief Payment. That is a 23% increase since September
2019, which is lower than the national increase of 27%. In total, over 204,000
New Zealanders are on a Jobseeker Support benefit up over 61,000 from
September 2019. The labour market hit from Covid-19 has been less severe
in our district than originally thought, with fewer job losses than forecast.
However, across New Zealand data shows some workers are still employed
but working fewer hours, whereas others are out of a job, but not looking for
a new role yet.
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1,385 people employed
in primary industries which is

18% of workers
923 employed in health
care and social assistance

731 employed in retail and
trade, 731 employed in
construction

7,699 filled
jobs in 2019
1.9% from 2018
Since 2009 most jobs created in

accommodation and food
services, health care and
social assistance, and public
administration.

1,019
Jobseeker Support recipients
September 2020

 23% from January 2020 to
September 2020

110,479 cows in 2019
(-0.9% on previous year)
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Our Future
Our population8
After a period of minimal population growth between 2006
and 2013, the district experienced relatively strong
population growth between 2013 and 2018. In five years the
district population grew by 12.4% to reach 20,022 at the 2018
Census. This growth has mainly been driven by more people moving into our
district than those moving out, as opposed to a natural increase (more births
than deaths) rate. The increase is likely to have occurred in part because of
high national migration and inflated property prices in nearby districts and
cities.
At June 2020 the estimated population was 21,400 people and we are
expecting that the district will continue to experience population growth for
the next 30 years. However, due to COVID-19 border closures and the
uncertainty about what that means for national net migration figures we
have planned for the next ten years using the medium growth scenario, as
opposed to the high growth scenario. The assumption is population growth
will continue in the district, however at a slower rate than between 2013 and
2018. It is projected that at 1 June 2021 our population will be 21,520 and will
reach 22,750 by 2031. That’s an increase of 5.6% or 1,230 people over the tenyear period of the Long Term Plan.
In the longer term, 2031-2051, we have undertaken our infrastructure
planning based on the high growth scenario, because we believe people from
other areas in New Zealand will continue to move to our district and
international net migration will recover. We need to be able to readily cater
for this growth and we do not want to underinvest in our infrastructure.
Under the high growth scenario, by 2051 it is projected that our population
will reach 24,200, an increase of 1,450 people from the estimated June 2031
population. Our population growth will start to slow after 2031, but is not
projected to stop over the next thirty years.
From 2021 to 2031 we expect population growth to be spread across the
district, with only the areas of Kaiaua, Miranda-Pūkorokoro and Hauraki
Plains North projected to decline in population. Between 2021 and 2031
Paeroa’s population is projected to grow by 400 people, Waihi by 330 people
and Ngatea by 100 people.
With almost a quarter of our population over 65 years, we have an ‘aging
population’ when compared to the national average of 15%. We will continue
to have a greater number of older people living in our district for the next 30
years, despite the national projection that by 2045 the grandchildren of the
baby boomer generation will outnumber the baby boomers themselves.
With an older population it is common that the number of people living in
each household decreases. In 2006 there was an average of 2.5 people living
in each home in our district and this is expected to decrease to 2.1 people by
2051.
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5.6%

Estimated
increase
in population - 2021 to 2031

1 June 2021 ≈ 21,520
by 2031 ≈ 22,750
by 2051 ≈

24,200

Estimated population
increase by 2031

1,230
Paeroa + 400
Waihi +330
Ngatea +100

Aging population
By 2051 it’s estimated that
around 40% of our
population will be over 65

2.5 people on average
living in each home in
our district in 2006,
expected to decrease to

 2.1 by 2051



New Zealand median age

37.4 years (2018)
Hauraki median age

46.8 years (2018)
8

The projection data in this section was produced by Infometrics Limited for the Council.
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Our dwellings
Growth in dwelling numbers can be driven by an
increase in population and/or a demand for holiday
homes. It can also occur if more homes are needed to
house less people per dwelling e.g. because of an ageing population. Due to
continued population growth we’re seeing a steady number of building
consents for new homes being lodged and ongoing interest in our district’s
housing market.
Under the medium growth scenario, in 2021 it is projected the Hauraki
District will have 10,220 dwellings and this will increase to 10,990 dwellings
by 2031. That’s an average increase of 77 dwellings per annum. After 2031
the growth in dwelling numbers slows in line with the slowing of population
growth. By 2051 it is projected our district will have 11,820 dwellings, an
annual average increase of 41 dwellings from 2031 to 2051.

Occupied dwellings

88% in

increased from

2013 to 90% in 2018
More permanent homes and
less holiday homes

Estimated increase in
dwellings by 2031

770

Paeroa +142
Waihi +178
Ngatea +58

Over the ten years of this plan the district is projected to have 770 additional
dwellings, with 142 in Paeroa, 178 in Waihi and 58 in Ngatea. The remainder
of new dwellings are expected to be built in the smaller settlements and rural
areas. The proportion of occupied dwellings (that means dwellings that are
usually lived in and not for example holiday homes) has remained relatively
stable, increasing from 88% at the 2013 Census to 90% at the 2018 Census.
We expect this to remain constant over the period of this plan.

Estimated increase in
rating units by 2031

900
Paeroa +160
Waihi + 199
Ngatea +95

Our rating units
Our district has various types of rating units; residential,
residential lifestyle, rural industry, commercial and
industrial, mineral related and ‘other’. Rating unit
growth is driven by the economy, population growth and other changes in
demographics and lifestyle patterns.
In 2021 it is projected our district will have 10,995 rating units. Over the tenyear period of this plan it is projected that the number of rateable units will
increase by an average of 90 per annum, reaching 11,890 by 2031. By 2051,
it is projected that the number of rating units in our district will reach 13,220.
That’s an annual average increase of 66 rating units per year.
The majority of the projected increase in rating units over the next 30 years
is in the residential and residential lifestyle rating unit categories. This is
because the district’s growth in rating units closely follows the growth trend
in the number of dwellings in the district. In 2021 residential and residential
lifestyle properties are projected to account for 77% of the district rating
units. However this is expected to decrease by 2051, when 71% of the rating
units are projected to be residential and residential lifestyle properties. This
is linked to a slowing of population growth, but a steady growth in the
number of commercial and industrial rating units.

77% of the rating units are
residential and residential
lifestyle properties
in

2021

71% of the rating units
are residential and
residential lifestyle
properties in 2051

For further information on our district please see the Statistics New Zealand
website www.stats.govt.nz or our Infometrics Community and Economic
Profiles on our Business Hauraki web page www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/business-hauraki/
District Profile | 7
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Review of our financial and other
general assumptions
Forecasting assumptions are one of the building blocks of the long term plan (LTP). The LTP must disclose all
significant forecasting assumptions and risks, the level of uncertainty associated with each of these assumptions, and
quantify the potential effect of the uncertainty on the financial estimates.

Types of assumptions
Legislation prescribes that assumptions are required to be made and disclosed about some particular matters
including, but not limited to, the life cycle of significant assets and sources of funds for replacement of assets. Others
are identified by the Council as important to make assumptions about.
There are three types of forecasting assumptions to be prepared:
1. General assumptions: assumptions that apply organisation or corporate-wide and are applicable to all or most
activities.
2. Financial assumptions: assumptions that apply to all of the Council’s ‘finances’. They are usually corporate wide
in nature but relate specifically to financial matters.
3. Activity assumptions: assumptions that are specific to one or some activities. Activity assumptions may include
applying general assumptions at an activity level.
Significant forecasting assumptions need to be:
• realistic,
• evidence-based - especially where assumptions are outside industry norms,
• internally consistent with other assumptions,
• applied consistently across the LTP and supporting documents (unless there is good reason not to and the
difference in treatment and reason are both explained).

Risk analysis
Having developed a set of forecasting assumptions the Council is then in a position to consider the future risks and
determine if it is willing to accept the risk or whether some means of treating the risk is necessary. That analysis is
likely to be grounded in an analysis of the impacts of certain forecasting assumptions not coming to pass, or coming
to pass in a different way or to a different extent than expected (also known as sensitivity analysis).
Risk analysis is one of the stress-tests for an LTP. If the risk analysis is pointing to significant financial or delivery risks,
it may be a sign that an aspect of the Council’s direction needs to be revisited.

Review of our financial and other general assumptions | 2695692
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Topic

Forecasting Assumption

1.

Our forecast financial information includes provision for inflation. We have used
forecasts of price level changes prepared specifically for the local government sector by
Business and Economic Research Limited (BERL) to calculate the inflation rate for each
year of this plan.

Inflation [updated]

Level of
Uncertainty
Medium

The BERL forecast inflation rates were set in September 2020 and are listed in Figure 1
below. The cost adjustors are projected under three scenarios, which are consistent with
economic forecasts published by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, the New Zealand
Treasury and BERL. The Council is using the mid-scenario considered to be a likely
outcome relevant to most regions of New Zealand.

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
Inflation is affected by external economic factors. Our costs and the
income required to fund those costs will change by the difference
between the actual rate of inflation and the rate of inflation used in
the forecast.

Risk
That inflation will be significantly higher or lower than forecast.
However, as BERL notes it is more likely that growth and
employment is lower than higher in this scenario.

We have relied on the current parameters the Reserve Bank is
required to operate under in terms of inflation being held within the
range of 1% to 3%.
A 1% increase in inflation would increase annual operating
expenditure by approximately $390,000 and capital expenditure in
2020/21 by approximately $200,000.

In year one of this plan there has been no inflation applied to operational costs (with the
exception of salaries). This is considered appropriate given that the first year budget has
been prepared within six months of commencement of spend. The inflation rates used
for years 11-30 in the 30-year infrastructure strategy are the average of the rate used in
this plan for that activity over the next 10 years.
2.

Interest [updated]

Interest on term debt is calculated at an average of 2.7% over the ten years. This is our
expected cost of borrowing and is based on market interest rate expectations taking into
account the proportion of our debt that is covered by fixed interest rate instruments.

Medium

Interest rates are influenced by international economic factors. We
will manage this through interest rate risk management
instruments authorised in our liability management policy for
external debt, and by using internal borrowing as much as possible.

That the interest rates will be significantly different from
those in the calculations.

3.

Waka Kotahi NZ
Transport Agency

The Funding Assistance Rate (FAR) government roading subsidy is 60% in 2020/2021 and
is forecast to remain at this level for the following nine years of this plan. This is based on
projections supplied by Waka Kotahi, the government funder of roading.

Medium

A 1% reduction in the FAR subsidy rate would amount to a
reduction in subsidy income of approximately $65,000 per annum.
If there is a reduction, the subsidy may not cover the cost of works
we have planned for.

That the rate of subsidy will be lower than the rates
budgeted for.

4.

Carbon credits and
liabilities [updated]

It is assumed that we will not have to purchase carbon emission units (NZUs) under the
New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme for our waste activities. No budget for the
purchase of NZUs has been provided.

Medium

The Climate Change Response Act 2002 now includes targets for
the reduction of biogenic methane, which includes wastewater
treatment and discharge. The first emissions budget period is 2022
to 2025, and will be gazetted by 31 December 2021. It must include
all greenhouse gases. However, the Ministry for the Environment
has advised at this point in time wastewater treatment and disposal
will not be included in the Emissions Trading Scheme.

That we will have to purchase or relinquish NZUs, which is not
budgeted for.

Medium

If the economic downturn continues and we have high levels of
unemployment and our communities ability to pay for our services
is affected, there is potential for an increase in rate defaults/
postponement applications particularly for year 1 of this Plan.

There is more severe impact on our community’s ability to
pay than predicted.

Medium

We periodically re-value our assets. This is set out in more detail in
our accounting policies and Infrastructure Strategy. Land was last
re-valued as at 30 June 2019. Buildings and utility assets were last
re-valued as at 1 July 2017. Roading assets were last re-valued as at
1 July 2019. Water, wastewater, stormwater and drainage were last
revalued 1 July 2017.The projections provide for changes in asset
valuations every three years based on capital works, retired assets
and the amount of inflation over that period of time. The value of
our assets and subsequent depreciation expense may change as a
result of changes in valuation methodologies or cost changes being
significantly different to those projected. This could lead to an
increase in rates.

That the cost of construction/replacing assets will be
significantly higher or lower than forecast by the valuations.

We assume that we will continue to replant our forestry lots, which currently earn NZUs
under the Emissions Trading Scheme. As at 30 June 2020, the number of NZUs held by
the Council is 6,900 with a market value of $28 per unit.
5.

Covid-19 and the
economy [updated]

Measures to contain COVID-19 in New Zealand have resulted in a severe economic
downturn. Levels of activity and employment have declined, with income and spending
consequently uncertain. Hauraki’s economy is highly dependent upon agriculture and
mining, and our tourism sector is mainly based on domestic tourism (85%). To date
Hauraki seems to have been less affected than most of New Zealand.
However, it is assumed the unemployment rate in the district could increase from
approximately 4% (pre-COVID-19 rate) up to 9% during the first year of this Plan. BERL
forecast unemployment slowly recovering to near 5% by around 2030. This outlook
assumes the COVID-19 eradication strategy is successful and a vaccine is developed
sometime in 2021 allowing the border to reopen and life to return to somewhat normal.

6.

Revaluation of assets

It is assumed that the value of our assets will be consistent with the valuations
conducted.
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Level of
Uncertainty
Low

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
Vested assets can fluctuate considerably from year to year but the
impact is ordinarily offset by a proportionate increase in rates
revenue. It is highly unusual that we would enter into an
arrangement with a developer where the ongoing costs associated
with the vested assets are disproportionate to the increase in rates
revenue.

Sources of funds will be obtained as detailed in our revenue and financing policy. The
policy also includes the sources of funds for future replacement of significant assets, and
both operational and capital expenditure (the latter of which is primarily through
borrowing).

Low

There is little risk that sources of funds will not be achieved given
our ability to levy rates. The main risk concerns capital
expenditure, as that is primarily funded through borrowing. If we
aren’t able to borrow to the levels forecast than this could affect
the timing or viability of our capital works programme.

That we will not be able to fund our planned work
programme.

The Local Government Funding Agency will continue to be able to raise funds from
capital markets providing us access to more favourable loan funding.

Low

A significant amount of the capital funding is sourced from
overseas capital markets. There is a risk that access to these
markets may become restricted.

That the Local Government Funding Agency no longer has
access to capital markets.

Topic

Forecasting Assumption

7.

Vested assets, being
the assets the Council
receives and becomes
responsible for.

We have forecast that we will receive a minimal, but certain level of vested assets. We
also assume that the impact of vested assets will be neutral, in that the costs associated
with the additional assets will be offset by a proportionate increase in rates revenue.

8.

Funding sources

Risk
That we will have more assets vested thereby increasing the
depreciation expense in subsequent years that is not offset
by a proportionate increase in rates revenue.

The financial effect of the Local Government Funding Agency not
being able to access capital markets would be less favourable loan
options being available to us.
9.

Capital expenditure

On average, costs of major capital works will not vary significantly from costs estimated
at the concept stage, subject to general inflation trends.

Medium in
years one to
three of this
plan, but
higher
further out.

We have a higher level of confidence regarding the costs of capital
projects in the short-term but less certainty in the longer term. This
is due to possible fluctuations in the economy, growth patterns,
regulatory requirements, etc.

That some capital project costs are greater or lesser than
estimated resulting in increased or reduced debt levels from
those forecast.

10. Asset Life

It is assumed the useful lives of our assets as recorded in our asset management plans
approximate reality.

Medium

If an asset were to fail or wear out significantly earlier than its
estimated life capital projects could be brought forward which
would affect interest costs. Depreciation expense may also
increase.

Asset life is based upon estimates by actual performance,
industry standards and valuers and is considered reasonably
accurate. However, we are in the process of improving our
level and accuracy of asset data for core infrastructure
recognising the current information could be improved.

11. Development
contribution and/or
financial contribution
revenue
12. Ngatea North
Subdivision [New
assumption]

We will implement our development contribution policy effective from 1 July 2020. We
will have legacy financial contributions as well during the life of this Plan.

Low

Revenue from financial contributions will be considered on a case
by case basis. Revenue from development contributions has been
included as part of this long term planning process.

If less revenue is collected from development contributions
then forecast, the cost of the additional capacity will fall to
existing ratepayers.

We will be able to sell the council owned lots in the Ngatea North subdivision at market
price.

Low

That the construction costs for the development of stage 4
of the Ngatea North subdivision are not recovered once
sections sell.

13. Infrastructure
insurance

We have sufficient insurance to replace our infrastructure assets in the event of a
disaster.

Medium

If the residential market suffers a downturn and section prices fall,
then the Council would hold the sections until the market
improved. This will result in Council debt being up to $4M higher
than forecast until the sections are sold.
We manage the financial risk associated with natural disasters
through the provision of insurance up to the current replacement
value. Central government currently covers anything above this
amount.

14. Population growth
[updated to include
narrative on high
growth scenario as
included in the
Infrastructure
Strategy.]

For the life of this plan (2021-2031), we have decided to plan using the medium growth
scenario for the district, as opposed to the high growth scenario. This is because of the
COVID-19 border closures and the uncertainty about what that means for national net
migration figures. The assumption is population growth will continue in the district,
however at a slower rate than between 2013 and 2018, which was at an average rate of
2.4% per annum.

Medium

Should the population be less than expected this may have an
effect on our income if this trend is coupled with less rating units
than projected. The financial effect would likely mean a rise in rates
due to a smaller number of rateable properties.

There is a chance the population growth projected in this
plan may be lower than anticipated. This could occur due to
lower than forecast net migration or a lower than
anticipated birth rate and higher death rate.
There is less risk that we will experience more growth than
projected in the first three years of this Plan because
COVID-19 border closures means New Zealand is likely to
experience minimal net migration for several years.
However, more New Zealanders may move to the regions in
search of more affordable lifestyles meaning we still
experience some net migration as a District.

Under the medium growth scenario, it is projected the usually resident population of the
Hauraki District at 1 June 2021 will be 21,520. It is projected our population will reach
22,750 by 2031. That is an increase of 1,226 people, or a population increase of 5.6% over
the ten-year period of this plan. The average annual increase is 165 people or 0.5%

We believe there is no risk of overinvesting if we base our planning
on the medium or high projections, given the two scenarios are not
significantly different.

Treasury signalled a review of the level of financial
assistance that the Government provides to local
authorities after a natural disaster in 2018. Although is still
on the agenda is not a current priority of Treasury. A
discussion paper is on hold until more certainty from
Treasury is provided while this plan is developed.
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Level of
Uncertainty

Forecasting Assumption

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided

growth per annum. Growth will continue to be driven predominantly by net migration
(people moving into the district).

Risk
In the longer term (2031-2051), there is a risk that the
district may not experience as much population growth as
projected. The medium growth scenario projects a plateau
of growth around 2031, then a slow decline in population at
a rate of -0.3% per annum.

In the longer term, 2031-2051, we have undertaken our infrastructure planning based on
the high growth scenario, because we believe people from other areas in New Zealand
will continue to move to our district and international net migration will recover. We do
not want to underinvest in our infrastructure. We need to be able to readily cater for this
growth.
Under the high growth scenario, the district population will be approximately 24,200 in
2051. That is an increase of 1,450 people over the twenty years from 2031-2051. In years
11-30 of our infrastructure strategy, the population increase by an average of 73 people
per year, or 0.2% growth per annum.
15. Household size

The average household size (number of people living in a house) has decreased from 2.5
persons in 2006 to 2.3 persons in 2021. This trend is projected to continue and further
decrease to 2.2 persons by 2031.

Low

The average household size is projected to continue to decline to 2.1 persons per
household by 2051.

16. Demographic age
distribution for our
District

By 2021, it is estimated that 26% of the population of our district will be aged 65+ years.
Our district is likely to have an increasingly ageing population with 35% of the population
aged 65+ by 2031 and 40% aged 65+ by 2051.

If the rate of household size declines faster than anticipated, this
could result in more infrastructure costs if additional dwellings are
required. However, the extra costs would likely be off-set by
additional rating units.
With less people living in each dwelling, rates affordability could
become an issue.

Low

The main financial effect would likely be on rates affordability due
to a larger percentage of the population being on a fixed income.

The table below shows previous and projected age-distribution:

17. Rating Unit Growth
[updated to include
high scenario
statement]

Age

2006

2021

2031

2051

0-14

22%

18%

17%

15%

15-39

26%

23%

20%

19%

40-64

35%

32%

28%

25%

65+

17%

26%

35%

40%

For the life of this plan (2021-2031), we have decided to plan using the medium growth
scenario for the district, as opposed to the high growth scenario. In 2021 it is projected
our district will have 11,127 rating units. Over the ten-year period of this plan it is
projected that the number of rateable units will increase by an average of 90 per annum,
reaching 11,891 by 2031. The total number of rating units has been forecast for each year
of this plan as follows:
2021/22

11,127

2026/27 11,649

2022/23

11,247

2027/28 11,727

2023/24 11,355

2028/29 11,790

2024/25

11,460

2029/30 11,844

2025/26 11,559

2030/31 11,891

In the longer term, 2031-2051, we have undertaken our infrastructure planning based on
the high growth scenario. By 2051, it is projected that the number of rating units in our
district will reach 13,222. That is an annual average increase of 66 rating units per year in
years 11-30 of our Infrastructure Strategy.

The decrease in household size occurs sooner than expected
or is greater than expected. This would be driven
predominantly by an aging population where it is more
likely elderly people will be living in single person
households. An increase in single parent families can also
contribute to a declining household size.

Aging population trends continue to be forecast by
Statistics New Zealand for the provinces of New Zealand.
There is a risk the age distribution of our district could be
older than projected if a greater number of people aged
65+, and fewer families with children, move to the district
than anticipated.
There is less risk the age distribution will be younger than
anticipated.

Medium

The main financial impacts are increased/decreased rate funding
from rating units. If rating unit growth is less than that projected
there may be a period where the costs associated with certain
infrastructure capital expenditure needs to be meet by less
projected rateable units. Higher than projected rateable units could
put pressure on the provision of certain infrastructure.

Rating unit growth is driven by the economy, population
growth and other changes in demographics and lifestyle
patterns. There is a risk that the growth in the number of
rating units will be less than forecast, particularly if our
district experiences less population growth than expected.
This is because the growth in rating units closely follows the
growth trend in the number of dwellings in our district. In
2021 residential and residential lifestyle properties account
for 77% of the rating units in our district. In 2051, 71% of the
rating units are projected to be residential and residential
lifestyle properties. This is due to less demand for holidays
homes in the district and a slowing in the demand for new
dwellings associated with the decrease in population after
2031. COVID-19 lockdowns may also have a slowing effect
on the economy, leading to less commercial and rating unit
growth.
In the longer term (2031-2051), there is a risk that the
district may not experience as much rating unit growth as
projected. Under the medium growth scenario, the number
of rating units in our district is projected to reach 12,309.
That is an average annual increase of 21 rating units per
year in years 11-30 of our Infrastructure Strategy.
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Forecasting Assumption

18. Dwelling forecasts
[updated to include
high scenario
statement]

For the life of this plan (2021-2031), we have decided to plan using the medium growth
scenario for the district, as opposed to the high growth scenario. In 2021 it is projected
the Hauraki District will have 10,220 dwellings. It is projected to have 10,990 dwellings in
2031, an increase of 77 dwellings per annum. 10% of those dwellings are unoccupied and
this remains constant over the ten-year period of this plan due to a lack of demand for
holiday homes.
In the longer term, 2031-2051, we have undertaken our infrastructure planning based on
the high growth scenario. By 2051, it is projected that our district will have 11,820
dwellings. That is an annual average increase of 41 dwellings per year in years 11-30 of
our Infrastructure Strategy.

Level of
Uncertainty
Medium

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
If growth in dwelling numbers is less than projected there may be a
period where there are less connections to our services and less
properties paying for the costs associated with providing those
services and associated infrastructure.
Higher than projected dwelling numbers could put pressure on the
provision of certain infrastructure.

Risk
A growth in dwelling numbers can be driven by an increase
in population and/or a demand for holiday homes. It can
also occur if more homes are needed to house less people
per dwelling e.g. because of an aging population or higher
couple separation rates. There is a risk the growth in the
number of dwellings will be less than projected, particularly
if our district experiences less population growth than
expected. There is less risk that we will experience higher
growth in dwelling numbers than projected in the next ten
years when compared with our historical trends. From 2001
– 2016 our district had on average 85 new residential
dwellings per year.
In the longer term (2031-2051), there is a risk that the
district may not experience as much rating unit growth as
projected. Under the medium growth scenario it is
projected that our district will have 10,700 dwellings by
2051. That is an average decrease of 15 dwellings per year in
years 11-30 of the Infrastructure Strategy.

19. Costs associated with
provision of services

20. Delivery of three
waters [updated]

Services will continue to be delivered at the forecast costs in this plan.

We will continue to deliver drinking water, wastewater and stormwater services.
However, the government has signalled a possible reform that would remove the water,
wastewater and stormwater activities and assets from councils, and transfer them to a
new entity. If this was to occur, it could happen in 2023 or later. It is likely the income,
expenses, assets and debt for these activities will be transferred.

Medium

Medium

External influences may impact on the forecast costs of the service
levels in this plan. For example, inflation, legislative changes, a
skilled labour shortage. Alternatively, a more efficient method of
delivering the same level of service may be implemented.
If the cost to provide the forecast levels of service was to change
significantly then we would review the timing and amount of work
programmed and undertaken. The financial effect is difficult to
predict.
If the Council no longer delivered the three waters it would mean a
substantial change to financial estimates. As at the start of the LTP
the forecast value of the assets that would be transferred is $141
million. The debt that would be transferred is $22 million. The
annual cost of providing the three waters activities is $13.5 million,
while Council receives about $12.6 million of income annually. This
is 28% of council’s income.
We estimate that about 36 staff would no longer be employed by
Council in our community. The annual overheads that relate to the
three waters activity are about $2.2 million. We estimate that
$700,000 of this would not be able to be transferred to any new
entity and would remain with Council. This cost would likely result
in an average overall rates increase of 3%.

That the service may not be able to be delivered in the same
manner, which could impact the cost of providing the same
level of service.
That costs are increased significantly by commodity prices
or economic conditions putting costs above the forecast
level of inflation.

This loss of income means that Council will not be able to
recover some of its support costs from these activities.
Some of these costs will be reduced, however some are
fixed and this will leave our remaining activities to bear a
greater burden of these costs.
We usually have some lead in time to implement new
services in which case the implications for financial
estimates and our capacity to continue delivering services
can be identified and considered through an annual
planning, long term planning or long term plan amendment
process.

21. Environmental
Protection Subsidy
[new assumption]

The Government has enacted a suite of legislative and regulation changes to improve the
current management of freshwater. Subsequently, we are now forecasting future capital
works of $41 million over the next ten years to again upgrade our wastewater treatment
plants. Due to the high deprivation in our communities, we have assumed that central
government will contribute 50% of the costs of these upgrades to make it affordable for
Hauraki communities.

High

If no subsidy is received then Council will have to borrow an
additional $20 million for projects. This cost would likely result in an
average overall rates increase of 2%. This increase in debt reduces
the margin between Council’s borrowing and its debt cap. This
reduces Council’s ability to borrow for other capital works forecast
beyond the ten year life of this plan.

That the subsidy we receive is lower than assumed.

22. Range and nature of
services

Our current range and nature of services will remain unchanged from those detailed in
this plan and other assumptions.

Medium

The requirement to undertake new services or meet new
regulations are sometimes hard to determine in advance, but could
be significant in terms of affecting our capacity to deliver our
services.

That central government will allocate responsibility for
additional services to local government, and/or the Waikato
Regional Council will allocate responsibility for additional
services or standards to local government in the Waikato
Region that requires immediate addressing and affects our
capacity to deliver.

We usually have some lead in time to implement new services in
which case the implications for financial estimates and our capacity
to continue delivering services can be identified and considered
through an annual planning, long term planning or long term plan
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Level of
Uncertainty

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
amendment process. We also use that process to consider and
respond to community-driven demand for changes to services.

We will continue to deliver services associated with the Resource Management Act 1991
such as developing policy (district planning) and implementing rules and regulations
(processing resource consents, monitoring and enforcement).

Medium

The initial indication is the overall transition process would be
completed within 10 years. This will give us time to determine the
effects on the organisation once more is known.

That the conditions of infrastructure resource consents held by us will be altered over
time due to increasing water discharge quality standards and also because of possible
increased competition for the allocation of water.

Low
(discharges)

This low level of uncertainty means that we have confidence in the
need to allocate financial resources for meeting new consent
conditions. Changes to wastewater discharge consent standards
will result in the need for the upgrading of our wastewater
treatment plants, other requirements may result in the need for
more of our infrastructure to be upgraded to meet higher
standards. Upgrades to stormwater treatment before discharge
may also be required. The increase in financial resources needed
will impact on the Council’s ability to continue providing services
within existing budget levels. There remains a level of uncertainty
of the quantum and timing of some infrastructure spent.
The financial effects of over allocation of water bodies may be
significant and require upgrades and/or new water treatment
facilities, however the potential costs cannot be forecast.
Additional affects could be the potential to restrict development
due to the inability to gain additional water allocation.

Topic

Forecasting Assumption

23. Resource
Management Act
reform [updated]

24. Resource consents
for water discharges
and takes

The Waikato Regional Council has advised that water bodies in our district are already
close to over allocation and that it will be more difficult to obtain new resource consents
required for water takes to allow for future growth. The potential implications resulting
from changes to allocation of water to our district could include:

the amount of water we can take,

our ability to accommodate population and industrial growth,

additional requirements for monitoring and management of water allocations.
Medium
(Takes)

25. Operating
environment

That conditions of resource consents require higher
compliance standards requiring the development of
additional infrastructure.
That new water take resource consents will be more difficult
to obtain.

Medium

The budgets are included in year five of the LTP to start designs
and construction on plant upgrades to be compliant in year 10 of
the consent.

That if we are required to comply earlier than expected
there will not be sufficient budgets in earlier years and
require prioritising the upgrades over other community
needs.

There will be no significant changes to our operating environment, which have not
already been planned for.

Medium

Due to climatic variation and unforeseen natural disasters there is
an increased chance of events changing the operating environment
in our district. However, we have faced unexpected events in the
past, and coped adequately. There are risk management plans in
place for some activities and an operative emergency management
plan.

That there will be event(s), e.g. natural disasters and/or
legislative reform that significantly affect our ability to
operate or change the operating environment.

The Hauraki Collective Treaty Settlement Deed will include provision for an iwi driven
authority responsible for developing a strategic vision and direction for natural resource
issues in the Waihou and Piako River catchments and the Coromandel catchments.

Low

Medium

27. Hauraki collective
and individual
Hauraki Iwi Treaty
settlements

The Council may not be delivering these services in the
future. The Randerson Report recommends replacing the
Resource Management Act 1991 with three Acts. There
would be a mandatory plan for each region combining
Regional Policy Statements, regional and district plans.
New regional hubs would be established to undertake
resource management, compliance, monitoring and
enforcement.
Additional new or revised legislation, national policy
statements, national environmental standards and regional
plan changes (the development of the healthy rivers plan
change programme) will require changes to activities and
service levels not provided for in this plan. Unless otherwise
noted, we do not know what changes will be initiated, and
of those that we do, what the changes will involve.

That Waikato Regional Council will allow 10 years for Council to comply with the new
consent conditions for the wastewater treatment plants.

Medium

26. Waihou and Piako
River catchments
post-Treaty
settlement Authority

Risk

These settlements will identify areas of land that have particular cultural, spiritual,
historical and traditional association for iwi and that the settlement legislation will
require policy makers and consent authorities to acknowledge these associations
and provide input from those affected iwi. Settlements will also trigger mechanisms
which allow iwi to be partners with Council in decision making.

Low

Legislative reform is covered in a separate assumption but can
potentially cause significant changes to our operating environment
and budgets.
Assets are unlikely to be lost other than through planned end of life
renewal. Therefore, the financial effect is difficult to predict, but we
do carry comprehensive insurance cover on infrastructural and
community assets (refer also to insurance assumption).

That there will be significant asset losses.

We will need to make additional funding commitments to allow us
to work with post settlement authority with shared governance and
responsibility of the Waihou and Piako river catchments.

That the Council is not prepared financially or have capacity
to be ready to engage with the river catchment authority
once it is established.

We may need to make additional funding commitments to meet
delivery costs over time should central government not provide
funding.

That central government does not provide funding to
support the ongoing costs of the river catchment authority
once it is established.

We will need to update policy protocols and consenting processes
and procedures within Council to be ready to incorporate Maori
world views into decision making.

That Council is not prepared and processes and procedures
are not in place to incorporate Maori world views into
decision making.
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Forecasting Assumption

28. Asset information

Performance, condition and age data for assets is assumed to be accurate.

29. Land use

There is land zoned to cater for the forecasted residential property growth in our district,
however that land is not being made available now to meet the demand. Further
residential areas are being investigated in Paeroa and Waihi to support sufficient land
being made available.

30. Natural disaster
events

Level of
Uncertainty
Medium

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
The forecast financial information is based on current asset
management plan information. When any new information comes
to hand, forecast financial information will be changed. The net
effect overall may not be significant.

Medium

If projected residential growth does not eventuate due to shortage
in zoned land availability and uptake, we will have less connections
to our services and less revenue in the short term.

If we experience more population growth in certain areas
than planned for, there may not be sufficient land zoned in
that particular area.

Medium

There are no significant local natural disasters during the term of this plan.

Medium

It is likely any significant natural disaster would have impacts on the
current planned expenditure within this plan. It is difficult to predict
the likely financial impact of a significant natural disaster; however,
we are a member of the Local Authority Protection Programme
Disaster Fund (LAPP) which is a cash accumulation mutual pool
created by local authorities to cater for the replacement of
underground infrastructure following catastrophic damage by
natural disaster. We also receive a large subsidy on our roads and
bridges.

That a natural disaster occurs that has significant impact on
our infrastructure and our ability to deliver services. There
are adverse effects on the population and/or local economy
from the adverse effects of a natural disaster.

Medium

Changes to insurance offerings could result in additional hardship
following extreme events and have significant flow-on effects for
New Zealand society including loss of peace of mind, displacement
of communities, changes in business investment and household
consumption, fiscal risks to the Government, and financial system
instability.

Medium

Where the impacts of climate change have a potential implication
for our services, options for adaptation will be identified and a
planned programme will be prepared.

That private property and assets are insurable, due to
ongoing sea-level rise and extreme weather events. Insurers
may retreat from an area of New Zealand following a
climate event, either in that location or in another New
Zealand location. Because most of New Zealand’s insurance
providers are international, retreat may also be hastened by
another country’s experiences, which convince them that
risk profiles have changed because of sea-level rise or other
climatic changes.
There is a risk that the predictions on climate change as
provided by the International Panel on Climate Change and
the MfE are over or under estimated.

That all property in the district will continue to be insurable.

We undertake land use planning and design our infrastructure taking into account
climate change projections and the risk of increased climate change related weather
events. Climate change will affect our district over the medium to long term in line with
projections provided by the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) for the Waikato Region.
These projections include:
1. Higher temperatures – Compared to 1995, temperatures are likely to be 0.7˚C to
1.1˚C warmer by 2040 (depending on the emission scenario) and 0.7˚C to 3.1˚C
warmer by 2090. By 2090, the Waikato is projected to have from 10 to 60 extra days
per year where maximum temperatures exceed 25˚C. The number of frosts could
decrease by around 5 to 13 days per year in Waikato.
2. Rainfall - Rainfall will vary locally within the region. The largest changes will be for
particular seasons rather than annually. Winter rainfall in Ruakura and Taupo is
projected to increase by 4 to 8 per cent, while spring rainfall is projected to decrease
by up to 6 per cent. The Waikato is not expected to experience a significant change
in the frequency of extreme rain days as a result of climate change. For planning
purposes we will use the two upper climate scenarios, radiation concentration
pathways (RCP) 6.0 and 8.5, when modelling rainfall scenarios.
3. Wind - The frequency of extremely windy days is likely to decrease by 2 to 3 per
cent. There may be an increase in westerly wind flow during winter, and northeasterly wind flow during summer.

Economic growth and industrial growth slows, resulting in
less or delayed demand for industrial and commercial land.
Alternatively, private land is zoned as industrial or
commercial use but the owner/s do not want to subdivide
and sell it meaning we do not have capacity for future
growth.

Projected changes in the frequency and intensity of the acute hazards people and
organisations insure against, such as flood, fire, storm-surge, landslide, hailstorm and
tsunami, are causing the insurance industry to change premiums, develop new insurance
offerings and adjust availability. These changes are likely to affect many insurance
markets, most significantly, the home insurance market.

32. Climate Change
[updated]

Asset data results over-estimate or under-estimate the
need for renewal or replacement and its cost.

In some areas of the district there is insufficient land zoned to accommodate industrial
and/or commercial growth. There is a proposed Plan Change being developed which will
include land proposed to be rezoned for industrial purpose in Waihi and Paeroa.
Additional land was zoned for commercial purposes in the recent District Plan review in
both Paeroa and Waihi.

The district is classified as a medium risk area for earthquakes, as outlined in the Building
Act 2004. Therefore, there is a medium risk of an earthquake affecting our district. In
extreme weather events there is also a risk that rainfall events and stopbank overtopping
will result in flooding and inundation of land/property and our infrastructure. Currently it
is believed there is a low risk that a tsunami event/tidal surge will directly affect the
coastline around the Firth of Thames and/or Whiritoa.

31. Climate Change and
insurance [updated]

We are not yet certain on when uptake of land zoned for
development will occur and therefore when infrastructure
investment will be needed. Our financial forecasts would change if
we do not have adequate financial or development contributions to
fund this investment.
If projected industrial and commercial growth does not eventuate
due to shortage in zoned land availability and uptake, we will have
less connections to our services and less revenue in the short term.

Risk

The additional operating and capital expenditure that is likely to be
required falls outside the ten year life of this plan. We have
identified projects in years 11-30 of our Infrastructure Strategy that
will be required as a result of the impacts of climate change. We will
need to balance the needs and expectations of our community so it
is able to finance the forecast costs for addressing climate change.

There is a risk the impacts of climate change for Council
activities will be more significant than planned for. It is
unlikely the risk will be lower than planned for.

At this stage, assessing the financial implications of adapting to
the effects of climate change are ongoing. They will be refined in
subsequent plans as investigations are progressed.
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Forecasting Assumption
4.

5.

Level of
Uncertainty

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided

Risk

Storms – Future changes in the frequency of storms are likely to be small compared
to natural inter-annual variability. Some increase in storm intensity, local wind
extremes and thunderstorms is likely to occur. The frequency of ex-tropical cyclones
is projected to either decrease or remain unchanged over the 21st century; however
the ex-tropical cyclones will likely be stronger and cause more damage as a result of
heavy rain and strong winds.
Sea-level rise – the 2017 MfE guidance on Coastal Hazards and Climate Change for
New Zealand has four sea-level rise scenarios. The sea-level rise projections range
from 0.55m – 1.36m sea-level rise by 2120. For land using planning purposes, we will
use the high scenario of 1.36m.

What does this mean for the Hauraki District and Waikato Region:
 Drought – By 2090, the time spent in drought is likely to increase. More frequent
droughts are likely to lead to water shortages and increased risk of wild fires.
 Flooding – More heavy rainfall will increase the risk of inland flooding in the west of
the region and in river catchments in the Coromandel. The MfE guidance on Coastal
Hazards and Climate Change notes by 2050–2070, extreme coastal water levels that
are currently expected to be reached or exceeded only once every 100 years (on
average) will occur at least once per year or more (on average).
 Rising sea levels and storm surge will increase the risk of salt-water intrusion in lowlying coastal areas.
 Erosion and landslides – More frequent and intense heavy rainfall events are likely to
lead to more erosion and landslides.
 Tropical diseases may become established in areas where they currently do not
exist.
 Biosecurity – Warmer, wetter conditions (particularly in the south and west of the
region) could increase the risk of invasive pests and weeds.
 Agriculture – Warmer temperatures, a longer growing season and fewer frosts could
provide opportunities to grow new crops. Farmers might benefit from faster growth
of pasture and better crop growing conditions. However, these benefits may be
limited by negative effects of climate change such as prolonged drought, reduced
water availability, increased flood risk, or greater frequency and intensity of storms.
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Figure 1: Local Government Cost (Inflation) Adjustors, BERL mid-scenario, % change on year earlier and Statistics New Zealand Producer Price Indices and Labour Cost Index that BERL considers to comprise the costs of local governments

Year Ending

Planning &
Regulation

Roading

Transport

Community
Activities

Water &
Environment

PPI Inputs Local
Government
administration

June 2019

3.2

2.3

2.8

2.0

3.8

3.6

2.3

4.9

1.5

4.7

All salary and
wage rates –
Local
government
sector
1.8

June 2020

1.7

1.9

1.8

1.7

2.5

1.6

1.3

2.9

2.1

2.2

2.2

2.2

PPI Inputs Arts
and recreation

PPI Inputs –
water, sewer,
drainage, and
waste services

CGI –
Earthmoving and
site work

CGI - Pipelines

Private Sector Wages

2.0

June 2021

0.5

0.8

0.7

-0.2

-3.8

2.1

0.4

-5.4

0.7

1.5

-3.4

-3.5

June 2022

2.7

3.3

2.9

3.2

6.0

1.7

2.2

7.2

4.4

4.7

4.8

4.3

June 2023

2.5

3.1

2.6

2.7

3.5

2.0

1.9

3.4

4.1

5.0

2.4

2.3

June 2024

2.3

3.0

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.0

1.7

2.1

3.8

4.9

1.5

1.5

June 2025

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.4

2.7

1.9

1.6

2.3

3.8

4.7

1.7

1.6

June 2026

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.5

2.9

1.8

1.6

2.6

3.8

4.6

2.0

1.8

June 2027

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.4

2.8

1.8

1.4

2.3

3.8

4.5

2.2

1.7

1.7

1.6

3.0

3.8

4.4

2.3

2.1

1.7

1.7

3.3

3.8

4.4

2.4

2.2

June 2028

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.5

3.2

June 2029

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.6

3.3

June 2030

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.6

3.4

1.7

1.6

3.3

3.8

4.3

2.6

2.3

June 2031

2.2

2.9

2.4

2.4

3.1

1.6

1.3

2.7

3.8

4.3

2.7

2.0

20 year average

2.0

2.5

2.2

2.1

2.5

1.8

1.5

2.5

3.0

3.1

1.9

1.8
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Our direction
Our direction is made up of three components:
 our vision,
 our mission, and
 our community outcomes
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Our vision / Tō Mātou Tauākī Moemoeā
Our home, our future
Our vision captures our reason for getting out of the bed in the morning. It’s our team’s purpose.
To us ‘our home, our future’ means that we’re proud to live here and we want our future generations to be proud to live here
too. We want to work with you to help shape our future rather than waiting for things to happen. That means creating
opportunities for the now and also for future generations. We are ready to push boundaries to make things happen.

Tō tātou rohe kāinga, Tō tatou ao tūroa
Ka hopukina tō mātou tauākī moemoeā te tino pūtake ka ara ake i te moenga ia ata. Ko tēnei tō mātou pūtake mō te tima.
Ki a mātou ‘Tō tātou rohe kāinga, Tō tatou ao tūroa’ ka noho whakahī tahi tatou i tēnei wā, a tērā wā hoki o ā tātou uri
whakatupu. Ko tō mātou hiahia kia mahi ngātahi tātou ka whakaritea tō mātou ao ki mua, ka tatari kē kia tutuki. Ka
whakaritehia ngā āheinga ināianei, āpōpō hoki mō ngā uri whakatupu. Kua reri mātou kia panahia ngā ripa tauārai ēnei
āhuatanga.
Ka whakatauria te LTP ngā ritenga kia hanga taua ao tūroa.

Our mission
Our mission sets out what we do. It is our mission to:
 actively provide leadership to, and advocate for, our communities
 provide good quality infrastructure, services and regulatory functions
 foster open-minded and two-way communication with our communities
 ensure the sustainable use and management of resources…
… for the benefit of all who live in, work in and visit our district.

2 | Strategic direction
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Community Outcomes
Our community outcomes express in more detail about what we’d like to see happen in our District. These outcomes continue
to stay at the forefront of the decisions we make. We developed these community outcomes after speaking to our community
about what they love about our District, and what they want to see in the future.
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